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ABSTRACT
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Control of linear systems with saturating actuators are considered and anti-windup
compensators for multiple-input multiple-output systems, and robust, almost time-optimal
controllers for double integrators with input amplitude saturations, are proposed.

Windup effects are defined and anti-windup compensators aiming at minimizing the
windup effects are propoaed. The design is based on 1) linear quadratic (LQ) optimization
techniques and 2) heuristic design using Nyquist-like techniques and pole-placement
techniques.

A root-locus like technique that can, approximately, foretell possible directional problems
that may be present in MIMO systems with input saturations, and that can be used for
design of anti-windup compensators and for selection of appropriate static directional
compensators, is proposed.

The problem of control of double integrators via saturating inputs is addressed and a robust
piece-wise linear controller that gives almost time-optimal performance is suggested. It is
shown that time optimal control of a double integrator via an input amplitude limiter, is
equivalent to time-optimal control of a single integrator having a rate limiter at the input.
This result is expected to make the proposed controllers useful in many industrial applica-
tions. One such application, concerning control of hydraulic cylinders in container crane
systems, is presented. An extension of the controller, allowing synchronous control of two
integrators with input rate limitations, is proposed.
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Remarks on the notation

System descriptions
Most of the concepts and techniques discussed in this thesis hold for both continuous-
time systems and discrete-time systems. In order to make this clear without having
to present every thing twice, we use the same notation for discrete-time systems
and continuous-time systems.

In continuous time, the system can be in state space form:�����
	����	 �� ���
	����������
	��� �
	�� �� ���
	����������
	��
(1)

or in polynomial form: � � �!�#"%$�&'� �(�
(2)

where
�

is the Laplace transform variable. In discrete time the system can be
represented in state space form:��� )*�,+-� .� ��� )/���0�1��� )/�� � )/� 2� ��� )/��������� )/�

(3)

or by the pulse transfer function: � �435�#" $�& �435�76
(4)

When considering signals in time passing in and out of systems, the reader should
think of the Laplace transform variable to be replace by the differential operator
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xii Remarks on the notation

8  �:9(��	
(5)

and� �
	��  � � 8 �#"%$�&'� 8 �;���
	��<6
(6)

Similar in the discrete time case, the z-operator is replaced by the forward-shift
operator = , defined by = � � )/�  � � )>�,+-�<6

(7)

The signal model in discrete time is then� � )/�  � � = �#"%$�&'� = �;��� )/�?6
(8)

We will use the simple notation@BA ��DC  @ � �� � C @ ��0C (9)

for both the continuous time and the discrete time state space representations. Here,A
is either one of the operatorsA  E 8  FF�G continuous time case=  forward shift discrete time case

6 (10)

Similarly the notation � " $�&
(11)

is used for both the continuous time and the discrete polynomial representations.

For polynomial models described in terms of a state space description, i.e.,� " $�&  E � � �'H?I � � $�& �J�K�
continuous time case� �43LH?I � � $�& �J���
discrete time case M (12)

we will use the simple notation� " $�&ON @ � �� � C 6
(13)



xiii

Operators and functions
For a matrix PRQ%SUT(VWT , the expression PRXZY means that P is positive definite.

The suffix [ represents transpose-conjugate of a polynomial matrix \ . In the
continuous time case, \  \ � �(�

, we then have that\^] � �!�?_ \,` �aIb�!�76
(14)

In the discrete time case, \  \ �43:�
, we then have that\ ] �435� _ \ ` �43c$�&d�76

(15)
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

O ntrol of a dynamic system requires manipulable inputs. The manipulation
is usually transmitted (or transferred) to the system via constrained actua-

tors. In many technical systems actuators are transducers which transforms a low
power signal, usually electric, into high power ”action”. Examples are valves for
flow control and high power electronics for electric power control. The latter can
in a second step e.g. be used for torque control of an electric motor. In most cases,
properly dimensioned actuators will saturate even under normal operation.

What happens if, or when, actuators saturate depends critically on the ability of
control strategy (the controller) to handle a saturation event as well as on the prop-
erties of controlled system. Some systems are easier to control via constrained
actuators than others. Some controllers are better suited to handle saturation events
than others. The following example illustrates this.

EXAMPLE 1.1: LINEAR CONTROLLERS AND SATURATION EFFECTS

Consider three equal linear systems given bye  +�<�,+ (1.1)

controlled by the three different controllers shown in Figure 1.1. The first system
is controlled by a pure feed-forward controller, the second by a PI-controller and
the third by a P-controller. By ignoring the saturation in the loops, the transfer

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

functions from the reference to the output are, however, the same in the three
cases namely

(1.2)egf  h�<� h 6
(1.3)

Consequently, the reference-step responses of the three systems are identical as
shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.1: Three different systems having equal linear response but different sat-
uration effects. Here, ikj>lnmLopi!qrltsvu w .

But in the real case, when the inputs saturate, they behave quite differently from
each other. See Figure 1.3. Loosely speaking one could say that the first system
( � & ) needs more feedback the second ( � � ) needs less and the third ( �5x ) behaves
well (at least what saturation concerns). The second system suffer from integra-
tor windup, a phenomenon which has been discussed in the literature for many
decades. The first system suffers from the fact that not enough energy was put
into the system sufficiently fast. We say that such systems do not recover from
saturation sufficiently fast. Or, we say that the de-saturation transient does not
decay sufficiently fast. These undesired phenomena and what causes them, and
how to overcome them, are discussed in this thesis.
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Figure 1.2: Equal linear response.
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Figure 1.3: Different saturation effects. The solid line represents the response
of the feed-forward control system, the dash-dotted line the response of the PI-
control system, and the dashed line represent the response of the P-control system.
Here, the saturation limits are y?s .

1.1 Control of linear systems

Seen from a control engineering perspective, one of the main purposes of describ-
ing a dynamic system by a linear dynamic model is that this should simplify the
design and the implementation of a controller. Whether such a controller will per-



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

form well or not depends much on how well the linear model captures the most
important dynamic properties of the real system. Theory and design of linear con-
trol systems are discussed in many textbooks on control. A representative reference
on linear systems theory is Kailath [1]. Design of linear controllers in general are
discussed in e.g. [2][3][4][5][6][7] and design of linear optimal controllers are
discussed in [8][9][10][11]. Representative texts on design of linear MIMO con-
trollers are [12][13]. Detailed discussions exclusively devoted to theory, design
and tuning of PID controllers are provided in [14].

Many dynamic systems behave as ”almost” linear, under certain operating condi-
tions, and therefore linear control theory is widely applicable in reality. But quite
often, e.g. when operating a system on its limits, different kinds of nonlinearities
make them self known and may degrade the stability and performance properties
to such an extent that they are no longer acceptable. These nonlinearities must then
be taken into account when designing and implementing the controller. Actuator
nonlinearities, such as amplitude- and rate limiters, appearing at the plant input, are
examples of such nonlinearities. By introducing amplitude- and/or rate limiters at
the input of an otherwise linear model, one will be able to describe a significantly
larger class of dynamic systems in such a way that the controller design results in
good performance.

1.2 Control of linear systems with saturating actuators

Control of linear systems with saturating actuators have been studied for many
decades and the research activity has increased dramatically during the last decade.
A chronological bibliography reaching up to 1995 is presented in [15] and a more
recent overview is provided in [16]. The least demand we put on any control system
is that it is stable under under normal operation. Stability of control systems with
saturating actuators, and design of controllers where input saturations are taken into
account a priori, are discussed in e.g [17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25][26][27]
[28][29]. See also the articles in [16]. In some cases, when global stability can not
be achieved, it is desirable to know the domain of attraction (region where the sys-
tem is stable). Estimation of such domains are discussed in e.g. [30]. See also the
references therein.
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Among the proposed control concepts, we can distinguish three that are used more
often than others in practice, namelyz Constrained Model Predictive Control (CMPC)z Scheduled controllers (i.e. gain scheduling or piecewise-linear control)z Anti-Windup Compensators (AWC)

Model Predictive Controllers are, besides simple SISO PI-controllers, the most
land-winning regulators used in chemical industries for the control of MIMO sys-
tems with saturations. Overviews and references can be found in Qin and Badgwell
(1997) [31] and Roberts (1999) [32]. Connections to adaptive control are, with a
humble attitude, provided by Bitmead et’al in [33]. Recent results on MPC solu-
tions, allowing heavy computations to be carried out offline, i.e. not in real-time,
are presented in Bemporad et’al in [34]. Recent results on connections between
anti-windup compensators and MPC are presented in [35].

Scheduled controllers (also called piecewise-linear controllers or gain scheduling
schemes) are also often used in practice and can be used to handle different kinds
of nonlinearities. Scheduled controllers are e.g. widely used in the aerospace in-
dustry. Discussions concerning design of scheduled controllers for input saturation
systems can be found in e.g. [23][25][36][37].

Anti-windup compensators are widely used in practice for the control of systems
with saturating actuators. Design of anti-windup compensators can be carried out
using linear design methods which explains its usefulness and popularity among
control engineers. We will now focus our attention to anti-windup compensators.

1.3 Anti-windup compensation: an overview

An anti-windup compensator consists of a nominal (most often linear) controller
appended with anti-windup compensation. An important property of anti-windup
compensation is that it leaves the loop unaffected as long as saturation does not
occur. Consequently, the control action provided by the anti-windup compensator
is identical to that of the nominal controller, as long as the control signals operate
within the saturation limits. The design can be split into two parts where the first
part concerns the linear controller and the second the anti-windup modification.
Hence, when designing anti-windup compensators in this way, input saturations
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are taken into account a posteriori.

Anti-windup techniques have been discussed in the academic literature for many
decades and have probably been used in industrial applications at least as long.
Important work on anti-windup techniques can be found in e.g. Fertik and Ross
[38], Hanus [39],[40], Glattfelder and Schaufelberger [41], Åström and Witten-
mark [2], Doyle et’al [42], Åström and Rundqwist [43], Walgama and Sternby
[44], Rönnbäck et’al [45], Rundqwist [46], Sternad and Rönnbäck [47], Kothare
et’al [48], Öhr et’al [49][50], Teel and Kapoor [51][52], Edwards and Postlethwaite
[53], Kapoor and Teel [54], Hippe and Wurmthaler [55].

Anti-windup was originally used for preventing the integrator state in PID con-
trollers from growing large and cause overshoots and limit cycles. An early con-
tribution to the academic research reports on automatic control, concerning anti-
windup, is the one by Fertik and Ross from 1967 [38]. Other representative reports
on anti-windup for PID controllers are [2][14][43][46]. See also [41]. Anti-windup
for PID controllers are also discussed in many textbooks on automatic control.

Whenever a linear controller has been designed under the assumption that its out-
put will affect the plant input directly and unaltered, then, any input nonlinearity,
such as rate- and/or amplitude saturation, causing deviation between the controller
output and the plant input, almost always degrades the performance, and stability
of the closed loop system may be put at risk. 1 Anti-windup compensation is the
simplest and most commonly used modification of a linear controller, aiming at
retaining stability and most of the performance in such a system. In this thesis we
will show how reliable anti-windup compensators can be designed by the use of
linear methods.

Even though the underlying design intentions may have been the same when de-
veloping many of the proposed anti-windup compensators, namely to make the
constrained-input closed-loop system behave well even when the inputs saturate,
the proposed techniques and modifications have been motivated by different de-
sign goals. The early proposed anti-windup techniques consider windup as a phe-
nomenon that occurs only in the states of the controller. Therefore, most of the
early proposed designs of anti-windup compensators take only the properties of
the input limiters, the properties of the nominal controller, and the desired proper-

1One example of an exception is when a linear stable controller and a linear stable plant would
form an unstable linear closed loop due to e.g. plant variations. Then, amplitude saturation of the
control signal will result in a closed-loop system with bounded states.
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ties of the resulting anti-windup compensator, into account. The properties of the
controlled plant are often ignored. Reliable design methods take all components in
the feedback loop, i.e. controller-limiters-plant, into account. It should be pointed
out, however, that such design methods require a reliable plant model to be known.
In case reliable models are difficult to find, methods that do not take the plant into
consideration may be preferable.

Next, some of the anti-windup compensators proposed over the years will be dis-
cussed in more detail. Similar, but in some aspects more detailed explanations of
connections between different schemes and proposed designs, are provided in the
theses by Rundqwist [46], Rönnbäck [56], Kothare [57] and Bak [58].

1.3.1 Observer based anti-windup compensators

The observer based anti-windup compensator (OBSAWC), as a general structure,
was proposed in 1984 by Åström & Wittenmark [2]. Many of the anti-windup
compensators that have been proposed over the years can be cast into the OB-
SAWC structure. Some of them were actually proposed even before the OBSAWC
structure was formally defined in [2], see [44]. All anti-windup compensators dis-
cussed in this subsection can be cast in to the OBSAWC structure.

In Åström and Wittenmark (1984) [2] the authors provide some design guidelines
and they propose the dead-beat observer anti-windup compensator for discrete-
time controllers. The design goal is to adjust the states of the anti-windup compen-
sator so that its output,

�
, tracks the the saturated ditto, { , with dead-beat dynam-

ics.2 The method ignores the properties of the plant as well as the properties of the
nominal controller. This anti-windup compensator gives nice performance in some
systems whereas it destabilizes others.3

One of the most frequently discussed anti-windup compensators is based on the
so called Conditioning technique suggested by Hanus (1987) [59]. The design
goal is the same as in the case of the dead-beat observer anti-windup compensator,
namely to adjust the states of the anti-windup compensator so that its output,

�
,

tracks the the saturated ditto, { . In this case, however, this tracking depends on
the dynamics of the reference pre-filter. The method ignores the properties of the

2Note that we denote the controller output by | and its saturated ditto by } . This notation is used
in some reports whereas in others, e.g. in [2], the notation is reversed.

3The method with dead-beat compensation is probably more suitable for bumpless transfer than
for anti-windup. When used for bumpless transfer, the output from the latent controller tracks the
output from the active with dead-beat dynamics.
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plant. Unfortunately, this compensator suffers from the drawback that anti-windup
is accomplished by feedback of the possible saturated plant input, via the plant-
output reference filter. Such a reference filter is most often tuned for improving the
servo properties of the linear system and sometimes happens also to be appropriate
for anti-windup compensation. Some problems associated with this drawback are
discussed in [60].

In Campo & Morari [61], the researches propose an anti-windup compensator hav-
ing the special property that when saturation occurs, the controller states are no
longer driven by the control error. The researchers also show that in the case of
error-feedback, i.e., when not using a reference pre-filter, their proposed design is
equivalent to the conditioning technique discussed above. This strategy is also dis-
cussed in [5]. The method ignores the properties of the plant. The researches also
provide conditions for when this compensator can not be used. Furthermore, they
show a case where these basic conditions for usefulness are fulfilled, but where the
compensator gives an unstable system due to plant directionality problems. Such
problems where discussed by Doyle et’al (1987) [42]. In [61] the researches sug-
gest that directionality compensation can be used to overcome the problems. The
idea is to preserve the direction of the controller output,

���
	��
, in the plant input,{ �
	��

. By this modification, MIMO systems that are not stable when having the
standard, decentralized, amplitude limiter in the loop, may become stable. Direc-
tion compensation will be discussed and used later later in this thesis, and one of
the examples from [61] is used to illustrate the abilities of the design strategies
proposed in this thesis.

In [48] and also in [57], the authors suggest a unified framework for observer-based
anti-windup designs and interprets many earlier proposed anti-windup compen-
sators in terms of there framework.

A rigorous investigation of what OBSAWC:s can accomplish is provided by Kapoor
et’al in [54]. There, the researchers give sufficient conditions for when observer-
based anti-windup compensation can stabilize the system and a new design is pro-
posed. This design does not guarantee stability, which still depends on the plant
dynamics and the gain of the nominal controller. However, it is shown, also in [54],
how the gain of the nominal controller can be adjusted in order to achieve stability.
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1.3.2 General linear anti-windup compensators

The general linear anti-windup compensator (GLAWC) was, to my knowledge,
first proposed by Rönnbäck 1991 [45] for SISO systems. The GLAWC can be
regarded as an extension of the OBSAWC. This anti-windup compensator is some-
times named dynamic compensator in the literature. The reason for this is that the
anti-windup modification takes the form of a filter where, in a polynomial repre-
sentation, both the numerator and the denominator can be selected independently
of each other. The corresponding modification of the OBSAWC is a polynomial
and, hence, the OBSAWC lacks half degree of freedom compared to the GLAWC.

Many anti-windup compensators that have been proposed lately belong to GLAWC
class and most of the proposed design methods for general linear anti-windup com-
pensators, in fact, take the whole system (controller-limiters-plant) into considera-
tion. Some representative reports are [62][56][49][53][50][51][52][63][55].

1.3.3 Anti-windup and bumpless transfer

Many control systems consists of several alternative controllers and it is often de-
sirable to obtain smooth transfers when switching between the controllers. In other
words, it is desirable to obtain a bumpless transfer. Anti-windup compensators can
sometimes be used to obtain bumpless transfers in such systems. Such controller
schemes are discussed and proposed in e.g. [59][2][64][65][66].

1.4 Anti-windup compensation: a second step in controller
design or a separate problem ?

Most often, when discussed in the literature and also in this thesis, anti-windup
design is considered as a second step in the design of a controller used for the
control of a system with saturating inputs. However, if the nominal controller was
designed, let us say, by someone else at an earlier stage and if it works very well,
except when saturation occurs, then anti-windup compensation can be considered
as a separate control problem.

For example, assume that a simple decentralized PI controller is used for control of
a MIMO system with saturating actuators and that the system performs well except
when saturation occur. In many cases it may be undesirable to replace the whole
controller by a more sophisticated controller. However, a sophisticated anti-windup
modification may be an option in such a situation. This sometimes motivates the
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use of anti-windup modifications that are more complex than the nominal con-
troller itself.

1.5 Outline of the thesis

The analysis and design methods discussed and presented in this thesis are rather
simple in the sense that most engineers with a basic knowledge in linear systems,
pole-placement techniques, frequency domain techniques, root-locus techniques,
linear quadratic control methods, and simple logic operators will be able to under-
stand, and hopefully use, the techniques.

We open the discussion in Chapter 2 by presenting some standard limiters causing
control signal saturations when present at the plant inputs in the systems consid-
ered in later chapters. The notation ~ will be used to represent these limiters.

In Chapter 3, windup effects are defined, as deviations between the input- and the
output signals in a linear (ideal) closed loop system, and a closed loop system hav-
ing a limiter ~ at the plant input. The degree of windup depends on the degree of
feedback in the system with ~ at the input, on the properties of the limiter ~ itself,
and on how the system is operated.

The degree of feedback around ~ , in the sequel often characterized by the loop
gain, can be controlled by the anti-windup compensator. In addition to the loop
gain, we will investigate the properties of the dynamics controlling de-saturation
transients. In Chapters 5 and 6 we discuss design of anti-windup compensators,
aiming at adjusting the loop gain and the transient dynamics so that windup effects
are minimized.

In Chapter 4 we propose one OBSAWC scheme and one GLAWC scheme for
MIMO system, both in polynomial form. The main part of this chapter is con-
cerned with processes, controllers and compensators represented in polynomial
(input-output) form. However, connections to state-space descriptions will be dis-
cussed. After presenting the OBSAWC and the GLAWC we will proceed dis-
cussing design strategies which we split into two categories: 1) design based linear
quadratic (LQ) optimization techniques and 2) heuristic design using Nyquist-like
techniques, pole-placement techniques and a root-locus like technique.
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The heuristic design is quite craftsman-like and it is here treated more in terms of
a discussion than a stringent design methodology. What motivates this discussion
is that it is, in some applications, highly desirable to keep windup effects on an
acceptable level by making as small adjustments as possible to the controller. The
heuristic design strategy is therefore appropriate, e.g. in applications where low
complexity is a critical issue. Furthermore, as we pointed out earlier, it requires
only basic knowledge on linear control systems. We also show that more general
directional compensators than the one discussed in Campo and Morari [61], can be
used for stabilization of systems having ”directional problems”. Furthermore, we
propose a simple ”root-locus like” method that foretell possible directional prob-
lems and that can be used for the selection of appropriate directional compensators.
This method is used in some of the examples in Chapters 5-8.

The LQ-design technique is characterized by the property that one part of the com-
pensator decouples the system with saturating inputs, into one linear part, and one
nonlinear part. The linear part, and the nonlinear part of the system having sat-
urations in the loop, can then be design and tuned separately and (more of less)
independently of each other. Nominal underlying design goals such as disturbance
attenuation are taken into consideration only in the linear system design. Control
of the nonlinear part takes the form of control to the origin of an input-saturating
system and most of the nominal design goals can be disregarded in this design.
The LQ-design technique is discussed in Chapter 5. The directionally problems
mentioned above, are implicitly taken care of when using the LQ-design method.
The LQ-design method requires a model of the plant.

The discussion in the last two chapters, i.e. Chapter 9 and 10 do not concern anti-
windup compensators.

In Chapter 9 control of double integrators via saturating inputs are discussed and
a piece-wise linear controller that gives almost time-optimal performance is pro-
posed. The proposed controller combines the excellent performance of a true time-
optimal controller with the almost unbeatable robustness properties of a simple
PD-controller. We also show that time optimal control of a double integrator with
an input amplitude limiter, is equivalent to time-optimal control of a single inte-
grator having a rate limiter at the input. This chapter also includes a comparative
study along the lines of [67].

In Chapter 10, we present a real case where the proposed almost time-optimal con-
troller is used for the control of hydraulic cylinders in container handling systems.
Furthermore, we propose an extension of the controller allowing us to control two
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cylinders synchronously. The controller is, at present time, in use in approximately
fifty container cranes and spreaders all over the world, all performing very well
[68].
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CHAPTER 2

Linear systems with input rate- and amplitude saturation

We open the discussion in this chapter by presenting the nominal system which
we in the sequel will define as a linear feedback controller used for the control of
a linear plant having amplitude- and/or rate limiters at the input. Then, models
commonly used for describing the functionality of amplitude- and rate limiters,
[14],[69] will be defined and described. We will also discuss a simple and com-
monly used technique for compensating other static input nonlinearities so that the
standard rate- and/or amplitude limiter can replace the more complicated nonlin-
earity. The terms input constrained and input saturation are often used in the text
of this thesis whenever an amplitude and/or rate limiter, as they are defined in this
chapter, appear at the plant input.

2.1 The nominal system

Both the continuous-time and the discrete-time cases will be treated simultane-
ously. The reader should think of polynomial arguments as being either the deriva-
tive operator 8  �:9(�L	

, the forward shift operator = or there transform variables�
and

3
respectively. The � -operator form proposed by Middleton & Goodwin

in [70] and also discussed in [5], and the backward shift operator = $�&
can also

be used. Whenever we use the expression ”causal/proper”, then causal refers to
discrete-time systems whereas proper refers to continuous-time systems.

15
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Plant
We will consider a class of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems with � outputs,
which are controlled by 8 inputs, {  ~ �
���

where
�

is the control action and~ �a���
represents rate- and/or amplitude limited actuators, discussed and defined later

in this chapter. These systems are here most often represented by a right matrix
fraction description �  � "%$�&�� ~ �
���������<6

(2.1)

Here � is the �t� + vector of outputs whereas the 8 � + vector
�

represent external
input disturbances. The plant is assumed to be stable or marginally stable.1 This
means, in particular, that we allow single integrators and double integrators in the
plant dynamics. In the following we will often say that control signals saturate. We
thereby mean that the actuator operates outside its ideal region so that ~ �
����� �

.
The notation { is often used instead of ~ �
���

.

Nominal Controller
As a starting point of our discussion, a nominal linear feedback controller� �  I�� � ���*�

(2.2)

is assumed to be designed to fulfill goals specified for the linear closed loop sys-
tem. In the sequel we call this the nominal design problem. In (2.2),

�
represents

the reference for the plant output � . We require that the controller is causal/proper
but not necessarily strictly causal/proper.

Linear closed loop system
The closed loop linear system, obtained by connecting (2.2) to the plant (2.1) when~ �
���b���

, is assumed to be asymptotically stable. Its plant output and controller
output, are given by �L�  ���>$�& �
����� � ���� �  " �>$�& �
�*��IK� � " $�& ���� _ � "J�0� �

(2.3)

respectively. The expressions (2.3) are derived in Appendix A.1.1.

We assume the plant (2.1) and the controller (2.2) to be such that large values, or
rapid changes, in the reference

�
and/or in the disturbances

�
may (or will) force

the input to saturate.

1Marginally stable means that poles can be located on the stability margin.
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2.2 Input rate- and/or amplitude limiters

The class of input limiters considered in this thesis will be divided in three sub-
classes denoted as follows:

~ �
���
	����  ��� ��
���  �
���
	����

amplitude limiter M¡ F¢ �
���
	����
rate limiter M¡ F¢�£ ���  �
���
	����¥¤
amplitude and rate limiter

6 (2.4)

These limiters will be defined next.

2.2.1 Amplitude limiter

For the scalar
���
	��

, the corresponding amplitude-saturated value, denoted � �  �
���
	����
,

is defined by

� �  �
��� _ ��� ��
¦

if
�%§�¦ M¨ if
�%© ¨ M�

otherwise
6 (2.5)

This amplitude-limiter function can also be obtained and described by� �  �
���
	���� ,ª¬«( £ ¨ M ª¯®±° � ¦ M ���
	����¥¤�6
(2.6)

For a vector
�

having 8 elements the de-centralized (individual) saturation function
is given by

� �
���
	���� _ ²³´ ���aµ  µ �
� & �
	����
...� �·¶  ¶ �
�5¸/�
	�����¹Wº» 6

(2.7)

When the limits ¨ and
¦

are not important for the discussion they will sometimes
be omitted and amplitude limiters will be denoted simply by � .

2.2.2 Rate limiter

A rate limited (or rate saturated) signal
���
	��

, denoted { �
	��
, will according to (2.4)

be written as { �
	��  ¡ F¢ �
���
	����<6
(2.8)
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A simple and commonly used rate limiter model consists of an integrator controlled
by a high gain feedback via an amplitude limiter and is defined by the following
equations: ¼{ �
	��  � F¢ �
½¾�
	����½��
	�� .¿ �
���
	���I { �
	����?6

(2.9)

See also Figure 2.1. The value of the constant ¿ should be selected sufficiently

ÀÁ� F¢ �a���Â¿ ÂÂÃÂ ÂÄ Å ÆÇ
Figure 2.1: A simple model of a rate-limiter

large with respect taken to expected frequencies in the input
�

under normal op-
eration. Too high values of ¿ imply noise sensitivity. 2 Note that this type of
rate limiter has the property that { ramps-up (or down) with a rate

�
(or È ) until it

reaches the value of
�

, i.e., {  �
in steady-state. This type of rate limiter model

has its real counterpart in e.g. a DC-motor servo, where the input � F¢ �a���
could be

voltage and the output is the motor-shaft angle, controlled by a high gain feedback.

2.2.3 Combined rate- and amplitude saturation

Most physical rate limiters are also limited in amplitude. We therefore introduce
the combined rate- and amplitude limiter and we present two slightly different
models. These are shown in the Figures 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. The one in Fig-
ure 2.2 has an amplitude limiter � �  inside the integrator. A discrete time version
of such a limiter is described in more detail in (2.10)-(2.11). In the figure this is
indicated by the � -symbol in the upper-right corner of the integrator. The one in
Figure 2.3 limits the amplitude before it enters the rate limiter. The rate limits areÈ and

�
for down-ramping and up-ramping respectively.

2A typical value used by SAAB in the control design for the fighter JAS 39 Gripen is ÉJÊKË�Ì
[71].
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ÀÍÁ� F¢ �a���Â¿ ÂÂÃÂ ÂÄ Ä�Î ÆÇ
Figure 2.2: Model of an amplitude and rate-limiter. The amplitude of Ï is limited
inside the integrator. This is indicated by the Ð -symbol in the upper-right corner
of the integrator. These amplitude limits are Ñ:orÒ .

ÀÁ� F¢ �a���Â¿ ÂÂÃÂ� �  �a���Â ÂÄ Æ
-

Figure 2.3: Alternative model of an amplitude and rate-limiter. The amplitude of
the input Ó is limited before entering the rate limiter.

The difference in the behavior of these two limiter models is that the one having the
amplitude limiter at the input has, in some situations, a slightly slower response.
This can be understood in the following way: Assume that the systems depicted in
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 are at rest, such that {  �

. Let
�

be a step from, say, zero
to ten and the amplitude limit is

¦  h . Then the rate limiter in Figure 2.3 will
ramp-up with full speed

�
since � F¢ �a���

is at its upper limit. This will go on until¿ � h I { �
	����ÕÔÖ�
. From now on, and until {  �

, this rate limiter will act as a
low-pass filter having a pole (continuous time) in

I ¿ . The rate limiter in Figure
2.2, however, will ramp-up with full speed

�
until ¿ �#+ Y I { �
	�����Ô��

and then, act
as a low-pass filter having a pole in

I ¿ . But since this limiter has an inner state
saturation that limits { �
	��>©J¦

, it will ramp up at full speed all the way to
¦
, thus

resulting in a faster response. The larger ¿ , the smaller is this difference between
the two models. We leave it up to the user to decide which of the two models would
be best for a given application.

We will in the sequel denote the rate- and amplitude limiters of both Figure 2.2 and
Figure 2.3 according to (2.4), i.e. ¡ F¢5£ ���  �a���¥¤

.
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Examples of physical systems that could be fairly well described by such rate- and
amplitude limiters are: a hydraulic cylinder where the input is flow and the output
is cylinder position (hydraulic servo), and a tank where the input is flow and the
output is the level of the liquid pumped into (and out from) the tank. Whenever
such a system is controlled in closed loop and operated so that the input saturates
”often” and for a ”long” time, which may be the case if the controller is aggres-
sively tuned, the closed loop system can often be considered to constitute a rate-
and amplitude limiter. Consequently, if such a system actuates a second system,
then it can be modelled as an input rate- and amplitude limiter to that second sys-
tem. Aircrafts were the control surfaces are actuated by hydraulic cylinders, which
are position-controlled by feedback, are examples of such systems.

Rate- and amplitude limiter models used in controllers are often referred to as soft-
ware rate limiters. Software rate limiters are useful not only as models representing
limiters present in the real system, but also as components used to purposely in-
troduce rate limits on, e.g., reference- and control signals for ”ramping up” the
reference signal and/or the controller output (and thereby the actuator). This is
a commonly used technique in some process control applications where, e.g., the
flow through a valve must be increased slowly. Otherwise the liquid- or gas flow
may rupture the pipe it flows in when it encounters the first bend of the pipe, caus-
ing a highly dangerous and costly accident. Another application that utilizes this
technique is in the flight control system in the Swedish fighter JAS 39 Gripen.
Here, both the pitch-angle and the pitch-angle velocity is limited and the latter es-
pecially for pitch-down in order to limit the G-force acting on the aircraft for such
manoeuvres. One of the reasons for limiting the G-force is that the pilot would oth-
erwise be put in the unpleasant situation of hanging in his belt [71]. This technique
is also used in the application concerning control of hydraulic cylinders discussed
in Chapter 10. However, there the goal is to limit acceleration so that oscillations
are avoided.

A discrete-time rate- and amplitude limiter

Next, a discrete-time version of the limiter shown in Figure 2.2 is presented. Here
we have chosen the simple backward-Euler approximation of the derivative3 . The
integrator with limited output (last block in Figure 2.2) is given by{ �
	��  � �  � { �
	�IZ+-���t× � � Î �
	���� (2.10)

3 Ø}vÙÛÚ ÜÝÊÞÙß}vÙÛÚ Ücà*}vÙÛÚcà¬Ë�Ü Ü á�â�ã where â�ã is the sampling interval
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where
× � is the sampling interval, and

� Î is given by� Î �
	��  � F¢¾ä ���
	���I { �
	�IZ+-�× � å 6
(2.11)

It is straight forward to derive a discrete-time model for the other rate- and ampli-
tude limiter in a similar way.

2.3 Combined feedback and feed-forward control of sys-
tems with input saturations

In this section we show that, when two signals are first added and then passed
through a combined rate- and amplitude limiter, the limits of the limiter will vary
with one of the signals, as seen from the perspective of the other signal. Here, we
assume that an external feed forward control signal changes the saturation limits,
as seen from the perspective of a feedback control signal.

Consider control of the system (2.1) where~ �
���  ¡ F¢L£ � �  �
���¥¤
(2.12)

and �  �ræ � � { æ-æ¾6
(2.13)

Here,
��æ � represents the feedback control signal whereas { æ-æ

represents the exter-
nal feed-forward control signal. We assume that { æ�æ

is limited in advance such
that { æ�æ  ¡ F æ¢ æ £ � � æ  æ �
��æ�æ��¥¤ M (2.14)

for some
��æ�æ

. In case the limits of the feed forward action are selected by the
control designer, a typical choice would beÈWç § È(M � ç ©D�¨ ç § ¨ M ¦ ç ©D¦b6

(2.15)

The main purpose of selecting the feed forward limits smaller than the limits of~ is that it guarantees that some control authority is always left for the feedback
controller.
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We can now present the following Result:

Result 2.1 Varying saturation limits
By using the model (2.10)-(2.11) of the limiter (2.12) in discrete time, the
plant input { can be expressed as{ �
	��  { æ � �
	���� { æ�æ/�
	��{ æ � �
	��  ��è�aé Gëêè  é Gëê ä { æ � �
	�IZ+-����× � ��èF é Gëêè¢ é Gëê ä ��æ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � å�åì¨ �
	�� _ ¨ I { æ�æí�
	��ì¦!�
	�� _ ¦îI { æ-æ/�
	��ìÈ �
	��ï_ È IÕð¾{ æ�æ/�
	��× �ì�r�
	�� _ �>I ð¾{ æ�æí�
	��× � (2.16)

where ð�{ æ�æ/�
	��?_ { æ�æ/�
	���I { æ�æÝ�
	�IZ+-�
.

For a detailed derivation of the expressions in Result 2.1 see Appendix A.1.2 and
A.1.3 respectively.

Thus, the feed forward signal { æ�æ
shifts both the rate and the amplitude saturation

limits, as seen from the perspective of the feedback control signal
��æ � .

Remark 2.1 In case the output from the limiter, { , is used by an anti-windup com-
pensator that uses the Mechanism 2 defined in Section 3.1, then the feed forward
signal must be removed and the signal { I { æ�æ

should be fed back to the anti-
windup compensator. If not removed, the anti-windup compensator will interpret
any feed forward control actions, { æ�æñ� Y , as saturation events.

Note that the limiter in (2.16) does not have to be realized when used for, e.g. anti-
windup compensation. The expressions in (2.16) is only derived here to illustrate
the effect of having a feed forward signal mixed with the feedback signal.

2.4 Plant-input saturation models in controllers

An anti-windup compensator uses feedback of the possibly saturated plant input~ �
���
. In case an exact model of ~ is available, it can be used inside the con-

troller to saturate the controller output before it saturates at the real plant input,
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ÂÂ ~ �a���
ò

ó Â� " $�&~ ¸/�a��� Âó òòÂÄ æ�æÄ Æ ¸
noise

Æ�ôÆ
Figure 2.4: Model of an input nonlinearity ( õ ) implemented in series with the real
plant-input nonlinearity ( õrö ).

see Figure 2.4. Then the output from the model ( { in Figure 2.4) can be used in
the anti-windup feedback loop. This is, to my knowledge, the most common way
to estimate the plant input when used for implementing anti-windup. However, if
the real input saturation ( ~ ¸

in Figure 2.4) varies and/or if its limits are unknown,
then it might be better to use the measured real plant input ( { ¸ in Figure 2.4) if it is
measurable. This may, on the other hand, involve another problem. A noisy mea-
surement { ô will trigger the anti-windup mechanism even when saturation does
not occur. A compromise could be to use the measured signal { ô for adjusting (or
adapting) the limits of the saturation model ~ and then use the model output { for
anti-windup compensation. Such an adaption procedure will be quite application
specific and therefore we leave it up to the designer to find out exactly how this can
be done in the best way.

2.5 Static directional compensation

When one or a few of the control signal components { �
	��  � �
���
	����
, defined in

(2.7), saturates, this may drastically change the direction of the vector { �
	��
in re-

lation to the direction of
�

. The change of direction may have very unsatisfactory
consequences in the control of some types of plants in which an appropriate con-
trol action depends on a delicate balance between the components of the control
vector, [72]. Such a plant is often referred to as an ill-conditioned plant. Improved
stability and performance properties can then be obtained by introducing an arti-
ficial saturation on all components of

���
	��
. The aim is to avoid critical directions

of { �
	��
, i.e., directions that will drive the plant outputs far away from desirable

and acceptable levels. We will here discuss an artificial limiter that preserves the
direction of the control signal. Later in Section 6.2.1 a novel root-locus like anal-
ysis method for MIMO systems with amplitude saturations will be proposed and
demonstrated. This method allows us to select artificial limiters avoiding only the
critical directions.
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Â
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Ä �

Figure 2.5: Controller outputs Ó (thin) and saturated and directional compensated
plant-inputs þcÓ (thick). If the decentralized amplitude limiter Ð�ÿ±Ó�� in (2.7) op-
erates on the control vector Ó shown in the lower-left part of the figure, then the
result becomes the dashed vector in the lower-left part of the figure. To keep the
figure clear, we have not drawn the corresponding Ð -saturated (dashed) vectors in
the upper-right part of the figure.

2.5.1 Directional preservation

The aim is to adjust the components of
���
	��

so that the direction is preserved in{ �
	��
. This can be accomplished by scaling

���
	��
by � so that{ �
	��  � ���
	��

where�  E ª¯®±°Î ��� é���� ê��� � when saturating M+
otherwise

6 (2.17)

Hence, � is a scalar, memoryless, but time-varying scaling factor taking values in
the interval

� Y +d¤
.

Remark 2.2 Consider the situation in Figure 2.4 (for
��æ-æ  Y ). Assume that~ ¸  � , i.e., a decentralized amplitude limiter. Then selecting ~ �
���  � �

makes the action of the decentralized limiter ~ ¸  � insignificant, i.e., { ¸  � � .

The situation is illustrated in Figure 2.5. This type of compensation is discussed,
e.g., in [61] and we will discuss it further, and use it in some of the examples, in the
chapters that follow. When discussed in the literature, the directional preserving
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limiter (2.17) may be expressed in other ways, for instance as{  �ª¯«(Î � � � Î ��M +-� M (2.18)

where all the components of
�

saturate at 	 +
. In case the components of

�
satu-

rate at other limits than 	 +
, use of the function (2.18) as a directional preserving

amplitude limiter, requires pre-scaling of
�

before it enters the limiter (2.18), and
then re-scaling of { afterwards.

2.6 Local linearization of amplitude-limited actuators

f

f −1

u

v

Figure 2.6: Static, nonlinear relation 
�ÿ�� � between the actuator input and output
(solid curve in the upper picture). By letting its inverse (dashed curve in the upper
picture) operate on the controller output, the ideal and simple amplitude limiter is
obtained (lower picture)

Most physical actuators have constrained output amplitude. Some are almost linear
when operating within the limits and some are not. Actuators used in industry are
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most often transducers that convert a low power signal, usually electrical, into a
high power ”action”, may it be of the same physical dimension or not. This trans-
formation can, in addition to the saturation nonlinearity, sometimes be described
by a static but nonlinear relation between the input and the output, see Figure 2.6.
For example, a control valve controlling a flow can often be described in this way.
In such a case the input is the desired valve-opening angle and the output is flow.
As argued earlier, it is easier to design a well performing controller when the ac-
tuator response can be described by a pure amplitude limiter � . The aim of local
linearization is to linearize the response of the actuator so that the relation between
the linearizer input and the actuator output (e.g. flow) can fairly well be described
by a simple amplitude limiter � . In practice this can be done in two different ways:z feedback control of the actuator output (e.g. flow feedback control) orz static pre-compensation.

The feedback solution will typically be able to handle unknown variations better
whereas the pre-compensator does not require the output to be measured. In the
valve-and-flow case, this means that flow must be measured when using the feed-
back approach whereas the pre-compensator approach requires the (in some cases)
static and nonlinear valve angle-to-flow relation to be known.

Based on several tests where the actuator input and the output response is mea-
sured, the function ç $�&

can be estimated. One can either implement this inverse
function as a table or fit a simple model, such as a piece-wise linear model or a
polynomial model, to the data. A short but illustrating discussion can be found in
Section 9.3 of [73].

Some modern control valves, having a small ”built-in” DP-cell4 and a micro-
controller, in fact, support both the feedback- and the pre-compensation technique
to be realized in the control valve itself.

Control valves used in the process industry are quite often over-dimensioned [74].
Such valves give a highly nonlinear relation between the valve opening and the
flow and, furthermore, the flow will typically saturate long before the valve is fully
opened. Compensation of such a valve is, of course, extra important in order to
obtain satisfactory flow control.

4DP stands for Differential Pressure and DP-cells are often used to measure flow.



CHAPTER 3

Anti-windup compensation techniques

The most essential part of this chapter is the definition of windup effects and the
formulation of design goals, in terms of dynamic properties of the system, based
on our definition of windup effects. Thereafter, we introduce the idea that forms
the fundament of the design strategy developed and discussed in Chapters 5 and
6. This design strategy, together with the anti-windup compensator proposed in
Chapter 4, constitute the main contribution to anti-windup compensation of this
thesis.

We open this chapter by presenting the basic concept of an anti-windup modifica-
tion resulting in an Anti-Windup Compensator (AWC). We then proceed by making
a definition of windup effects followed by a discussion on what influences them.
The main objectives of anti-windup compensation are then listed. The chapter is
closed by a brief discussion about the impact of saturation, a property that can help
sort out wether anti-windup techniques can be expected to be appropriate or not,
for the control of linear systems having input saturations.

3.1 The anti-windup mechanism

An anti-windup compensator (AWC) consists of a nominal linear controller (2.2)
having windup compensation (or windup modification). One of the characterizing
properties of windup compensation is that the possibly saturated plant input ~ �
���

,
defined in (2.1) and (2.4), is fed back to the controller. Hence, the states of the

27
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controller will then be driven by ~ �
���
. This is highly desirable since the controller

states, such as e.g. an integrator state, can be adjusted with respect to ~ �
���
thus

preventing the integrator from ”winding up”. See also the discussion in the intro-
duction to this thesis.

One of the key properties of AWC is that the feedback of ~ is such that when the
control signal operates in the linear region, i.e. ~ �
���
	����  ���
	��

, the controller
states are updated as usual and the controller will behave according to the underly-
ing design intensions. In other words, the windup compensator does not affect the
controller, and thereby not the system, unless saturation occurs. A feedback having
this property can be accomplished in two alternative ways:

Mechanism 1: Feedback of the difference between the controller output and the
plant input ~ �
���
	���� In���
	��

. This signal equals zero when ~ �
���
	����  ���
	��
,

and hence, does not affect the states of the controller. This mechanism is the
one used in the Figure 3.1 below, and also in the AWC:s (4.6) and (4.9) in
Chapter 4.

Mechanism 2: A nominal dynamic controller uses feedback of its output,
�

, to
update its states. This is so wether an anti-windup modification is used or
not! Anti-windup can then be accomplished by using the saturated value~ �
���
	����

in this update instead of
���
	��

. This mechanism is used in the AWC:s
(4.8) and (4.15) in Chapter 4.

Remark 3.1 When using Mechanism 2, any component of
�

that can be consid-
ered as ”external” e.g. a pure input feed forward signal which is not generated by
the nominal controller, must be subtracted from ~ �
���

before ~ �
���
is used in the

controller feedback loop. This was pointed out earlier in Section 2.3. How these
mechanisms are used in AWC:s will be shown later in Chapter 4.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, many anti-windup compensators that have been pro-
posed by researchers in the academic control society over the years, can be cast into
one of the two categories Observer-based anti-windup compensators (OBSAWC)
or General Linear Anti-Windup Compensators (GLAWC). The term general linear
anti-windup compensator is proposed in this thesis for the first time and can as far
as the author is aware not be found elsewhere in the literature. We use the term
because we believe that it reflects the most important properties of the compen-
sators in this class of AWC:s. The above mentioned compensator categories will
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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3.2 Definition of the term windup
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the windup effects and the basic principles of anti-
windup compensation. Ideal linear system (lower part) and the real system with
constrained actuators, õ , having anti-windup compensation (upper part).

As a qualitative definition of windup we shall here adopt the view expressed by
Rönnbäck in [56]. In the words of the author:

We will say that a state variable is ’winding up’ when the deviation from its nom-
inal performance increases, and that it is ’unwinding’ when the deviation de-
creases. That is, we have adopted the terminology commonly used to describe sim-
ilar changes in the integral part of a PID-controller subject to ’integrator windup’.
These terms can also be used when considering different linear combinations of the
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state variables, e.g. the process output y(t). However, for the sake of simplicity, we
define windup as a general concept referring to all these undesirable changes, irre-
spectively of their directions. The task of the AWC is to operate so that the windup
phenomenon becomes as ’small’ as possible. In the literature, windup is usually
defined with respect only to the state of the controller, and the concept ’controller
windup’ is used by some authors to accentuate this. This probably explains why
different anti-windup methods deal mostly with the stabilization of the controller
modes during saturation. Our definition is obviously more general, as we define
windup with respect to the state of the whole system. Hence, according to our def-
inition it is possible that windup will occur even when a static controller is used,
e.g. a simple P-controller which obviously does not contain any state variables
that can ’wind up’.

Figure 3.1 describes the situation. The controller structure shown here is, however,
not the same as the ones discussed and proposed later in this thesis. By denoting the
states in the linear system by

� � � and
���� , for the plant and the controller respectively,

and the states of the system with input constraints by
���

and
� �

, as in Figure 3.1,
we now make the following definitions:

Definition 3.1 Windup effects in state-space systems
Windup effects in the plant and in the controller are characterized by the
properties of � � � �
	��U_ � � �
	���IÞ� � � �
	��� �� �
	��U_ � � �
	���IÞ� �� �
	��

(3.1)

respectively.

Definition 3.2 Windup effects in input-output systems
Windup effects in the plant and in the controller are characterized by the
properties of � � �
	�� _ � �
	���I �L� �
	��� � �
	�� _ ���
	���IO� � �
	�� (3.2)

respectively.

Here we have distinguished between systems represented by state-space models
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and systems represented by input-output models.

Definitions similar to Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.2, in the sense that they con-
sider windup in the whole system, are used in [42][56] and [52]. Definitions 3.1
and 3.2 are based on comparing the behavior of a system having constrained ac-
tuators to that of a linear (unrealistic) system having unconstrained actuators, see
Figure 3.1. It can be argued that this is in some sense not relevant. Why com-
pare to something that can never be achieved ? Many anti-windup strategies that
strive to make the difference between the linear system and the real system ”small”
do, in fact, work well, see e.g. [56], [49],[52]. This will also be demonstrated
throughout this thesis and we take these results as a motivation for working with
the definitions. 1

3.3 Factors influencing the degree of windup

For any given control system consisting of a linear plant having input limiters ~
(2.1), controlled by a linear controller, with or without windup compensation, the
windup effects according to Definition 3.1 and 3.2 are influenced by

1. the degree of capacity reduction caused by the limiter, ~ , present at the plant
input

2. the properties of the linear plant such as dynamics, gains, cross-couplings
(MIMO), and

3. the properties of the feedback loop around ~ .

See Example 1.1 in the introduction.

Remark 3.2 The ”immediate” capacity reduction caused by a saturation event in a
single-input system, can not be influenced by any controller. It can only be changed
by physical redesign. In systems having multiple-inputs, however, saturation in
some of the components of

�
can, sometimes, be compensated for by the other

components of
�

.
1Another measure of windup effects would be to compare the control system under considera-

tion with the performance of a system controlled by a nonlinear controller obtained from solving a
constrained optimal control problem. The performance of the system under consideration, which in
this part of the thesis is a linear plant controlled by a nominal controller usually having anti-windup
compensation, is then compared to what is, at least mathematically, possible instead of what a linear,
unrealistic, system could provide. But even though such a performance measure would be relevant
and interesting for the sake of comparison, it is not clear how it should be used as an aid for the
design of linear anti-windup compensators.
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Remark 3.3 Notice that the properties of the linear closed loop system will affect
windup. For example if the controller has low gain such that saturation never oc-
curs, then the windup effects are always zero. If, on the other hand, the nominal
controller is aggressively tuned so that the response of the linear closed loop system
is fast, saturation effects will be large. This is true no matter how well the real sys-
tem with saturating inputs, actually performs in terms of the ”original” and ”actual”
performance measure. This indicates that windup effects, as they are measured in
terms of

� �
, are meaningful only when comparing different anti-windup strategies

for a given nominal system that performs well when operating in the linear region.

Loosely speaking, the degree of feedback around ~ should be such that it compen-
sates for the immediate capacity reduction, caused by saturation,z as soon as possible after de-saturation of

� � in single-input systems, andz as soon as possible after saturation of
� � in multiple-input systems.

In both cases this must be a gentle operation so that large overshoots, repeated re-
saturations and limit-cycles are avoided. These properties are often referred to as
”stability properties”. It is well known that the stability properties of a feedback
system are given by the properties of the loop transfer function (or the loop gain)
taken around ~ . According to the Figure 3.1 the loop transfer function around ~ ,
which in the sequel will be denoted by ��� , is given by�  I ����{{  ~ �
����  �  Y 6

(3.3)

When using only the nominal controller in (2.2) (
�  �� �  

in Figure 3.1) for
controlling the plant (2.1), the loop transfer function is given by� �Z � $�&k� � "%$�&  � $�&-�;� � � � " I � " �#" $�& � $�& � " $�& InH 6

(3.4)

We shall discuss the implications of �!� for the windup effects below.

A quantitative measure of the loop gain can be obtained by evaluating �"� in the
frequency domain. For �#� � �(� , its frequency domain representation is obtained by
setting

� %$'& , and for � � �435�
its is obtained by setting

3 )(+*�, ` ã , where
× � is the

sampling time.
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Notice that if saturation has never occurred before time
	 � say, then

���
	�� �� � �
	�� M.- 	îÔ 	 � . Now, if the loop transfer function is identically zero, � � �/ 
, then���
	�� � � � �
	�� M0- 	 even if saturation occurs ( { �
	�� � ���
	��

) at some time instant	 X 	 � . Thus,
�

must be independent of { and, hence,
� � �1 

. This leads us to
highlight the following property:

Property 1 The windup effects
� �

in the controller can be avoided completely by
selecting � � � Y .

When using the nominal controller (2.2) without any anti-windup modification, we
can see in (3.4) that �#� �2 

could only be attained by the choice
� �2 

. This
is most often certainly not an acceptable choice considering the overall control
objectives. Such a nominal controller has no feedback from � . By using the gen-
eral linear anti-windup compensator (GLAWC), that will be introduced in the next
chapter, �3� �  

can be accomplished without affecting the choice of
�

. How-
ever, as we will show, �!� �4 

is seldom an appropriate design goal even though
it can be obtained without affecting the nominal controller. The reason is that the
windup effects � � in the plant has not been accounted for in an appropriate way.

The windup effects in the plant, � � , of Definition 4.2 are given by� � _ � I �L�  � " $�& � { IÞ� � �76 (3.5)

When using the nominal controller (2.2) for the control of (2.1), � � can also be
written as � �  � �>$�& � � { In��� M (3.6)

see Appendix B.1.1. The transfer function from the difference between the plant
input and the controller output { IÞ� _ � (3.7)

to � � will be analyzed and discussed frequently in the upcoming discussions, and
it will be denoted by 5 � , i.e., � �  5 � � 6 (3.8)

Hence, when using the nominal controller (2.2) for the control of the plant (2.1),
we obtain the following relations:
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System description when using the nominal controller�  �L� � � �  �L� � 5 � ��  I ����{ � � $�&�½½ _ �*� IK� � "%$�&��
where� �Z � $�&k� � "%$�&  � $�& � "%$�& InH5 �  � � $�& � 6

(3.9)

The transfer function 5 � represents the dynamics that describes the recovery at
the plant output back to linear performance, after de-saturation. If 5 � has fast
dynamics, then the recovery may be fast. On the other hand, when 5 � has fast dy-
namics, then �3� may have a large norm and the stability properties may therefore
be poor. This fact indicates that a proper trade-off is needed. However, such trade-
offs implies that we have to de-tune the nominal controller, i.e., change

� M �
. This

is often undesirable. However, as will be shown in the next chapter, anti-windup
compensation (

�  �� �  
) introduces an extra degree of freedom allowing the

designer to build in some properties of 5 � and ��� which are independent of the
design choices of the nominal controller.

The selection of properties of 5 � and �6� , aiming at keeping the windup effects
small, constitute the basis for the design strategy proposed later in Chapter 6, and
it requires the use of the GLAWC proposed in Chapter 5. More heuristic design
concepts useful for the design of OBSAWC:s as well as GLAWC:s, that also in-
volve this trade-off, are presented in Chapter 7.

3.4 The objectives of anti-windup compensation

Our qualitative definition of windup stated in Section 4.2, contains the line ”The
task of the AWC is to operate so that the windup phenomena become as ’small’ as
possible”. The term ”windup phenomena” is here considered to be the same as the
term ”windup effects” used in the Definitions 3.1 and 3.2. This suggests the aim of
anti-windup compensation, in MIMO-systems, to be the following:

Objective 1 Leave the original linear behavior unchanged

Objective 2 Provide a graceful degradation of the system performance dur-
ing saturation

Objective 3 Provide a fast recovery back to linear behavior after de-
saturation
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Objective 1 is guaranteed by using one of the standard anti-windup mechanism de-
scribed earlier in Section 4.1.

The other two objectives require, at least, that the closed loop system consisting
of (2.1) and a controller with anti-windup compensation, is asymptotically stable.
But one can usually do more than that. According to the discussion in the previous
section the recovery back to linear performance can be controlled by selecting 5 �
in an appropriate way. Hence, Objective 3 can be controlled in this way. Objective
2 is more difficult to quantify in terms of properties of linear transfer functions.
It is our experience though, that a decent trade-off between stability properties
of the closed loop system and fast dynamics of 5 � will satisfy Objective 2 to an
acceptable level. This will be demonstrated by the examples in Chapters 5 and 6. In
some cases, and especially when the plant is ill-conditioned, using the directional
compensator described in Section 2.5 may help fulfilling Objective 2.

3.5 Strong or weak impact of limiters

As we mentioned briefly in the beginning of Chapter 2, inherent nonlinearities in
a process limit how well linear control design methods will succeed. In a similar
way, one can say that the extent of input saturation in an otherwise linear system,
places limits on the overall behavior of the system when using linear controllers
having anti-windup compensation. Before this is discussed further, we make the
following definitions2:

Definition 3.3 Strong impact of saturations
We say that the impact of saturation, caused by an input-limiter, represented
by ~ , is strong when a system (2.1) must be operated in such a way that the
input saturates often and ”deeply” and maybe for a long period of time, in
order to fulfil the operating goals.

Definition 3.4 Weak impact of saturations
We say that the impact of saturation, caused by an input-limiter, represented
by ~ , is weak when a system (2.1) is operated in such a way that the input
rarely saturates, and it still fulfills the operating goals.

2These definitions are inspired by the short discussion at the introduction of [16].
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Remark 3.4 The properties strong- and weak impact of saturation are fundamen-
tally related to the operating conditions and the physical properties of the process,
such as the input limiters and the plant dynamics.

In [16] the researchers point out that the understanding of analysis and design of
control systems where the saturation impact is strong, ”is at its infancy”. With
reference to, e.g., other papers in the same volume, they also point out that in sys-
tems where the impact of saturation is weak, anti-windup ”can successfully be em-
ployed”. Although we agree with this, we would like to point out that anti-windup
techniques also work well in some applications where the impact of saturation is
strong.

Based on my experiences from industrial control applications, my experiences
from research in the field of anti-windup compensation and with the use of com-
mon sense, I dare to present the following hunches concerning strong- and weak
impact of saturation:

Hunch 3.1 Strong impact of saturation
In these situations there is probably a greater need for other nonlinear controllers
than linear controllers having anti-windup compensation. In case linear controllers
with anti-windup compensation have a potential to do well, one can expect that
it is more often acceptable to adapt the nominal linear controller to the nonlinear
loop and use the more simple OBSAWC to obtain satisfactory performance, than
compared to the case of weak impact. In other words, the Objective 1 is less
relevant when the impact of saturation is strong compared to when it is weak.

Hunch 3.2 Weak impact of saturation
Anti-windup compensation is expected to work well in many cases. When so is the
case, one would expect that it is desirable to adapt and tune the nominal controller
with respect to the underlying design goals of the linear system (

�
operating exclu-

sively in the linear region of ~ ), and hence, not with respect to the nonlinear loop.
In other words, the Objective 1 is relevant and we can expect that it is desirable to
fulfill it. In this endeavour, an OBSAWC may be sufficient but if not, the GLAWC
improves the odds to succeed.



CHAPTER 4

Controller structures with anti-windup compensation

Anti-windup compensation of the nominal controller (2.2) is here considered for
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. The first anti-windup compen-
sator discussed here is the well known observer-based anti-windup compensator
(OBSAWC) suggested by Åström & Wittenmark in [2] for SISO-polynomial sys-
tems and for MIMO state-space systems. A MIMO-polynomial OBSAWC will,
however, be discussed here and an augmented version of that compensator is pro-
posed. It will be named the general linear anti-windup compensator (GLAWC).

4.1 Observer-based anti-windup compensation (OBSAWC)

The observer-based anti-windup compensator (OBSAWC) for MIMO-systems can
be obtained by introducing the polynomial matrix

"87
, and the possibly saturated

plant input, { ,1 into the nominal controller (2.2) according to"97 ��7  � "97 I � � { IK� � ���>�{  ~ �
��7W�?6
(4.1)

The controller is depicted in Figure 4.1 where the signal
�   is zero in the case

of observer anti-windup compensation. This signal will however be used by the
GLAWC presented in the next section. To keep the expressions clear in the sequel,

1Note that we denote the controller output by | and its saturated ditto by } . This notation is used
in some reports whereas in others, e.g. in [2], the notation is reversed.

37
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we denote " 7 I � _ � 7 6
(4.2)

We proceed by imposing the following requirements on
� M "87

, and
� 7

:

Requirement 4.1 The transfer function
" $�&7

is asymptotically stable.

Requirement 4.2 The transfer functions� $�& � 7
(4.3)

and" $�&7 � 7
(4.4)

are both strictly causal/proper.

Requirement 4.1 is necessary (but not sufficient) to retain stability in the system
when the inputs saturate. Requirement 4.2 guarantees the absence of algebraic
loops in the OBSAWC. It requires

":7
and

�
to have the same highest degree co-

efficient matrices.

Remark 4.1 Requirement 4.2 is sufficient but not necessary for the avoidance of
algebraic loops in systems having multiple inputs. If ; � M � M � M �=< is a discrete
time state space realization of

� $�& � 7
, say, where

�
has zeros on the diagonal

and above, or zeros on the diagonal and below, then we can allow the rest of the
elements in

�
to be nonzero. Such a system is not strictly causal yet algebraic

loops are avoided if the components
� Î of the control signal vector

�
are calculated

in a particular order. For example, if
�

has zeros on the diagonal and above, then
one must begin calculating

� & and then
� � and so on. The order is reversed in case�

has zeros on the diagonal and below. Notice that for systems having a single
input, Requirement 4.2 is sufficient and necessary for the avoidance of algebraic
loops.

The OBSAWC has the following property:

Property 2 The OBSAWC in (4.1) fulfills Objective 1 defined in Section 3.4. See
Appendix B.2.1 for details.
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The OBSAWC in (4.1) uses Mechanism 2 defined in the Section 3.1. One can also
use Mechanism 1 in order to build an OBSAWC. By using (4.2), the expression
(4.1) can be rewritten as ">77��7  � 7 { I � � ���>�¾6

(4.5)

It is straightforward to show that� ��7  � 7(� { IÞ��7W�����>� IK� � (4.6)

provides the same control action as (4.5). This controller is depicted in Figure 4.2
(
�   � Y ).

" $�&7�
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Figure 4.1: The block diagram represents the observer-based anti-windup com-
pensator (OBSAWC) for ÓA@CBED and the GLAWC for Ó�@ given by (4.9).

When discussed in the literature, the OBSAWC is often represented by a state-
space description. Connections between such representations and the polynomial
representations proposed here are discussed in Appendix B.2.2.

The class of observer-based anti-windup compensators (OBSAWC) was defined
and proposed by Åström & Wittenmark in [2]. It was shown later by Walgama
& Sternby in [44] that most anti-windup modifications proposed earlier could be
cast into the OBSAWC class. In Kothare et al [48], the researchers present what
they call ”A Unified Framework for the Study of Anti-windup Designs” where they
also cast many of the known designs into their framework. This framework does
not, however, offer more generality than the already known OBSAWC except from
introducing the possibility of using direct terms in the anti-windup feedback path.
This extra ”possibility” must be used with care since it may introduce algebraic
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Figure 4.2: Alternative representation of the OBSAWC for Ó @ BFD and the
GLAWC for Ó @ given by (4.9).

loops. See our Remark 5.1. The GLAWC proposed in the next section is more
general, and thereby also more useful in some situations, than the framework pro-
posed in [48]. Properties of the GLAWC will be discussed in this and in the next
chapter, and its usefulness will be demonstrated by examples in Chapters 6 and 7.

In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we argued that it is often desirable, and sometimes nec-
essary, to adjust the properties of the loop transfer function, �G� , and the transfer
function representing the desaturation transients, 5 � , so that the windup effects
(see Definition 3.1 and 3.2) could be controlled and kept small. We will now show
how the OBSAWC, when used for the control of (2.1), allows some adjustments
of � � and 5 � to be made without changing the nominal controller (2.2). By using
(4.5) or (4.6) for the control of (2.1), the control signal

�  �H7
, the loop transfer

function, taken around ~ �
���
, and the transient dynamics represented by 5 � , are

given by the following set of relations:

System description when using the OBSAWC�  �L� � 5 � ��  I ���-{ �K" $�&7 ½½Õ_ �>� IK� � " $�& ��  { In�
where���  " $�&7 � " $�& IÞH5 �  ��� $�& "97

(4.7)
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respectively. For a detailed derivation of (4.7), see Appendix B.2.4 and B.2.6. By
comparing (4.7) with (3.9) it is evident that the observer-based anti-windup mod-
ification has replaced

�
by

"I7
as they appear explicitly in �!� and 5 � . Notice,

however, that the denominator of the closed loop,
�  � " � � �

, is unchanged
and independent of

"I7
.

According to the design philosophy presented in Chapter 4, the polynomial ma-
trix

"J7
shall be selected and tuned with respect to Objectives 2 and 3 respectively,

of Section (3.4). However, since
" 7

is a polynomial matrix, and not a rational
transfer function matrix, the loop transfer function, �G� , lacks an adjustable numer-
ator and 5 � lacks the corresponding adjustable denominator. This shortcoming
is sometimes crucial when it comes to fulfilling Objectives 2 and 3. This will be
demonstrated in some of the examples in Chapter 6. The GLAWC proposed next
provides such an extra degree of freedom to the structure.

4.2 General linear anti-windup compensation (GLAWC)

The OBSAWC discussed in the previous section will here be appended to provide
more flexibility to the structure. This can be accomplished by adding a signal

�  
to the control signal

�K7
from the OBSAWC according to:

GLAWC �  ��7 ���  {  ~ �
��� M (4.8)

where �    �ML & INL � �OL $�&� � { IÞ��� �ML & INL � �OL $�&& � { IÞ��7W� 6
(4.9)

Here, as before, the signal { represents the input to the plant (2.1). Figures 4.1 and
4.2 show the two versions of general linear anti-windup compensator GLAWC,
whereas Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show two different ways of how to obtain the signal�   , given by the first and the second lines of (4.9), respectively. It is easy to verify
that the expressions in (4.9) both gives the same signal

�   . Using that
�  �K7Ý���   ,

the expression on the first line can be written as�    �ML & INL � �OL $�&� � { IÞ��7 In�   � �ML & INL � �OL $�&� � { IÞ��7W��I��ML & IPL � �OL $�&� �   �ML & INL � �OL $�&� � { IÞ��7W��INL & L $�&� �   ���   6
(4.10)
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Hence, collecting the
�   -terms on the left hand side givesL & L $�&� �    �ML & IPL � �OL $�&� � { In��7W� 6

(4.11)

Multiplying this equation from the left by
L � L $�&& finally gives that�    �4H?IPL � L $�&& �k� { IÞ��7�� �ML & IPL � �OL $�&& � { IO� 7 � 6

(4.12)

In (4.9),
L & and

L � are both polynomial matrices, which we must place the fol-
lowing restrictions on:

Requirement 4.3 The transfer functions�ML & IEL � �OL $�&Î M.Q  + MSR (4.13)

are strictly causal/proper.

Requirement 4.4 The transfer functionsL $�&Î M.Q  + MSR (4.14)

are asymptotically stable.

~ �a���Â Âó Â
�ML & IPL � �OL $�&� ÃÂò

ó ÄÄ 7 ÆÄ   Ç
Figure 4.3: Appended observer anti-windup compensator

Requirement 4.4 is necessary (but not sufficient) to retain stability in the system
when the inputs saturate, whereas Requirement 4.3 together with Requirement 4.2
guarantees the absence of algebraic loops in the GLAWC. Both Requirement 4.2
and Requirement 4.3 are sufficient (but in the MIMO-case not necessary) con-
ditions, see Remark 4.1. Note that Requirement 4.3 restricts the highest degree
coefficient matrices of

L & and
L � to be equal.
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Â Âó
�ML & INL � �OL $�&&

ó ~ �a��� Â
Ãóò

ÄÄ 7 ÆÄ  
Ç

Figure 4.4: Appended observer anti-windup compensator

We can establish the fact that the GLAWC has the following property:

Property 3 The GLAWC in (4.8)-(4.9) fulfills Objective 1 of Section 3.4.

The control output from the GLAWC in (4.8)-(4.9) is expressed as a sum of two
signals

�  ��7v���   . However, the the signal
�   can be eliminated and the GLAWC

can be expressed in more compact forms. It is easy to verify that�  �4HUI.T � � { �%T2�
����IK� � �T  L � L $�&& " $�&7
(4.15)

gives the same control action as (4.8)-(4.9). A derivation of (4.15) can be found in
Appendix B.2.3.

The controller (4.15), proposed in [49] and discussed in [50], was inspired by the
controller proposed by Rönnbäck in [45] for SISO-systems. That controller is also
discussed in [3] and [56]. The GLAWC was, to our knowledge, first proposed by
Rönnbäck in [45] for SISO-systems, and can be regarded as an extension of the
OBSAWC.

By using the GLAWC (4.8),(4.9) (or (4.15)) for the control of (2.1), the system can
be described by the following set of relations
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System description when using the GLAWC�  �L� � 5 � ��  I ����{ �%L � L $�&& " $�&7 ½½ _ �*� IK� � "%$�&���  { IÞ�
where� �Z L � L $�&& "%$�&7 � "%$�& InH5 �  � �*$�& "97+L & L $�&� 6

(4.16)

For a detailed derivation, see Appendix B.2.5 and B.2.7. Comparing the expres-
sions (4.16) with the expressions obtained by using the OBSAWC (4.7), we can see
that the polynomial matrix

"I7
in (4.7) has been replaced by the rational transfer

function
"97UL & L $�&� . 2 Thus by introducing

�   according to (4.8)-(4.9) we now
have the freedom to modify both the numerator and the denominator of the transfer
functions � � and 5 � .
Let us summarize the most important results of this chapter so far:z We have proposed a general linear anti-windup compensator, GLAWC, that

fulfills Objective 1z The GLAWC allows us to shape �#� and 5 � according to (4.16) with re-
spect to the Objectives 2 and 3 of Section 3.4, without having to change the
nominal controller (2.2).z The GLAWC can be regarded as an extension of the observer based anti-
windup compensator OBSAWC.

We will now present a special class of designs having the property of, to some
extent, separating the windup effects from the linear system.

4.3 Cancellation of the nominal controller action

In this section a special class of GLAWC:s will be discussed. This class is de-
fined by the property that the loop transfer function, � � , and the desaturation

2This is probably the reason why similar AWC structures, when discussed in the literature, some-
times are referred to as ”dynamic” anti-windup compensators. We do not adopt this notation simply
because the OBSAWC is, indeed, a ”dynamic” anti-windup compensator.
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transient dynamics, represented by 5 � , become independent of the nominal con-
troller. In the literature, similar schemes are proposed in Sternad and Rönnbäck
[47], Rönnbäck [56], Öhr [49] and Öhr et.al. [50] with polynomial representations,
and in Teel and Kapoor [52] with state-space representations.

Using the GLAWC scheme proposed in Section 4.2, this is accomplished by se-
lecting

"97+L &  �  � " ��� �
(4.17)

For this choice, the controlled system in (4.16) is given by:

System description after cancellation of
��  �L� � 5 � ��  I ���W{ �%L � � $�& ½½Õ_ �>� IK� � " $�& ��  { In�

where���  L � � "97+L & � $�& � " $�& IÞH L � "%$�&�ItH M5 �  � � $�&'� " 7 L & �OL $�&� � L $�&� 6
(4.18)

Since the linear system behavior is unaffected by the anti-windup compensator
(Property 3), and the dynamics of �!� and 5 � are here made independent of the
nominal controller

� M �
in (2.2), the linear and the nonlinear system behavior, and

thereby the design problem, has been split-up. This separation is accomplished by
the cancellation of

�
in (4.18), using a model of

�
.

Since
"97

and
L & appear separately in the controller (4.8)-(4.9) one must, first

factorize
�

according to �  � & � � (4.19)
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and then select " 7  � &L &  � � 6
(4.20)

This factorization must, of course, fulfill Requirements 5.1-5.4. This restricts
� &

to have the same highest degree coefficient matrix as
�

. This, in turn, results in
the following requirement:

Requirement 4.5 The polynomial matrices
� � M L & and

L � must all have the
same highest degree coefficient matrix, as the plant denominator

"
has.

An investigation that motivates this requirement is provided in Appendix B.2.8.

The complete AWC obtained by using (4.6) and the second expression in (4.9) for
the design choice (4.20) is depicted in Figure 4.5.

V ÂÂ WGXAYÂ
Z Y\[ W
[C]

^ Ù`_ Ü Âò ó ò Â
Ã òÃ

ò Â Z X�Ya

òZ a [Ib a
Â Âó� Ä ÆÄ  Ä 7

�
Ç

Figure 4.5: The complete AWC obtained by using the OBSAWC (4.6), the com-
pensator given by the second expression in (4.9) for the design choice (4.20).

In Chapter 3 we stated that the aim of anti-windup compensation is to minimize
the windup effects � � and

� �
. It was shown there that the signals � � and

� �
are
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intimately connected to the transfer functions �G� and 5 � . For our purpose it is
convenient to describe the saturation effects in two slightly different ways. In both
the cases we want to express � � and

� �
as signals in a dynamic system although

in the first case the dynamics are driven by the difference between the plant input{  ~ �
���
and the control signal in the linear system

� � , i.e., { I � � , and in the
second case as driven by the difference between the plant input {  ~ �
���

and the
control signal

�
from the AWC, i.e. { I��  � . The reason for doing this is that

it allows us to formulate the anti-windup design problem as a simple linear design
problem in an illustrative way.

From (4.18) we have that�  I ���-{ �%L � � $�& ½ �4HUIPL � "%$�&d� { �%L � � $�&�½*6
(4.21)

By introducing
" $�& "  H

in between the matrices
L � and

� $�&
in the last term

of (4.21),
�

can be expressed as�  �4HUIPL � "%$�&d� { �cL � "%$�& " � $�&�½ �4H?INL � " $�& � { �%L � " $�& � � �4H?INL � " $�& �k� { IO� � ����� � 6 (4.22)

Here we have used that
� �  " � $�& ½

, see (2.3).

According to (4.22) and Definition 3.2, the windup effects in the controller can be
described by the following signal� � _ �¬IÞ� �  �4H?IPL � " $�& �k� { IÞ� � �76 (4.23)

An expression for the windup effects present in the plant, � � , generated from a
dynamic system driven by { It� � , is already given in (3.5). Let us summarize the
expressions describing windup effects

Result 4.1 Windup effects described as a separate system

For the choice
" 7 L &  � _ � ",�t� �

the windup effects according to the
Definition 4.2 can be described by� �  � "%$�&-� { IÞ� � �� �  �4H?IPL � " $�& �k� { IÞ� � �  I �6� � { IÞ� � �?6

(4.24)
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~ �a���Â " $�& �Â ÂÂ Â
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Figure 4.6: Split up of the system into one pure linear loop and a loop containing
the input limiters. The linear system affects the nonlinear loop via the control
signal in the linear system, Óed .

This system is depicted in Figure 4.6. The same situation is illustrated in Figure 5.1
for systems represented by state-space models.

L $�&� �Â Â
ò"ñIPL �

~ �a���Âó óÂ ÂÃ
Ä �

� �ÄÄ � ÆÇ f

Figure 4.7: Same situation as in Figure 4.6 apart from the fact that we consider
the difference gUl�Ï [ Ó to drive the saturation effects.
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We will now proceed by deriving the second description of the windup effects.

By adding and subtracting
� �

inside the bracket in the expression for
� �

of Re-
sult 4.1, we can express

� �
as� �  I �6� � { IÞ� � ��� � IÞ� � � I �6� � { IÞ����I �3� � �h"i (4.25)�4Hî� ��� �;� �  I �3� � { In��� I*� �3� ��H?InH��k� { IO���?6

(4.26)

Then we have that � �  I��4H?I0� ��� �KHW� $�&d�k� { IÞ��� I��ML � It" �OL $�&� � { IÞ���76
(4.27)

A description of � � as generated by a dynamic system driven by the difference { IB�
is already given in (4.18). We thus obtain:

Result 4.2 Windup effects described as a separate system
For the choice

"I7UL &  �
the windup effects defined in the Definition 3.2

can be described by� �  � L $�&� � { IÞ���  5 � �� �  � "IL $�&� ItH-� �  I*�4H?I0� �3� ��H�� $�& � ��  { IÞ��6
(4.28)

This description is depicted in Figure 4.7.

The anti-windup design problem is now reduced to finding an appropriate poly-
nomial matrix

L � that accomplishes a proper trade-off between the loop transfer
function ��� and the desaturation transient dynamics 5 � in (4.18), which both now
have become independent of the nominal controller.

Notice that if we have a perfect model of
�

the cancellation can be interpreted as
separating the linear and the nonlinear loop so that external disturbance and refer-
ences can be seen as if they enter the linear system and are taken care of by the
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nominal controller and then, enter the nonlinear loop only via
� � .

Seen from the perspective of the nonlinear loops in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, the
control signal

� � acts as an external ”disturbance” that excites the dynamics in the
nonlinear loop when it exceeds the saturation limits. Furthermore,

� � moves the
saturation limits as seen from the perspective of

� �
. This situation is similar to the

one we described in Chapter 2 when having external feed forward control added to
the controller output. From the perspective on the system in this section (as sep-
arate linear and nonlinear loops), a consequence of this property is that, when

� �
operates close to a saturation limit after entering into the linear region of ~ , after
a saturation event, not much control authority is left to the AWC for control and
reduction of the saturation effects.

Notice that minimizing the loop transfer function, measured in some standard sys-

tem norm, will make � � � � _ � � I � � � small. The minimum norm is zero and obtained
for

L �  "
. Minimizing � � � � requires feedback, i.e.,

� � � Y , see Figures 4.6
and 4.7. LQ-optimization based design procedures that allow a reasonable trade-
off between these often contradictory requirements, were presented in [47] and
[56] for SISO-systems and in [49],[50] for MIMO-systems. Similar design meth-
ods will be discussed in detail in Section 5.1. Notice that the systems described by
Results 4.1 and 4.2 has the following property:

Property 4 If the plant denominator
"

and the anti-windup compensator
L � are

selected diagonal, then the loop transfer function �G� becomes diagonal and the
MIMO-loop transfer function is thereby split-up in 8 separate SISO-loops.

This decoupling allows us to use SISO methods for the design of
L � kj/®±«'l �`m � Î � .

Such design methods are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.3.1 The scheme by Teel & Kapoor

In [52], and also in [51], the researchers suggest an anti-windup compensator
scheme for controllers and plants represented by state-space models. In case lin-
ear state feedback via a constant gain matrix n � , i.e., for the special choice ofo �
� � �  n � � � in the scheme proposed in [52], the AWC in [52] becomes very
similar to the AWC we proposed in this section. The cancellation of the nominal
controller effect in the expressions 5 � and � � , which we obtained by selecting"97+L &  �

is, however, accomplished in another, and in some sense more elegant
way in [52]. It is obviously so that the output

�
from the nominal controller (2.2)
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is always
�  � � if its input � is always �  �5� . The trick is to estimate �:� and

substitute it for � in the nominal controller. Such an estimate is, in fact, already
available. We know from before that �c�  � I � � where� �  � L $�&� � { In���  � " $�& � { IÞ� � �76 (4.29)

Hence, the following controller gives the same control action
�

as the one described
earlier in this section:

A polynomial version of the AWC proposed by Teel & Kapoor� � �  I��B� � I � � �����*�p �  "%$�&-� { IÞ� � �� �  � p �� �  � " IPL � �qp ��  � � ��� �{  ~ �
���76
(4.30)

Here
p �

are partial states. For an explanation of the concept partial state, see e.g.
Kailath [1].

The situation is depicted in Figure 4.8. This AWC cancels input saturation effects� � present in the plant output � , before they affect the controller. By doing so,
the nominal controller will always operate as if the systems was linear and con-
sequently the nominal controller output will be

� � . The signal
� �

represents the
feedback around ~ and it can, as we have argued many times in our discussions,
be used to reduce the windup effects � � .
The anti-windup compensator scheme proposed in [52] can be used for nonlin-
ear anti-windup modifications and in [75] the researchers propose an anti-windup
modification design based on recent results on explicit linear quadratic regulators
for constrained systems [76].
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Figure 4.8: A polynomial version of the AWC proposed by Teel & Kapoor



CHAPTER 5

MIMO AWC design: s s and LQR methods

Design of anti-windup compensators for MIMO systems is an important and non-
trivial issue. Although there exist exact methods for analysis and synthesis con-
cerning stability, it is not clear how performance can be achieved in such a sys-
tem. One of the reasons for this gap is of fundamental character namely that linear
AWC:s are comparatively simple controller structures, used for the control of a
MIMO-system with input limiters. However, as we argued in Section 3.5, in sys-
tems where the impact of saturations are weak, we can expect linear AWC:s to
work quite well. If properly designed, that is.

In this chapter we will present model-based design methods that take both per-
formance and stability into consideration. The anti-windup compensator design
problem is formulated as a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)-optimization prob-
lem.

We open the chapter by presenting the LQR design methods and the corresponding
solutions. Then, anti-windup designs that decouples the loop are proposed and
discussed. A short presentation of some stability analysis methods follows after
that and we close the chapter by illustrating the performance of our proposed design
methods by a number of comparative examples.

53
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5.1 LQR AWC design: a state-space approach

The separation of windup effects from the linear behavior, allowing us to expressed
them as two different systems in the Section 4.3, will be used here. Recall that
the separation requires that the polynomial matrices

" 7
and

L & are selected as in
(4.17) and the LQR-design concerns only the polynomial matrix

L � .

For our purpose it is appropriate to use the system description of windup effects of
Result 4.1 in this, and in the first part of the next, section. In this section, however,
we will represent the windup effects of Result 4.1 by a state-space description and
the anti-windup design problem is, as we will show, then to be solved by finding
a state-feedback gain matrix that minimizes a quadratic criterion. Once obtained,
this matrix can be used for calculating the polynomial matrix

L � .

Before we proceed, it should be pointed out, however, that by the use of a state-
space description of the plant, the state-feedback gain matrix, which will be de-
noted by n � , can be used directly in order to obtain the additional control action

�  
(4.9). Such a scheme is used in Chapter 8.

Let a state space representation of the plant (2.1) be described byA ���
	�� .� ���
	��p�0��� { �
	������ �
	����� �
	�� 2� ���
	��
(5.1)

where
A

may represent the derivative operator FF�G or the forward shift operator = .
From linear systems theory we know that the representation is by no means unique.
However, regardless of the representation, (2.1) and (5.1) are two ways to describe
the input-output behavior. In the sequel we shall use a ”

N
” to indicate that (2.1)

and (5.1) correspond to one another by writing� " $�&ON @ � ��  C 6
(5.2)

Given a state space description (5.1) of (2.1) the windup effects in the plant given
by Result 4.1 can now be represented by@ A � �� � C  @ � �H  C @ � �� { IÞ� � ��C� � �� � � 6

(5.3)

For an explanation of the nomenclature see also the Remarks on the notations at
the beginning of the thesis.
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Assume that the plant input { is given by{  ~ �
����  � � M (5.4)

where
� � is, as before, the control signal in the ideal linear system not affected by

saturation. Then, according to the Results 4.1 and 4.2, we have that5 �  � " $�&ON @ � ��  C
���   6

(5.5)

respectively.
Now, we create the control signal

� �
from state feedback of the states

� �
, i.e.� �  I n � � � M (5.6)

and add it to
� � in order to obtain the control signal

�
as�  � � ��� � 6

(5.7)

Hence, the state space description of the windup effects, that corresponds to the
polynomial description of Result 4.1, is given by (5.3), (5.6) and (5.7). We sum-
marize these expressions as a Result:

Result 5.1 Windup effects described as a separate system
The windup effects in the state space system (5.1), according to the Definition
4.2, can be described by@ A � �� � C  @ � �H  C @ � �� { IÞ� � ��C� �  � � �� �  I n � � � 6

(5.8)

This system is shown in the Figure 5.1.

The anti-windup design problem, aiming at minimizing the windup effects, is then
to be solved by finding an appropriate state-feedback gain matrix n � . We will soon
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show how this can be done by the use of LQR-design but first, we will derive state
space descriptions for 5 � and � � , which, in turn, allow us to express a new Result
that corresponds to Result 4.2 where the difference { I �

is the input to the system
describing the windup effects. At this point it is important to point out that many
of the design methods that takes saturations into account a priori can be used here.
References where such design methods are proposed were given in Section 1.2.

By subtracting and adding
� �

to the input of the system of Result 5.1, we have thatA � � �� � � �0�O� { IÞ� � IÞ� � ��� � � D� � � �0�O� { IÞ����� � ��� � � �0� � ����� � M (5.9)

where �  { IÞ�
as before. Now, we insert

� �  I n � � � which gives thatA � � �� � � �0� � IK� n � � � � � IK� n � �;� � ��� � 6
(5.10)

We thus obtain:

Result 5.2 Windup effects described as a separate system
The windup effects in the state space system (5.1), according to the Definition
4.2, can be described by@>A � �� � C  @ � IK� n � �H  C @ � �� { IÞ���¾C� �  � � �� �  I n � � � 6

(5.11)

According to the expression for � � of Result 4.2, and the expression for
� �

of
Result 4.1, the transfer function 5 � and the loop transfer function �!� of the poly-
nomial system are related to the state space ditto as5 �  � L $�&� N @ � IK� n � ��  C

�3�  �ML � In" �#" $�&ÞN @ � �n �  C (5.12)
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respectively. It should clear also from Figure 5.1 that �t� is given by the state space
description in (5.12).

~ �a���Â @ � �H  C �Â ÂÂ Â
òI n �

ó óÃ ÇÄ �

Ä �
Ä Æ � �

� �
Figure 5.1: A state-space description of the system in Figure 4.6.

According to Definition 3.1, windup effects in a state space system may be present
in all of the states

� �
. We will, however, in the sequel only be interested in the

windup effects given by the two linear combinations � �  � � �
and

� �  I n � � �
of

� �
. This is a reasonable choice when � � and

� �
are the only linear combinations

of states that have a direct physical interpretation.

With our definition of windup effects (Definition 3.1 and 3.2) in mind, let us now
formalize Objectives 2 and 3 of Section 3.4 as a LQR design problem. A basic rea-
son for considering LQR is that this solution has nice robustness properties with
respect to input failures (which saturation events can be considered as to be from
a linear perspective). See e.g. Grimble [9] Section 2.6.3 and Anderson & Moore
[11] Chapters 5 and 8. We will motivate this further after presenting the following
two results:
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Result 5.3 The LQR anti-windup problem and solution for continuous
time systems
Let � ,

�
and � be matrices in a continuous time state space description of

Result 5.1. The LQR cost function to be minimized is given byu ¢  v � � `� �
	��Sw � � �
	��1� � ` � �
	��Sw � � � �
	������L	
(5.13)

where
w  w ` § Y and

w �  w ` � XZY are constant symmetric matrices.
The steady-state solution to (5.13) is given byn �  w $�&� � `Hx ¢ (5.14)

where x ¢ satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation� ` x ¢ � x ¢ � I x ¢ �8w $�&� � ` x ¢ � � ` w �  Y 6
(5.15)

Notice that when selecting the penalty matrix
w �  ¡ H XZY we have that

n �  � `yx ¢ +¡ 6
(5.16)

Since the LQR-solution guarantees x ¢ 4x ` ¢ § Y , then, according to the stabil-
ity conditions given in [52] which we have summarized in the Lemma 6.1 below,
stability is guarantied if

x /x ¢ +¡ (5.17)

satisfies the Lyapunov equation � ` x � xB� Ô Y .
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Result 5.4 The LQR anti-windup problem and solution for discrete time
systems
Let � ,

�
and � be matrices in a discrete time state space description of

Result 5.1. The LQR cost function to be minimized is given byu F  `z G|{K} � � `� w � � � � ` � w � � � � (5.18)

where
w  w ` § Y and

w �  w ` � § Y are constant symmetric matrices.
The steady-state solution is given byn �  �qw � �0� ` x F � � $�&W� ` x F � (5.19)

where x F is obtained from the discrete time algebraic Riccati equation�U`yx F � I x F I �?`yx F �O�qw � �0� `Hx F � � $�& � `~x F � � �B` w �  Y 6
(5.20)

Although Results 5.3 and 5.4 are somewhat novel when used for the design of anti-
windup compensators, aiming at reducing windup effects � � M � �

, the LQ design
tools themselves are well known and can be found in many standard textbooks on
control, see e.g. [8][9][10][11][12].

A motivation for why we use LQR methods for the design of anti-windup com-
pensators will be given next and we choose to discuss the discrete-time case by
considering the criterion (5.18).

Assume that the controller output,
�  � � �,� �

, de-saturates at time
	  Y and

that it stays unsaturated thereafter (at least for a while). In case the elements in the
matrix

w
are selected large (or the elements in

w � small), then the LQR solution
will make the sum of squares of � � small, by making the transient dynamics 5 �
(5.12) become fast (and stable). However, if the elements of

w
are selected too

large, then the loop gain � � � � (5.12), may become too large and
� �

may tend to
repeatedly re-saturate due to this. As a consequence, the sum of squares of the
saturation effects � � may not become small although that was what we aimed for.
The problem we want to highlight here is caused by a too aggressive control ac-
tion provided by

� �  I n � � � (which represents windup effects in the controller
but also helps reducing the effects in the plant). If the elements of

w
are selected

small, then the loop gain reduces and the stability properties will improve and the
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tendency of
� �

(and thereby also
�  � � ��� �

) to repeatedly re-saturate will re-
duce. However, as a consequence, the transient dynamics 5 � will approach the
dynamics of the uncompensated plant which may be slow or poorly damped. The
LQR-design provides a tool to manage these (most often contradictory) goals via
proper selection of

w
and

w � .
The stability properties are of such great importance that we make the following
remarks concerning them:

Remark 5.1 It is a well known fact that the LQR-solution n � guarantees 5 � in
(5.12) to be asymptotically stable. The solutions n � of the Result 5.3 and 5.4 does
not guarantee stability of the nonlinear system (5.3) for all

w � . However, in case
the plant is asymptotically stable, large elements of

w � will make �3���  
and the

system will eventually become stable as the elements in
w � are increased by the

designer (or perhaps by some automatized design procedure).

Remark 5.2 The passivity-based stability condition, given for the continuous time
case in [52] (summarized in the Lemma 6.1), which places restrictions on the solu-
tion x ¢ of the continuous time Riccati equation, does not hold for the solution x F
of the discrete time Riccati equation.

Remark 5.3 Notice that the robustness problems related to observers and state
estimation for the LQG-solution, pointed out by Doyle in [42], are not present
here. We perform feedback from the states of a model that is driven exclusively by
inputs!

We can expect the solution to give nice performance for properly selected penalty
matrices

w M w � . This is due to the fact that we can disregard the objectives of
the underlying design problem regarding the nominal controller, i.e., objectives
such as disturbance attenuation, reference tracking etc. Hence, we can select the
penalty matrices with focus on minimizing the windup effects regarding Objective
2 and 3 ! 1

The solution n � can be used directly in the anti-windup compensator scheme sug-
gested by Teel & Kapoor [52], see Section 4.3.1. When the plant is represented
by a state space description, (as in [52]) then the partial states

p
of our polynomial

description of the scheme (4.30), are simply the states
� �

. The control signal
� �

1It should, however, be remembered that the solution to the continuous time problem, (5.14)-
(5.15) and the solution to the discrete time problem, (5.19)-(5.20) is optimal only while the system
remains linear (

^ Ùß|cÙÛÚ Ü Ü!�J|cÙÛÚ Ü ).
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can then be obtained directly as
� �  I n � � � .

For the polynomial anti-windup compensator (4.8) the polynomial
L � must be

specified and we will show two different ways of how it can be obtained next.

5.2 LQR AWC design: A polynomial approach

The relation between the state-space description (5.3) and the polynomial descrip-
tion of the plant,

� " $�&
in (2.1), can also be expressed as� V " $�& N @ � �H  C�  � � V 6

(5.21)

Here, an output vector
p  � V " $�& { constitutes partial states of the plant model.

According to (5.12) the polynomial and the state-space loop transfer functions are
related as �ML � It" �#" $�& N @ � �n �  CN n � � V "%$�&U6

(5.22)

Then we have that L � It"  n � � Vh"iL �  n � � V �K" 6
(5.23)

Hence, this way to obtain the polynomial matrix
L � requires the gain matrix n �

from the Riccati-solution in Result 5.3, or in Result 5.4, to be obtained in the
continuous-time case or in the discrete-time case respectively.

It can be shown that the LQR-problem (5.13) or (5.18) is also solved by solving
the following polynomial spectral factorization equationL ]� L �  � ]V w � V �K" ] w � " 6

(5.24)

Here, the suffix [ represents transpose-conjugate, see Remarks on the notations
at the beginning of the thesis. A sketch of proof will now be presented for the
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continuous time case. By assuming that the the signal � in the system of Result
(4.28) is a dirac-pulse applied at time

	  Y , we can express the cost function
(5.13) as u  v��} � � `� �
	��Sw � � �
	��1� � ` � �
	��Sw � � � �
	�������	�

Parseval’s formula
� +� v��} 5 ]� � & �Sw 5 � � & ��D�4H?I�� ��� � & ���KHW� $�& � ] w � �4HUIZ� �3� � & ����H-� $�& �a� &���� w µ� 5 � ��� �� � ���� w µ��:� H?I�� ��� ��H�� $�&�� ���� �� (5.25)

Insertion of the expressions for 5 � and � � of Result 4.2 givesu ���� w µ� � L $�&� ��� �� � ���� w µ�� � "IL $�&� InH � ���� �� 6 (5.26)

Relationship between discrete time polynomial and state space solutions of the
LQR problem is discussed in detail in [77].

The polynomial matrix
L � of the anti-windup compensator (4.9), affecting the

system according to the expressions in (5.12), can be calculated asL � �� ô � x � ô � $�& L � 6 (5.27)

Here
L � is the ”stable” solution of (5.24) (i.e.

L $�&� is stable) and � ô and x � ô
are the leading coefficient matrices of

"
and

L � respectively. The scaling of
L �

in (5.27) is needed in order to obtain a polynomial matrix
L � that fulfils the Re-

quirement 4.3, see Remark 4.5, and the use of the stable solution
L � is needed in

order for
L � to fulfil Requirement 4.4.

The choice of the penalty matrices
w M w � in the criterion (5.26) have, in the end,

the same effect on the system as in the state space case discussed in the previous
section. We will therefore not repeat the design guidelines here for the polynomial
case but refer to them given in the previous section.

Riccati-equation solvers are available in many standard software packages on con-
trol, i.e., Control System Toolbox for Matlab, whereas software packages having
spectral factorization-equation solvers for polynomial-matrix expressions are less
common. However, the polynomial toolbox for Matlab, developed by PolyX [78]
provides such solvers, which are both accurate and fast.
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5.3 Design for obtaining diagonal loop gain

We now consider the case when
":7+L &  �

(as above), and
L � �j/®±«'l �`m � * � and" 4j/®±«'l �`� * � both are selected diagonal. Such choices makes the loop transfer

function diagonal, i.e., ��� kj/®±«'l �`� * �� *  m � *� * IZ+!6
(5.28)

See Section 4.3, in particular Result 4.1 and 4.2 and Property 4.

Thus, the second step of the design of an anti-windup compensator (considering
the choice

"J7+L &  �
to be the first) is reduced to � scalar designs in which

the � elements of the diagonal loop gain matrix ��� are systematically adjusted
by appropriate choices of the scalar polynomials

m � * using scalar tools, in partic-
ular Nyquist-like methods that will be desrcibed in Section 5.4.2. This makes the
design procedure simpler compared to most cases involving MIMO-design. This
simplification is, however, accomplished to the price of some loss in performance
and it involves the following two potential drawbacks:z A diagonal loop transfer function �#� (taken around ~ ) decouples saturation

events in such a way that when saturation occurs in the component
� Î of the

vector
�

, say, then none of the other components of
�

(operating in the linear
region) will respond to this. Hence, none of the other components will help
reducing the saturation effects, simply because they are not aware of them.z The constrained structure of 5 � (having a diagonal denominator

L � ) will in
some cases result in slower decay of the saturation effects.

Next we propose a LQR design strategy similar to the one presented in Section 5.2
but modified so that it allows design of the diagonal elements

m � * . In Chapter 6 we
will discuss heuristic guidelines for the design of SISO AWC:s which are useful
also for the design of polynomials

m � * in such a ”diagonal” MIMO design.

5.3.1 LQR AWC design for MIMO systems with diagonal loop trans-
fer function

By selecting the penalty matrices
w  H M w � �jí®±«'l � ¡ * � , the criterion (5.26)

will be given byu ¸  �� � L $�&� �� �� � �� jí®±«'l �q� ¡ * � � "JL $�&� InH � �� �� 6
(5.29)
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Let � Î * be the Q $ -th scalar polynomial element of the plant numerator
�

. The
minimum of (5.29), with respect to a diagonal polynomial matrix

L � , for a given
diagonal penalty matrix

w �  diag
� ¡ * , is shown in [49] to be attained by solving8 separate scalar spectral factorizations� * m * m ]*  ôz Î { & � Î * � ]Î * � ¡ * � * � ]*L � �jí®±«'l �`m * ��6

(5.30)

A detailed derivation is presented in Appendix B.3.1. Here
� * is a scaling factor.

Equation (5.30) has to be solved for $¾ + MSR 6ß6ß6ß6 8 , where 8 is the number of process
inputs and � is the number of process outputs.

Note that if ¡ * ��� , then
m * � � * for stable

� * . The $ th loop gain
� * in (5.28)

will then contract towards zero and stability is secured if
� * is stable2. As a result,

repeated saturations will not occur in that loop. However, the windup effects in the
plant may decay slowly since the common denominator of the $ th column of 5 �
goes towards the plant dynamics

� * , which may be slow or poorly damped.

At the other extreme, i.e. if ¡ * is selected small, then the dynamics of the $ th
column of 5 � will become fast, while the $ th loop gain may become large as
measured by � � * � �� . This may generate repeated re-saturations and one must
therefore select the values of ¡ * properly to obtain an appropriate trade-off.

5.4 Tools for stability analysis

Stability of feedback loops is one of the most basic issues in control theory. In this
thesis it is in our interest to be able to predict stability in feedback loops consisting
of one linear part, represented by the loop transfer function �t� , and one nonlinear
part represented by ~ . Although stability and performance properties of a par-
ticular control system solution often in practice are evaluated and approximately
established, through numerous simulations, test as well as knowledge, based on
analytical stability conditions will be important in some situations. We will there-
fore in this section present some well known stability criteria.

2For stable �K� , the loop gain ��� vanishes when ���\��� . It is mostly possible to find adjustments
of � � which pushes � � outside some avoidance sector. But there are exceptions. If triple or higher
order integrators are present in � � , then a crossing between the loop gain and the describing function
cannot be avoided. The intersection point must then be placed so far to the left that no disturbances
with reasonable amplitudes will initiate a limit cycle oscillations.
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It is well known that the requirements for closed loop stability, placed on �"� when
limiters ~ are present in the loop, see Figure 5.2, are usually more restrictive com-
pared to purely linear closed loop systems. Of course, if a system can be operated
so that saturation never occurs, then that system will behave as a stable linear sys-
tem. But unless saturation can be guaranteed to not occur, there is no guarantee
that the system having input limiters will be stable, only because the linear closed
loop system ( ~ � H

) is so.

Stability properties for a closed loop system, consisting of � � and memoryless
nonlinearities such as � or � defined in Chapter 2, have been analyzed by many
researchers and several stability results and analysis methods, which apply when
memoryless input saturations are present in the loop, have been proposed over
the years. Some of these can only be used for the analysis of single-input sys-
tems whereas others generalize to analysis of multiple-input systems. The most
frequently discussed methods, and probably the most frequently used, arez the Circle-criterion,z the Popov-criterion, andz Nyquist-like analysis.

Discussions on these methods can be found in many standard textbooks on nonlin-
ear control, see e.g. [79], [28]. Some early, and particular important, contributions
on the issue of absolute stability can be found in [18].

When using a Nyquist-like analysis, the nonlinear loop is approximated using a
describing function of the saturation nonlinearity. Since the Nyquist-criterion was
originally proposed for analyzing stability in linear feedback systems, the name
Nyquist-like analysis and design is often used in the case of nonlinear loops, in
particular such as the ones discussed in this thesis.

The Circle-criterion and the Popov-Criterion generalize to analysis of MIMO-
systems whereas the Nyquist criterion, in combination with the saturation describ-
ing function, is most powerful when used in the single-input case. There exist,
however, methods for multiple-input describing functions but the gain in simplic-
ity that describing functions imply, may be lost when used for stability analysis of
multiple-input systems.

In the single-input case all three stability tests, the Circle, the Popov, and the
Nyquist tests, can be carried out graphically in a Nyquist like plot and the anti-
windup design can be carried out by using either heuristic loop shaping methods
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or optimization-based methods, such as the LQR-methods described earlier in this
chapter. In the MIMO-case, stability analysis can be made graphically whereas
design is in general more complicated. The reason for this is that the relation be-
tween the graphs and the tuning parameters is nontrivial. Of course, one can choose
the anti-windup compensators such that the loop gain becomes diagonal, allowing
graphical SISO-design methods to be used.

Whenever stability test are performed in the upcoming examples in this thesis, we
use either the Nyquist-like criterion, the Circle criterion, or the criteria based on
passivity given in [52] for the anti-windup scheme proposed by Teel & Kapoor.
Since the Circle criterion can be found in most of the standard texts on nonlinear
control, it will not be presented here. A somewhat uncommon, but in our view
useful, variant of the Nyquist-like analysis is presented at the end of this section.
Special cases of the passivity based criteria outlined in [52] will be presented next.Â ~ �a��� ÂÂ

�3� ò
ÃÇ

Figure 5.2: Loop transfer function and saturation

5.4.1 Passivity

The loop transfer function �#� (5.12) is assumed to be a continuous-time state space
description, given by �6�  n � � �'H?I � � $�& �

(5.31)

Then, a sufficient condition for the feedback loop depicted in Figure 5.2 to be sta-
ble, is given in [52] and states, in particular, the following:
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Lemma 5.1 If ~ is the amplitude limiter � in (2.5) or the directionally com-
pensated amplitude limiter � in (2.17), and if � is critically stable, i.e. if there
exists a x kx ` § Y such that the Lyapunov equation� ` x � xB� © Y (5.32)

holds, then n �  � `yx (5.33)

gives a stable system.

5.4.2 Describing functions and Nyquist-like analysis

The method presented in this section is based on the classical Nyquist-criterion
used for the analysis of linear feedback systems. By the use of a describing function
approximation, � �¡  M & �

, of the input nonlinearity, ~ , the loop transfer function

� � � & � � �¡  M & � _ � � (5.34)

is a linear approximation of the nonlinear function
� ��~ �a���

. See e.g. [79].

Describing functions
Rate- as well as amplitude saturations are nonlinear in their nature and can there-
fore not be described exactly in the frequency domain. The technique of describ-
ing functions gives, however, approximate frequency-domain models of these, and
other, nonlinearities, see e.g. [17],[79],[28],[3]. Hence, a describing function of
an input nonlinearity combined (i.e. multiplied) with a linear dynamic model of
the SISO loop transfer function, give an approximative linear frequency domain
description of the compound system (input saturation and loop transfer function).
This allows us to use standard frequency domain methods, such as Nyquist- and
Bode methods, for analysis and design of anti-windup compensators, in this and in
the next chapter.

The basic definition of the describing function used in this thesis is given next.
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Definition 5.1 Describing function
The describing function of a nonlinear element � �a���

is given by the complex
number � �¡  M & �  +  � ¦ & � $ ¨ & �

where¨ &  +� vN¢$ ¢¤£ �
	��e¥U¦¨§(� & 	��a�g� & 	��¦ &  +� v ¢$ ¢¤£ �
	��e§ ®±° � & 	��a�g� & 	��76
(5.35)

Here, the signal £ �
	��
is the output from � � Q �
	���� when applying a sinusoidQ �
	��   .§ ®±° � & 	��

at its input. The integration over one period,
I � � � , shall

begin first after that the output has reached a steady-state behavior.
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Figure 5.3: Describing function © ÿ«ª<o�¬H� of an amplitude limiter Ð®®¯X ¯ for ªñl° oy± and
° D . Note that the amplitude ª�l °

does not saturate the limiter.

Remark 5.4 The describing function defined in Definition 5.1 is a first order de-
scribing function. A first order describing function is a linear approximation of� . Linear describing functions are undoubtedly the most commonly used and dis-
cussed in the automatic control society where they most often are used for stability
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analysis using Nyquist-like methods.3
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Figure 5.4: Describing function © ÿ�ª<o¡¬H� of a rate limiter ² ®¯X ¯ forª l ° o³± and
° D .
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Figure 5.5: Describing function © ÿ«ª<o�¬H� of a combined amplitude and rate limiter²'A¯X ¯µ´ Ð�A¯X ¯+¶ for ªKl ° oy± and
° D .

3In other field of engineering, e.g. in the field of radio and power amplifiers, higher order de-
scribing functions are sometimes used to build simulators.
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The describing function of an amplitude limiter �\· x$ x , a rate limiter ¡ · x$ x , and a com-
bined amplitude and rate limiter ¡ · x$ x £ � · x$ x ¤ , are shown in Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5
respectively. Here, we have estimated the describing functions by the use of exper-
imental evaluation. In should be pointed out, however, that memoryless nonlinear-
ities, e.g. the amplitude limiter, have describing functions that can be expressed by
compact mathematical expression. See e.g. Section 5.1 of [79].

While the describing function technique is based on sinusoidal approximations,
there exist other methods based on other approximations. One such methods is the
method of stochastic linearization which is based on a statistical approximation
where the properties of a nonlinear element is described in terms of variances. In
[29] the researchers present ”An LQR/LQG Theory for Systems With Saturating
Actuators” which is based on this idea. Stochastic linearization will, however, not
be discussed further in this thesis.

Nyquist-like analysis
We state the following condition:

Approximate condition for limit cycles Limit cycle oscillations can be ex-
pected to occur when � � � & � � �¡  M & �  I*+

(5.36)

or, equivalently, if � � � & �  I +� �¡  M & � M (5.37)

for any combination of amplitude and frequency
�¡  M & �

.

The most commonly discussed graphical analysis technique is carried out by check-
ing wether or not

� � � & �
intersects with

I &¸ éº¹�» , ê , for any combination
�¡  M & �

. This
technique is well suited for simple nonlinear elements, e.g., the standard amplitude
saturation function, having a describing function � �¡ >�

which does not depend
on & and, furthermore, which does not involve phase-lag. Since we will analyze
also rate limiters, which have describing functions that depend also on & and give
phase-lags, we will here plot the combined loop transfer function

� � � & �
in (5.34)

and check wether it encircles (or stays well away from) the point
�aI>+ M�Y �

or not.
This technique has at least two advantages compared to checking when �t� inter-
sects

I &¸ éº¹�» , ê :
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1. It is simpler to analyze more complicated nonlinearities and the ”forbidden
region” is the same, namely the neighborhood around the point

�aI>+ M�Y �
, for

different kinds of describing functions.

2. It allows the use of the property phase margin (PM) which is strongly asso-
ciated with robustness- and damping properties in feedback loops.
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Figure 5.6: Example of Nyquist-loci of ¼\½ l ¼H½vÿ¾¬H��© ÿ«ª<o�¬H� for ª l° o�±vo ° D�o ° DµD . The worst case phase margin ¿�À is here ¿eÀ�Á °ÃÂÅÄ
obtained

for ª�l ° D .
The phase margin in nonlinear loops is here defined as to be the phase margin for
the ”worst-case-amplitude” denoted by Æ � . Let us formalize this property next.

Definition 5.2 Worst case phase margin
The worst case phase margin Æ � is defined asÆ � Dª¯®±°¹ Æ ô �¡ >�

whereÆ ô �¡ >�  � � «'Ç�l � � �¡  M & � �76 (5.38)

Here, the gain cross over frequency & � is the frequency where� � � �¡  M & � �  +
.
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Figure 5.7: Output from a rate limiter © Y (upper, solid), a combined amplitude-
and rate limiter © a (mid, solid ) and a combined amplitude- and rate limiter having
a square-root function at the input © ¯ (lower, solid). The input to the nonlinearities
is a sinusoid q�ÿÉÈ��?l�w�DµD�Ê�Ë�ÌÝÿ·sÅÍADLu ° È�� (all, dotted). The time-lag (or phase-lag) at
the first ”zero crossing” (ZC1) of © Y (upper, solid) is larger than the time-lag
of © a (mid, solid) which, in turn, is larger than the time-lag of © ¯ (lower, solid).
However, in steady-state, which we can consider to be obtained at the fourth ”zero-
crossing” (ZC4), the time-lags and the amplitude responses are equal.

Remark 5.5 Since the anti-windup dynamics introduced by the anti-windup mod-
ification affects the loop only if (or when) saturation occurs, it may seem irrelevant
to evaluate and analyze a nonlinear loop in terms of � �¡  M & �Î� � where

� � is ob-
tained for an AWC, for amplitudes that do not saturate � . The answer is that such
a stability analysis becomes a little conservative. But this is only so if we know
that the saturation limits are constant and known and even if that is the case, the
conservatism is quit small compared to many other analysis methods.

It is worth noting that different nonlinearities, having the same (or almost the same)
describing function (derived under steady-state conditions according to Defini-
tion 5.1) may have quite different initial (or transient) behavior. See Figure 5.7.
Although this fact is of no importance for the analysis of predicting limit cycles
and stability robustness against model errors, we can however expect it to have
large impact on the tendency of the system to overshoot when applying e.g. a step
in the reference signal

�
. For example, the system whose response to a sinusoid

is shown in the lower plot of Figure 5.7, can be expected to have an input step
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response with less tendency of overshooting than the system which response is
shown in the upper plot of Figure 5.7. In some situations, it may therefore be of in-
terest to investigate, not only the worst-case phase margin defined in Definition 5.2,
but also the lag associated with the response of first period in the derivation of the
describing function. If that information is available, of course.

5.5 Design examples

We will now illustrate the ability of the anti-windup design techniques that we have
proposed, by the use of examples. These examples, and the systems we consider
in them, will be presented next.

Plant 1: Ill-conditioned MIMO(2,2) plant Here we use a plant proposed and dis-
cussed in [61]. The same example was later also used by Teel & Kapoor in
[52] to illustrate the ability of their concept. The plant considered here has
two inputs and two outputs where the inputs are limited in amplitude, i.e.,~  � (see the description in Example 5.1). Three anti-windup compen-
sators, designed using the LQR-design procedure proposed earlier in this
chapter, are discussed below in Example 5.1. In Example 6.3 we evalu-
ate some different OBSAWC:s and some other GLAWC:s. Then, in Exam-
ple 6.5, each input amplitude limiter is appended with a rate limiter to obtain
a combined rate- and amplitude limiter. The purpose is to show the ability
of our proposed designs to handle also more difficult situations.

Plant 2: Double integrator MIMO(2,2) plant We have adopted this example from
[80]. Three different anti-windup designs, carried out using the LQR design
approach proposed in Section 5.1, and one simple OBSAWC will be inves-
tigated below in Example 5.2. Other, more heuristic designs of OBSAWC:s
and a GLAWC for this system, are presented and discussed in Example 6.4.
A completely different type of controller for this system is also proposed and
evaluated in Example 9.1.

We have chosen these examples because, together, they illustrate an important fam-
ily of problems that anti-windup compensators must be able to handle. Further-
more, we can compare our solutions to others proposed in the literature.

Some notations and abbreviations, specific for the examples, are

LQR Whenever an AWC is denoted by ”LQR”, we have used the design method
described earlier in this chapter. This means, in particular, that we have
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selected
"97UL &  �

, see Section 4.3, where
�  � "J��� �

is specific for
each nominal system under consideration.

OBSAWC Whenever an AWC is denoted by ”OBSAWC”, we have used the con-
troller structure described in Section 4.1.

GLAWC Whenever an AWC is denoted by ”GLAWC”, we have used the con-
troller structure described in Section 4.2.

NOMCON By this notation we mean that a nominal controller (2.2) is used.

Directional compensation (dir.comp.) ”Directional compensation” replaces the
standard amplitude saturation function, see Section 2.5.

The examples will primarily compare nominal control, OBSAWC:s and GLAWC:s
of Chapter 4. Their properties, in terms of loop gain �G� and desaturation transient
dynamics 5 � , that were introduced in Chapter 3, are summarized below.

Summary: Loop transfer functions
The loop transfer functions, obtained by nominal control (Section 2.1), OBSAWC
(Section 4.1) and GLAWC (Section 4.2) are given by (3.9), (4.7) and (4.16), re-
spectively, i.e.

� �� ��� ��
� $�& � " $�& InH

nominal control M" $�&7 � " $�& InH
OBSAWC ML � L $�&& " $�&7 � " $�& IÞH
GLAWC

(5.39)

Summary: Desaturation transient dynamics
The desaturation transient dynamics, obtained by nominal control (Section 2.1),
OBSAWC (Section 4.1) and GLAWC (Section 4.2) are given by (3.9), (4.7) and
(4.16), respectively, i.e.

5 �  ��� ��
� � $�& �

nominal control M� � $�& "97
OBSAWC M� � $�& "97+L & L $�&� GLAWC

(5.40)
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EXAMPLE 5.1: PLANT 1, NOMINAL SYSTEM AND LQR AWC

Plant 1
The plant has two inputs and two outputs and it is described in continuous time
by the model �  � � �!� { +�?� Y 6±+ ä Y 6 h Y 6ÐÏY 6ÐÏ Y 6ÒÑ å {{ �
	��  ä � x$ x �
� & �
	����� & }$�& } �
� � �
	���� å M (5.41)

where the plant inputs { are limited in amplitude (see Section 2.2).

Nominal controller
This plant is controlled by a decentralized PI-controller, given by�  � � �!�k�
��I � � + Y � �U� Y 6±+-�� ä + YY I>+ å �
� I � �<6

(5.42)

System properties
In the way we represent plants and controllers, we select the polynomial matrices
as �  ä Y 6 h Y 6ÐÏY 6ÐÏ Y 6ÒÑ å M "  � �?� Y 6±+-�aH�  �#+ Y �U�,+-� ä + YY I>+ å M �  �'H�  �

(error feedback)
6

(5.43)

Notice that �  + Y " ä + YY I>+ å 6
(5.44)
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The closed loop denominator matrix,
�

, is, hence, given by�  � "��0� � � "��,+ Y " ä + YY I>+ å �
 " ä �?� h ÏIÓÏ ��IPÑ å  ä �?� h ÏIÓÏ �ïINÑ å "R6

(5.45)

The last equality holds because
"

is a scalar polynomial multiplied by the iden-
tity matrix. We introduce the notation� Î _ ä �?� h ÏIÓÏ �ïINÑ å 6

(5.46)

The loop transfer functions (5.39) are then given by

�3�  ��� ��
� $�& � Î ItH

nominal control" $�&7 � Î ItH
OBSAWCL � L $�&& " $�&7 � Î InH
GLAWC

M (5.47)

and the desaturation transient dynamics (5.40) are given by

5 �  ��� ��
� " $�& �>$�&Î �

nominal control� " $�& � $�&Î " 7
OBSAWC� " $�& � $�&Î " 7 L & L�$�&� GLAWC

6
(5.48)

When all the components of the control signal operate in the linear region of� , i.e. when { �
	��U� ���
	��
, the closed loop system is given by the linear relations

(2.3) (
�K� Y ) an the polynomial matrices (5.43). The closed loop linear system

is stable since jAÔÃÕ � � �
has all zeros in the left half plane. The system response

to a step-change in the reference signal vector
�

is shown in the two left plots of
Figure 5.8.

Let us consider the nominal system for a moment. According to most design
guidelines concerning linear controllers in the academic literature, a linear plant
such as (5.41) ( � �
�����ñ�

) requires a more advanced controller than the simple
decentralized controller (5.42). An advanced controller should reduce the cross
couplings between the plant outputs, and reduce the overshoots, when applying
steps in the reference. See the two left plots of Figure 5.8. However, the rea-
sons for using a seemingly ”too” simple linear controller are sometimes justified
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Figure 5.8: Reference step response for the linear system (left) and for the LQR1
(right). The plant outputs Ö Y and Ö a are shown in the upper plots as (solid) and
(dotted) lines respectively, whereas the plant inputs Ï Y and Ï a are shown in the
lower plots as (solid) and (dotted) lines respectively.

by factors such as robustness against model errors (especially in ill-conditioned
plants such as the one investigated here), available hardware and software and
competence. It is therefore difficult for us to value the performance of the nom-
inal controller in the linear system and we will, in the sequel, assume that the
closed loop linear response is the best possible. Furthermore, we allow ourself
to evaluate anti-windup compensators regardless of whether it is relevant or not
to use e.g. a model based LQR AWC for compensation of a system with input
limiters, having a simple decentralized and PI-type nominal controller.

Stability analysis of the nominal system
Using (5.43),(5.45) and (5.47), we have that the nominal loop transfer function
is given by

�6�  +� ä �?� h ÏIÓÏ �ïINÑ å I +� �'H
 +� ä h ÏI×Ï IØÑ å 6

(5.49)
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Figure 5.9: Reference step response for the LQR2 (left) and for the LQR3 (right).
The plant outputs Ö Y and Ö a are shown in the upper plots as (solid) and (dotted)
lines respectively, whereas the plant inputs Ï ° and Ï a are shown in the lower plots
as (solid) and (dotted) lines respectively.

We will now check stability by using the Circle-criterion. We have thatÙ _ �3� ��H  +� ä �<� h ÏIÓÏ �ïIPÑ å (5.50)

and it is easy to show thatÙ � $Ú& � _ Ù � $'& ��� Ù ` �aI $'& � Û R Ü*�,I Ü*�, R3Ý 6
(5.51)

The eigenvalues of
Ù � $'& �

are given byRÓ	2Þ& (5.52)

where, apparently, one eigenvalue is always negative for frequencies & ÔßÏ
.

According to the Circle-criterion, this indicates that the systems may not be sta-
ble. It is verified by the simulations in [61] that the nominal system, obtained
when using the nominal controller (5.42) for the control of the plant (5.41), is
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Figure 5.10: Reference step response for the linear system (left) and the windup
effects of the plant, and the controller, for the LQR1 (upper right) and (lower
right), respectively. Solid and dotted lines represent windup effects in Ö Y opÓ Y andÖ a o�Ó a respectively.

not asymptotically stable.

Anti-windup compensation: LQR design
The general linear anti-windup compensator (GLAWC) defined by (4.8)-(4.9)
and (4.6) is now used. The design of compensators discussed and evaluated here
are based on the LQR-optimization procedure described in Section 5.1. Then, ac-
cording to (5.45)-(5.46) and (4.19)-(4.20) we can select the polynomial matrices" 7 M L & as " 7 áà ÎL &  " 6

(5.53)

The polynomial matrix
L � can be obtained from (5.23), i.e.,L �  n � � �K" M (5.54)

where n � is calculated according to Result 5.3. Notice that the output vector �
represent a state vector

�
of the plant (5.41). We can therefore select

� V and
"

in (5.21), and thereby also in (5.23), as to be
�

and
"

in (5.43).
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Figure 5.11: Windup effects of the plant and the controller, for the LQR2 (upper
left) and (lower left), respectively, and for the LQR3 (upper right) and (lower
right), respectively. Solid and dotted lines represent windup effects in Ö Y o�Ó Y andÖ a o�Ó a respectively.

The feedback gain matrix n � , obtained from (5.14) and by solving the Riccati-
equation (5.15), is calculated for the following three pairs of penalty matrices

LQR1:
w  H M w �  H

LQR2:
w  + YvY H M w �  H

LQR3:
w  + YvYvYvY H M w �  H

(5.55)

and the result is

LQR1: n �  ä Y 6 h RÚâ Ñ Y 6ÐÏ h ÞÚÞY 6ÐÏ h ÞÚÞ Y 6 RÚãÚâÚã å
LQR2: n �  ä ÏÝ6ÒÑÚÑÚÑ¨ä ä56±+ YvY hä56±+ YvY h Y 6åä Þ Ñ h å
LQR3: n �  ä R ä56±+ R Þ ã ã Ñ:6±+�äµÏ/+ã Ñ:6±+�äµÏ/+ I>+ ã 6ÐÏ h Þ R å 6

(5.56)
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Figure 5.12: Same conditions as in Figure 5.10 with the difference that direction-
ality compensation is used here.

The control signal
�   of the GLAWC (4.8)-(4.9) can be obtained as�    �ML & IPL � �OL $�&& � { IÞ��7W� I n � � " $�& � { IÞ��7W� I +�<� Y 6±+ n � ä Y 6 h Y 6ÐÏY 6ÐÏ Y 6ÒÑ å � { IÞ��7W�<6

(5.57)

Here,
��7

is the output from the OBSAWC (4.6) which, in this example, is given
by 4� 7  +� @ ä h ÏIÓÏ IØÑ å � { IÞ� 7 ��� �#+ Y �U�,+-� ä + YY I>+ å �
� I � � C 6

(5.58)

According to (4.8), the controller output,
�

, is obtained as
�  �H7 ���   .

Stability analysis of the AWC:s
It is straightforward to verify (using a computer) that all three solutions x ¢ of
the Riccati-equation satisfy the Lyapunov-equation (5.32) and hence, stability is
guaranteed for all the three designs LQR1,2 and 3.

4Note that the choice æÓç\èIé � makes the OBSAWC loop transfer function (5.47) become equal
to zero in this particular case. As a consequence, we have that | ç è�|Úê and |'ë¤è�|'ì .
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Figure 5.13: Same conditions as in Figure 5.11 with the difference that direction-
ality compensation is used here.

Simulations
The process behavior is evaluated when applying a set-point change having h
seconds of duration and magnitude

� &  Y 6 â and
� �  Y 6ÐÏ

. The plots to the left
in Figure 5.8 show the response of the linear (ideal) controlled system. The right
part of Figure 5.8 and the left and right parts of Figure 5.9, show the response of
the controlled system (5.41), (5.57), (5.58) for the AWC design choices LQR1,
LQR2 and LQR3 of (5.55), respectively. Figure 5.10 shows the linear response
(again) and the saturation effects in the plant, � � , and the saturation effects in
the controller,

� �
, for the AWC LQR1. The plots in Figure 5.11 show the cor-

responding effects when using the AWC:s LQR2 and LQR3, respectively. The
unacceptable response of the nominal system, shown in [61] to be such that none
of the components of � � ever decay to zero, is not shown here.

From Figures 5.10 and 5.11 we conclude that the LQR1 design results in a slower
decay of the saturation effects in the plant, � � , than compared to LQR2 which,
in turn, shows a slower decay of the saturation effects in the plant compared to
LQR3. On the other hand, when considering the windup effects of the controller,� �

, the circumstance are reversed. This is in agreement with the penalties (5.55)
of � � and

� �
in the different cases. The reason why we really obtain these results,

apart from the fact that the LQR design aims for it, is that the system has nice
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stability properties with respect to the saturation nonlinearity. These nice stabil-
ity properties are, in turn, a result of using reasonable penalties.

The Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the performance, in terms of windup effects,
when introducing the directionality compensator � in the loop. Notice that in
this particular case, and for these AWC designs, LQR1, LQR2 and LQR3, the
saturation effects � � reduce when introducing � . The main reason for this is
that the instant effect on � � caused by the saturation event (in other words the
excitation of the saturation effects

� �
) is reduced when introducing the directional

compensator into the loop. The linear transient dynamics 5 � are, however, the
same!

EXAMPLE 5.2: PLANT 2, LQR- AND OBSAWC

Plant 2
The plant is a discrete-time double integrator given by� �
	��  � � = � { �
	�� Y 6 h � = � +-�� = IZ+-� � � ¢ { �
	��{ �
	��  ~ �
���
	���� ä � &$�& �
� & �
	����� }+í } &$ }+í } & �
� � �
	���� å (5.59)

where � ¢  ä + I Y 6 hI Y 6 h + å
and�%$�&¢  RÑ ä R ++ R å 6

(5.60)
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Nominal controller
The nominal controller, given by� � = �  � = I0+-�k� = � Y 6 R!Y¨âÚR ��H _Fî � = �pH��� = �  � Y 6åä Þ ä â!= � I +!6ÒÑ ã!= � Y 6 â +�äv� � $�&¢ _�ï � = � � $�&¢�1� = �  Y 6ÒÑ â � = I Y 6 Þ � � � $�&¢ _ ×�� = � � $�&¢ (5.61)

is assumed to be used. The sampling interval is ð  +
.

System properties
We choose to parameterize the plant (5.59) as� � = �  Y 6 h � = �,+-� � ¢ _ � � = � � ¢"�� = �  � = IZ+-� � HB_ �¾� = �aH�6

(5.62)

Then, according to (5.62) and (5.61), the closed loop denominator
� � = �

can be
expressed as� � = �  � � = �#"O� = �p�0��� = � � � = �áî � = �Î��� = �aH � ï � = � �%$�&¢ � ¢ � � = � � î � = �Î��� = ��� ï � = � � � = ���aH � =òñ I R 6ÐÏ YvY + = x � R 6 Y Þ Y + = � I Y 6åä â ä ã!= � Y 6±+ Y¨R ÑL�aH_kà � = �aH�6

(5.63)

The loop transfer functions and the transient dynamics obtained when using the
nominal controller (5.61) (NOMCON), the OBSAWC (4.1) with

"=7 kjí®±«'l � ¨ 7 & M ¨ 7 � �
and the GLAWC (4.8)-(4.9) are given by

��� � = �  ��� ��
��óô®õ IZ+-�aH

NOMCON Móõ j/®ë«'l � &  ç µ M &  ç � ��IÞH
diagonal OBSAWCL � L $�&& " $�&7 óõ InH
GLAWC

(5.64)

and

5 � � = �  ��� ��
� ¢¨ö ôó NOMCON M� ¢¨ö ó j/®±«'l � ¨ 7 & M ¨ 7 � � diagonal OBSAWC M� ¢¨ö ó " 7 L & L $�&� GLAWC

6 (5.65)
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Figure 5.14: Nyquist-loci for the composed loop transfer function ¼÷½vÿ¾¬H�¡©%ÿ«ªø�
when using the nominal controller without anti-windup. Here © ÿ«ªø� represents
the describing function for the standard amplitude limiter given by the limits ÑBl[ Ò�l °

.

Stability analysis of the nominal system
Since the nominal loop transfer function ��� is diagonal, and the amplitude lim-
iter � is decentralized (diagonal), the stability analysis can be carried out by
using the Nyquist-like method discussed in Section 5.4.2. Figures 5.14 and 5.15
show the Nyquist-loci of the combined loop transfer function �t� , defined in Sec-
tion 5.4.2, of the first loop where the amplitude limits are 	 +

, and of the second
loop where the amplitude limits are 	 Y 6 Y +

, respectively. Since the plant is a dou-
ble integrator, the phase-lag at &� Y is, at least,

I>+ Þ Y 7 . The controller integrator
makes this lag become

I R ä Y 7 for the loop transfer function obtained when using
the nominal controller. Since some of the loci, of both the combined, scalar, loop
transfer functions, encircle the point

�aI*+ M�Y �
, the system can not be expected to

be stable. The simulation result shown in Figure 5.16 confirms this.
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Figure 5.15: The loop transfer function ùÓ½ is the same as in Figure 5.14 but here,
the describing function © ÿ�ªø� is given by the amplitude limits Ñ l [ Ò lúD�u D ° .

Anti-windup compensation: LQR design
We begin by factorizing à � = �

(5.63) asà � = � áà & � = � à � � = �
whereà & � = �  � = I Y 6 Þ Y¨â Ï5�k� = I Y 6åä ãÚRÚã �à � � = �  � = I Y 6ÐÏ/+ Þ +-�k� = I Y 6ÒÑ Þ RÚâ �U6

(5.66)

Then, we select the polynomial matrices
"û7

and
L & of the GLAWC (4.8), (4.9)

and (4.6) as ">7!� = � �à & � = �aH _ ��7(� = �aHL & � = � �à � � = �aH _ m & � = �aH�6
(5.67)

See (4.20).

The output
�K7

of the GLAWC (4.8) (obtained by using the observer based anti-
windup compensator structure (4.6)) can be calculated asî � = �;��7!�
	�� �î 7v� = �aHL� { �
	���IÞ��7!�
	������Z� $�&¢ �·×�� = �;�/�
	���I ï � = � � �
	����î 7!� = � _ ��7v� = ��I î � = �  I Y 6 Þ Y hvh = � Y 6 Þ Ï h â (5.68)
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Figure 5.16: Reference step response for the linear system (left) and for the nomi-
nally controlled system (right). The plant outputs Ö Y and Ö a are shown in the upper
plots as (solid) and (dashed) respectively, and the plant inputs Ï ° and Ï a are shown
in the lower plots as (solid) and (dashed) lines respectively.

and the output
�   of the GLAWC is obtained as�   �
	��  +m & � = � �`m & � = �aHïIPL � � = ���k� { �
	�� IÞ� 7 �
	����<6

(5.69)

Here, the polynomial matrix
L � can be calculated in the following wayL �  n � � V � = ���c�¾� = �aH
 n � ²³³´ = Y+ YY =Y + ¹Wºº» �c�¾� = �aH 6

(5.70)

See Section 5.2. According to (4.8), the controller output
�

is obtained as
� ��7����   .

Three different AWC:s obtained from the LQR-design discussed earlier, defined
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Figure 5.17: Reference step response for the LQR1 (left) and for the LQR2 (right).
The plant outputs Ö Y and Ö a are shown in the upper plots as (solid) and (dashed)
respectively, and the plant inputs Ï ° and Ï a are shown in the lower plots as (solid)
and (dashed) lines respectively.

by the design choices

LQR1:
w áj/®ë«'l �#+ M + YvY � M w �  + YvY H

LQR2:
w áj/®ë«'l �#+ YvYcM +-� M w �  + YvY H

LQR3:
w  H M w �  + YvY H (5.71)

are evaluated in this example.

The gain matrices n � , obtained from (5.19) and by solving the discrete time
Ricatti equation (5.20) are given by

LQR1: n �  ä Y 6 hvh Ï â I Y 6ÐÏ YvY Ñ I Y 6ÒÑ Þ +ÅÑ Y 6±+ Þ â hI Y 6ÒÑ Þ +ÅÑ Y 6±+ Þ â h +!6±+v+ h R I Y 6 â äµÏ h å
LQR2: n �  ä +!6±+v+ h R I Y 6 â äµÏ h I Y 6ÒÑ Þ +ÅÑ Y 6±+ Þ â hI Y 6ÒÑ Þ +ÅÑ Y 6±+ Þ â h Y 6 hvh Ï â I Y 6ÐÏ YvY Ñ å
LQR3: n �  ä Y 6ÐÏ R Ï R I Y 6ÒÑòÏ h Þ I Y 6±+v+ Y ä Y 6 Y äµÏ ãI Y 6±+v+ Y ä Y 6 Y äµÏ ã Y 6ÐÏ R Ï R I Y 6ÒÑòÏ h Þ å (5.72)
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Figure 5.18: Reference step response for the LQR3 (left) and for the OBSAWC
(right). The plant outputs Ö Y and Ö a are shown in the upper plots as (solid) and
(dashed) respectively, and the plant inputs Ï ° and Ï a are shown in the lower plots
as (solid) and (dashed) respectively.

Anti-windup compensation: OBSAWC
Here we will evaluate one OBSAWC, given by the simple design choice

OBSAWC:
"97  � = I Y 6ÐÏ5� � H 6

(5.73)

The compleat OBSAWC is then given byî � = �;��7(�
	�� üî 7v� = �aHL� { �
	���IÞ��7!�
	����p�Z� $�&¢ �·×¾� = �;�/�
	���I ï � = � � �
	����î 7v� = �U_ �Ø7v� = ��I î � = �  I Y 6 YvY¨âÚR!= � Y 6ÒÑ¨ä���
	��  � 7 �
	�� 6
(5.74)

Stability analysis
Notice that for the choice of

":7
(5.73) of the OBSAWC, the loop transfer func-

tion is given by a scalar transfer function times a (2x2) identity matrix. This
allows us to use the Nyquist-like analysis methods in the same way as we did for
the nominal system earlier in this example. The two scalar loci of the loop gains� � �¡  M ( *�, �

are plotted in the Figures 5.19 and 5.20, respectively. According to
the stability conditions discussed in Section 5.4.2, the system obtained by using
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Figure 5.19: Nyquist-loci for the composed loop transfer function ¼ý½vÿÉ¬H�¡© ÿ�ªø�
when using the OBSAWC. The situation is otherwise the same as in Figure 5.14.

the OBSAWC can be expected to be stable.

Simulations
In addition to the three LQR-based AWC:s (5.71) and the OBSAWC (5.73), we
also evaluated, by simulations, the performance for all of the four designs, when
using the directionality compensator � (2.17). Comments upon these results are
provided at the end of the example.

The system is at rest for time
	�Ô Y and all initial states are zero. At time

	  Y
we apply a step

� &  Y 6 R which remains for the rest of the test run. At time	  R!Y a step
� �  +

is applied and it remains for the rest of the test run.

When designing LQR1 we penalize � � � a hundred times harder than � � & and
when designing LQR2 we do the opposite. The penalty on

� � & and
� � � are equal.

In the design of LQR1 we ask the AWC to prioritize minimizing � � � and for the
design of LQR2 we ask the AWC to prioritize minimizing � � & . The simulation
result confirms that this intended effect is achieved when not using the directional
compensation.

The large cross interaction on � � & when using LQR1 may be acceptable in some
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Figure 5.20: The loop transfer function ùÓ½ is the same as in Figure 5.19 but here,
the describing function ©%ÿ«ªø� is given by the amplitude limits Ñ�l [ Ò l.DLu D ° .

applications, e.g. when � � & is a level in some buffer, whereas in other applica-
tions this cross interaction is not acceptable.

The design of LQR3 involves an equal trade-off between the saturation effects� � & and � � � accomplished by equal penalties. The results from the simulation
show that the intended effect is achieved to some extent.

The big advantage of the OBSAWC (5.73) is that it can be tuned without a model
of the plant. The performance is similar to that of LQR3, however, the decay
of saturation effects are somewhat slower. Since the polynomial

�43*I Y 6ÐÏ5� � has
replaced î in the loop transfer function expression, the phase lag is reduced toI>+ Þ Y jAÔÃl at &� Y . The stability properties improve and the system response is
stable.

Notice that since the nominal controller decouples the linear system response
from

�
(and from disturbances acting on the plant output), to the plant output � ,

directional compensation {  � � preserves this decomposition to some extent.
Directional compensation degrades the performance of LQR1 whereas the over-
all behavior of LQR2 is more or less unchanged. Compare the Figures 5.17 and
5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Reference step response for the LQR1 (left) and for the LQR2 (right)
when using dir.comp. The plant outputs Ö Y and Ö a are shown in the upper plots as
(solid) and (dashed) respectively, and the plant inputs Ï ° and Ï a are shown in the
lower plots as (solid) and (dashed) respectively.
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Figure 5.22: Reference step response for the LQR3 (left) and for the OBSAWC
(right) when using dir.comp. The plant outputs Ö Y and Ö a are shown in the upper
plots as (solid) and (dashed) respectively, and the plant inputs Ï ° and Ï a are shown
in the lower plots as (solid) and (dashed) respectively.
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CHAPTER 6

Guidelines for heuristic design

I like to keep things as simple as possi-
ble, but not simpler
Albert Einstein

In the previous chapter we proposed a design strategy for obtaining fast recovery
back to linear performance, after a saturation event. The idea behind the method
is to cancel all influence from the nominal controller on the loop transfer function
taken around the input limiters and then use available degrees of freedom to alter
the properties. By doing this, we can ignore the properties of the nominal controller
when analyzing and designing windup compensators. It was argued that the choice
of appropriate properties involve trade-offs between stability and fast de-saturation
transients. To obtain suitable trade-offs we used LQ-optimization.

In this chapter, we search forz appropriate polynomials
"I7

and
L & M L � of the OBSAWC and the GLAWC

structures, respectivelyz appropriate directionality compensators (artificial limiters) among which the
directionality preserver � is one.

95
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The methodologyz shall be simple to understandz shall open up the possibility to find simple anti-windup compensators of low
orderz shall open up the possibility to use ad-hoc solutions which rely less on mod-
els

Such a methodology requires insight and understanding of what parts of the system
causes windup problems and, later on, also how the problems can be avoided. For
instance, in contrast to the LQ-method, properties of the nominal controller that can
contribute to windup when not cancelled will be discussed. Earlier work aiming in
the same direction can be found in e.g. [56] and [55].

6.1 Anti-windup in SISO-systems

Nominal controllers are designed on the basis of underlying design goals such as
disturbance rejection and accurate tracking under varying operating conditions. An
anti-windup modification can be seen as a second part of a well performing con-
troller and its task is to change the controller action such that it can handle input
saturations better than the nominal linear controller.

The design goals concerning the AWC involve

1. retaining control of the states within the nominal controller e.g. prevent them
from growing ”large”, and

2. additional control action that can be used either for increasing or decreasing
the control action provided by an OBSAWC.

The first design goal can be fulfilled by using an appropriate OBSAWC whereas
the latter requires the use of the GLAWC structure.

When using Nyquist-like methods for the design of an AWC, the design goals can
be fulfilled by keeping the Nyquist-loci of the combined loop transfer function� �¡  M & �

(5.34) away from the point
�aI>+ M�Y �

and see to that the gain � � �¡  M & � � is
limited at all frequencies.1

1This is not possible if the plant contains an integrator. That case will be discussed later in this
chapter.
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The designer must also keep control of the desaturation transients so that they de-
cay fast. This can be accomplished by selecting the dynamics of 5 � properly.

Summary: Loop transfer functions in SISO systems
The loop transfer functions in SISO systems, obtained by nominal control (Sec-
tion 2.1), OBSAWC (Section 4.1) and GLAWC (Section 4.2) are given by (3.9),
(4.7) and (4.16), respectively, i.e.

� �  ��� ��
óô�õ IZ+

nominal controlóõ ç õ IZ+
OBSAWCóÚþ �õ ç þ µ õ IZ+
GLAWC

6 (6.1)

Summary: Desaturation transient dynamics in SISO systems
The desaturation transient dynamics in SISO systems, obtained by nominal control
(Section 2.1), OBSAWC (Section 4.1) and GLAWC (Section 4.2) are given by
(3.9), (4.7) and (4.16), respectively, i.e.

� �  ��� ��
ö ôó nominal controlö õ çó OBSAWCö õ ç þ µóÚþ � GLAWC

6 (6.2)

The scalar closed loop denominator polynomial à is given by

à áà & à � áî �K� ï � 6
(6.3)

Here à & is assumed to represent ”observer” dynamics which we prefer to interpret
as moved poles of the controller (roots of î ), whereas à � represents the moved
poles of the plant (roots of

�
). More detailed discussions concerning polynomial

partitioning of this kind can be found in [56].

In the discussion below we will pinpoint specific properties of controllers and
plants that contribute negatively to windup effects in the sense of Definitions 3.1
and 3.2. It is my experience that many systems suffer from more than one of the
specified properties and that all of these properties must be dealt with before the
system can be expected to behave well.
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6.1.1 Windup caused by loop-shaping filters

Consider the loop transfer function (6.1) obtained when using the nominal con-
troller. Problems that may arise due to loop shaping filters, such as integral action2,
can be explained by the fact that the controller polynomial î appears explicitly in
the denominator of

� � , see (6.1).

Consider a controller with integral action, i.e. let îñ ð ìî where ð represents a
differentiator (

�
in continuous time and e.g. = I +

in discrete time). If
� � �¡  M & �

does not encircle the point
�aI*+ M�Y �

, then stability is secured (see Section 5.4.2) but
the performance will be degraded because of the infinite DC-gain provided by theð -factor. This is the classical and well known integral-windup problem. During a
saturation event the integrator will accumulate energy that will be released to the
system after desaturation. This will often cause an overshoot.

Not only does integral action result in high loop gain at low frequencies, but also
does it provide a phase-lag of

I ã!Y 7 already at &  Y . This may force
� � �¡  M & �

to encircle the point
�aI*+ M�Y �

. The observer polynomial à & will eventually, as the
frequency increases, compensate for this lag. But if the observer dynamics are fast,
then the phase-lead it contributes with will appear at high frequencies and

� � �¡  M & �
may encircle

�aI>+ M�Y �
at lower frequencies (for some amplitudes

 
).

This way of reasoning holds not only for an integrator but also for other loop-
shaping filters.

The windup problem described above can be compensated for by using an appro-
priate OBSAWC and, if no other problems caused by the factor

ó �õ are present, then
the extra ability provided by the GLAWC is not needed. Design of an appropriate
OBSAWC for this problem will be discussed and demonstrated in the examples
later in this chapter.

6.1.2 Unstable controllers

Unstable controllers result in unstable modes of î and are simply not acceptable
when saturation occurs. As in the previously discussed case concerning integral
action the problem of having an unstable controller in a loop with a limiter, can be
explained by the fact that the controller denominator î appears as a denominator
of
�

. The controller states may grow unboundedly when saturation occurs. The

2Integral action can be seen as a special case of a loop shaping filter where the intended effect is
to make the DC-gain in the loop infinite.
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problem is however easily avoided by using the OBSAWC discussed in Section 4.1.
The designer must select a stable and appropriate

� 7
such that

� � �¡  M & �
stays away

from
�aI>+ M�Y �

for all
 

.

6.1.3 Aggressive feedback

By aggressive feedback we here refer to a situation where the poles of the closed
loop system (roots of à ) are moved far from the poles of the plant (roots of

�
).

Since àn�î �K� ï � such a situation can arise when either the elements of � are
large or the elements of the controller polynomial ï are selected large. By study-
ing the loop transfer function

� �  óõ ç õ I�+
, obtained when using the OSBAWC

discussed in Section 4.1, we can draw the following conclusions:

The roots of à appear as zeros in
óõ ç õ . Hence, if the poles of the closed loop sys-

tem (roots of à ) are moved far from the plant poles (roots of
�

), then the phase-lag
of

&õ ç õ will dominate for low frequencies and may force
���¡  M & �

to approach, and
maybe encircle,

�aI>+ M�Y �
before the phase-lead provided by à takes effect. Notice

that the best design choice we can make in order to reduce this lag, when using
the OBSAWC, is to select the poles of

+-9+�37
as fast as possible so that these poles

do not contribute to the phase-lag for low frequencies. But this may not always
be sufficient. The GLAWC can, however, be used to solve the problem. Consider
the loop transfer function (6.1) obtained when using the GLAWC structure. The
polynomial

m � can be selected so that it contributes with a phase-lead at desired
frequencies and the phase-lag of

m & can be selected to affect the loop at higher fre-
quencies where the gain is small enough, thus preventing

� � to encircle
�aI*+ M�Y � 3.

6.1.4 Weak feedback

By weak feedback we here refer to a situation where the desired step response
has been obtained mainly by the use of feed forward control. In such systems
the roots of à � are located close to those of

�
. Consequently, the loop gain� ó �õ I + �Aÿ � +�I,+ �  Y . The dynamics of � � are basically equal to the plant dy-

namics. Hence, the windup effects may decay slowly. Since the transfer function� � equals the transfer function ��� (describing the influence of input disturbances�
on the output � , see (2.1)), this is in agreement with the well know fact that weak

feedback attenuates external disturbances poorly.

The GLAWC can be used to reduce the windup effects caused by weak feedback.
This is shown in the following example.

3Recall the order of � µ is the same as � � , see Remark 4.1
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EXAMPLE 6.1: FEED-FORWARD CONTROL AND GLAWC

Nominal system �  � � {  +�<� + {{  � Ü $ Ü �
����  ×î �  R!Y � �ï��+-�� � �%ä!�U� R!Y 6
Notice that the controller polynomial ï is zero in a pure feed forward controller.
For this nominal system,

� � and � � are given by� �  î �à I +  î �î � IZ+  Y� �  � îà  � îî �  � �  +�?�,+ (6.4)

respectively. Absolute stability is guaranteed since
� �  Y . The transient dy-

namics described by � � are, however, slow compared to the compensated sys-
tem. Using the GLAWC (4.9), for the choices
GLAWC m &  �  �<� +m �  �<� R!Y (6.5)

we obtain � �  + ã�?� R!Y� �  � î m &î �Øm �  �m �  +�<� R!Y 6
(6.6)

The last equality holds because
m &  � � +

cancels
�  � �J+

. Notice that
we do not use the control action provided by an OBSAWC which means that the
polynomial

�67 /î . Since
� � has only one pole, and the limiter is an amplitude

limiter, the Nyquist-loci
� � �¡  M & �

can never encircle the point
�aI>+ M�Y �

. Hence,
stability is guaranteed (approximately). We can expect the saturation transient to
decay fast since the pole of � � is twenty times faster than in the nominal case.
Furthermore, as a consequence of the larger loop gain, the plant input � �
���

ob-
tained when using the GLAWC, can be expected to stay saturated for a longer
time compared to what the input of the nominal controller will do. The nominal
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Figure 6.1: The plant output (upper part) and the plant input (lower part) of the
linear system response (solid), the response of the nominal system (dashed) and
the response of the system with the GLAWC (dash-dotted).

control signal
�

will be the same as the control signal of the linear system and,
hence, it will only saturate when the linear control signal exceeds the saturation
limits 	 Þ .
Figure 6.1 shows the result when applying a reference signal in form of a se-
quence of steps. The plant input in the nominal system exits saturation at time	 ÿ�R 6 Þ � and follows the linear control signal thereafter. The plant output in the
nominal system begins to decrease significantly in growth at time

	 ÿ Ñ:6±+��
and

it takes the whole duration of
Ï��

until it reaches the plant output of the linear
system at

	 ÿ â � . The plant input of the compensated system, however, stays
saturated almost until the plant output reaches the linear response which happens
at time

	 ÿ Ñ:6åä!�
. Then, both the plant input and the plant output almost immedi-

ately follows the corresponding signals of the linear system. The response of the
three different systems to the step change from

�  â to
�  Y , which happens at

time
	  â � , are almost identical. This is so because none of the control signals

saturate. If the optimal performance is to follow the linear plant output, then the
system with the GLAWC compensator operates very close to optimum.
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6.1.5 State-estimate feedback controllers

In case the nominal controller is a state feedback controller that utilizes an ob-
server to estimate the states, windup problems are most often blamed on incorrect
state estimates. What saturation concerns, incorrect state estimates result when
the observer uses the controller output

�
instead of the real plant input ~ �
���

when
updating the estimates. In a state-estimate feedback controller having an observer
which relies much on the plant input, input saturation may result in very poor per-
formance and even instability if the observer uses the control signal

�
instead of~ �
���

in its updates. Some state-estimate feedback controllers without LTR com-
pensation will rely much on the plant input. The poor stability properties can be
analyzed e.g. by studying the properties of the loop transfer function,

�
, around

the saturation nonlinearity, see e.g. Doyle (1979) [81].4

The problem can easily be avoided by simply using � �
���
in the observer instead of�

.

It should be made clear, however, that the problem of incorrect state-estimate,
caused by the use of

�
instead of � �
���

, may not be the only problem caused by
saturation in such a system. Loop shaping filters and high gain feedback may
cause severe windup as well. Problems that may arise due to loop shaping filters
where discussed above. What the problem of high feedback gain concerns, we
suggest two different solutions. One can either decrease the gain of the nominal
controller permanently (by de-tuning it) or use the GLAWC to reduce the loop gain
only when saturation occur. The technique behind the last mentioned solution ap-
pear particularly clear in the scheme proposed by Teel & Kapoor [52]. See also
Section 4.3.1. We will, however, demonstrate that simple GLAWC:s of lower or-
der can often be used with satisfactory result. This is demonstrated in some the
examples later in this chapter.

6.1.6 Plants with integrator

Having integrators in a loop with saturations will in some cases mean trouble.
Problems that will arise due to a controller integrator can, as we discussed before,
be avoided by using an OBSAWC. Some of the problems that a plant integrator
may cause in a loop with saturations can, however, no AWC set right. An indication
of this fact is that marginally stable factors of the plant denominator polynomial

�
4If LTR compensation is used, then the estimator does often not rely as much on the plant-

input signal as compared to the case when not using LTR. Consequently the estimator becomes less
sensitive to which signal | or �gÙß|LÜ is used.
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will remain denominator factors of ��� regardless of how the stable AWC polyno-
mials

� 7 M m & M m � are selected.

If an external disturbance affects a plant having an integrator, in such a way that the
integrator is driven by it, and the disturbance is such that the largest possible con-
trol amplitude � �
���

does not manage to compensate for it, then the plant integrator
state will continue to grow as long as the disturbance remains. This is a physical
fact that no controller (of any type) can do anything about. What we can expect
from a well performing controller is that it takes over the control of the system
after the disturbance has disappeared (or decreased sufficiently). According to the
design strategy advocated in this thesis, this can be obtained by selecting the AWC
polynomials such that the dynamics of � � becomes (or remains) sufficiently fast
while keeping the Nyquist-loci

���¡  M & �
away from the point

�aI>+ M�Y �
.

Input saturation does, however, not always imply problems in control systems
where the plant contains an integrator. As we pointed out before, large reference
steps will often cause controller integrator windup if no AWC is used when the in-
put saturates. When an integrator is present in the plant (and not in the controller),
a saturation event caused by a large change in the reference signal will in some sys-
tems only slow down the response (compared to the linear ideal system), and some
systems would actually operate close to their maximum capacity. The following
example illustrates this.

EXAMPLE 6.2: PLANT WITH INTEGRATOR

Consider the following two systems:
System 1 (controller integrator)

� &  � &� & { &  +�?�,+ { &{ &  ���$ � �
� & �� &  I ï & � & �t× & �î &  I R!Y � Y 6ÒÑv�ï�,+-� � & � R!Y �� (6.7)

and
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System 2 (plant integrator)� �  � �� � {v�  +�:� �<� +-� {!�{ �  � �$ � �
� � �� �  I ï � � � �n× � �î �  I R!Y � Y 6ÒÑv�ï� +-� � & � R!Y �+ (6.8)

Notice that the plants of the two systems are different. This means that we can
not compare their performance. We just want to show that a plant integrator
does not always means trouble and, in the same example, we also want to show
that controller integrators may be problematic (when not compensated for by an
AWC). Notice that the loop transfer functions

� � are, however, the same and
given by � �  R!Y � Y 6ÒÑv�ï�,+-��:� �?�,+-� 6

(6.9)
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Figure 6.2: The plant output (upper part) and input (lower part) of the linear system
response (solid), the response of System 1 (dashed) and the response of System 2
(dash-dotted).

The plant output � � of System 2 operates close to its maximum performance
(in terms of reference-following). This is indicated by the fact that the control
signal

� � saturates just as long as it can while still avoiding � � from overshooting.
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The controller integrator in System 1, however, ”winds-up” the control signal
� &

and causes an overshoot in the response of � & . The ”reference-to-output” step
response of the two linear systems ( � �
� Î ��� � Î M Q  + MSR ) are identical. See
Figure 6.2.

6.1.7 Unstable plants

Unstable plants can not be stabilized globally when having saturations in the loop.
Anti-windup can improve stability compared to the nominal linear controller, but it
can never guarantee stability when e.g. large disturbances acts on the system. The
discussion in this thesis does not concern unstable systems.

6.2 Anti-windup in MIMO-systems

With respect to performance, feedback of single-input saturating systems is a com-
plicated issue but multiple-input systems are, as usual, even more awkward to deal
with. Some properties causing severe windup in control systems can only be found
in multiple-input systems and can thereby not be placed in any of the categories
discussed in the previous sections concerning windup in SISO-systems. This type
of problems have been referred to as directionality problems in some works, see
e.g [42] and [61]. It should be pointed out that although we chose to discuss these
MIMO-specific problems in this chapter concerning heuristic design, the design
strategies proposed in Chapter 5 can, of course, also be used to solve them.

In this section we will show how directionality problems can be detected, by us-
ing a root-locus like method, and how they can be avoided by using directionality
compensation. But first, we must point out shortcomings concerning the transfer
function 5 � in MIMO systems.

Shortcomings of 5 � as a tool for performance analysis in MIMO systems
The transfer function 5 � , describing the decay of saturation effects, is not a useful
tool for analysis of performance (in terms of saturation effects) during saturation
in some, or all, of the components of the controller output

�
. The reason for this

can be explained in the following way: Assume that
�

saturates in the compo-
nent

� Î and consider the ”loss” of input power as a ”disturbance” acting on
� Î .

Then, the disturbance attenuation properties will be given by 5 � in the same way
as 5�� describes attenuation of a normal external disturbance

�
, in the linear sys-
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tem (2.1) and (2.2). The difference is that in the case of saturation,
� Î , can not

be used to eliminate the ”disturbance” during saturation simply because it satu-
rates. The degree of performance loss during saturation thus depends on how well
the unsaturated components of

�
can help attenuate the ”disturbance”. Or more

correctly expressed, how well the unsaturated components of
�

can help compen-
sate the shortcoming that the saturation in

� Î implies. If the degree of feedback
is reasonable, i.e., if the loop gain � � � � is reasonably large, then the system may
perform well. The use of directional compensation, see Section 2.5, may also help
keeping the performance loss at an acceptable level. This was shown earlier in
Examples 5.1 and 5.2 and it is also shown in Examples 6.3 and 6.4 below.

Next, a simple but useful method for analysis of closed loop MIMO-systems with
input saturations will be proposed and discussed. Although the method can detect
and classify many of the windup problems discussed earlier in this chapter, it is
most useful for analysis of directionality problems. We will here demonstrate the
idea when using a nominal controller, and an OBSAWC. It is important to point
out that the method indicates stability only approximately.

6.2.1 Root-locus like analysis for MIMO systems with saturating ac-
tuators

For the standard amplitude limiter � , the components { Î �
	�� of the plant input vector,{ �
	��
, can be described as { Î  � �
� Î �  � �
� Î �� Î � Î _ � Î � Î (6.10)

where Y Ô � Î ©�+
for

� Î Ô � . By introducing a diagonal matrix � ¸	� ¸
having the

numbers � & MO� � 6W6W6 � ¸ as diagonal elements, i.e,

� � Q�M $ �  E � Î M Q %$Y Q �%$ (6.11)

for Q  + MSR:M 6W6W6 8 M $¾ + MSR:M 6W6W6 8 , the plant model (2.1) (for
�  YcMî~ � � ) can be

written as �  � "%$�& � �
���  � "%$�& � � � � � $�& " � $�& �%6
(6.12)

Notice that � $�&
exist since all the components

� Î Ô � . We now rewrite the
OBSAWC in the same way, i.e.,"97 �  � "97 I � � � �����*��IK� � 6

(6.13)
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Collecting all
�

-terms on the left hand side gives� "J7 I0� "97<I � � � �;�  �>� IK� � 6
(6.14)

By introducing the notationsì�  � " 7 I0� " 7 I � � � �ì"  � $�& " M (6.15)

the plant model (6.12) and the OBSAWC (6.13) can be written as�  � ì" $�& �ì� �  �>� IK� � 6
(6.16)

The closed loop system can then be described by (see the linear system description
(2.3)) �  � � ì� ì"J�0� � � $�&��*�_ � ì�*$�& �>�¾6

(6.17)

Approximately, stability can now be investigated by calculating the poles i.e. the
roots of

ì�
.

We have that ì�  ì� ì"J�0� � � "97 I�� ">7 I � � � � � $�&7"J�0� � � "97 � $�& I0� "97 I � ���#"���� � "97 � $�&�" In"J7k"J� � "J�0� � "97(� � $�& InH��#"�� � 6
(6.18)

Let us formalize this expression as a result.

Result 6.1 The closed loop denominator of a system controlled by an OB-
SAWC, via saturating actuators represented by the matrix � , is given byì�  ">7!� � $�& IÞH-�#"�� � 6

(6.19)
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Note that when none of the components
� Î saturate, i.e. �  � $�&  H

, thenì�  "J7(�4H?ItH-�#" � �  � 6
(6.20)

and the closed loop transfer function from
�

to � is given by the linear description
(2.3).

Closed loop stability of the system with limiters is indicated if the the roots of
ì�

are located in the left half plane in the continuous-time case and inside the unit
circle in the discrete-time case, when the elements of the diagonal of � varies and
take values Y Ô � Î © +

.

By calculating the roots of
ì�

for different values of the components � Î , we will be
able to find both critical directions

� � & MO� � M 6W6W6 MO� ¸��
and critical amplitude reduc-

tions where stability can no longer be obtained. The result can also help finding
appropriate directionality compensators in form of artificial limiters. This will be
demonstrated in the example that follows next. In distinction to root-locus analy-
sis, we are only interested in the location of the ”worst-case” pole, i.e., the location
of the pole which is closest to the stability boundary in case the systems is stable,
or the pole which located most far from the stability boundary in case the system
is unstable. Recall that the choice

" 7  �
makes the OBSAWC become equal

to the nominal controller and, hence, also the nominal system can be analyzed by
using the expressions derived above.

6.3 Examples

The rest of this chapter is devoted to examples where the analysis and design con-
cepts proposed and discussed earlier in this chapter, we will used for the design of
anti-windup compensators.

EXAMPLE 6.3: PLANT 1, HEURISTIC DESIGN

The nominal system under investigation here is the same as in Example 5.1.
There, it was argued and shown by stability analysis and simulations, that the
nominal system is not stable.

First, we use the root-locus method to analyze stability and to find critical direc-
tions. The closed loop denominator

ì�
(6.19) (containing � ) is in this case given
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Figure 6.3: Worst case root-locus for the nominal controller. The x-axis representsþ a and the y-axis represents þ Y , taking ten values each in the interval DLu D ° [ ° . The
z-axis represents the maximum value of the real parts of the roots. The system can
be expected not to be stable in areas where the surface take positive z-values.
The solid line represents the function þ Y l þ a which corresponds to the result
obtained from directionality preservation. Since the line is located below 
¯lkD
such compensation can be expected to stabilize the system.

by ì�  ">7v� � $�& ItH-�#"�� � " 7 � � $�&�ItH-�#"�� � Î " � "J7(� � $�& InH���� � Î �#"R6
(6.21)

Nominal system
The nominal case corresponds to

":7  �
and gives thatì�  � �:� � $�& InH���� � Î �k� �<� Y 6±+-�?6

(6.22)

We now calculate the roots of
ì�

in (6.22) when letting � & and � � take the values£ +EÑL9 h ÑL9Úä�ÑL9 ã ¤ . Since we are interested only in the ”worst-case” root, and
since the system is represented in continuous time, we show only the maximum
real part of the roots, for each pair

� � & � $ � MO�c� � Q ��� . If the maximum real part is
positive, then at least one pole is locate in the right half plane and the system
can be expected to go unstable in the particular direction. The following matrix
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Figure 6.4: Worst case root-locus for a diagonal OBSAWC. The x-axis representsþ a and the y-axis represents þ Y , taking ten values each in the interval DLu D ° [ ° . The
z-axis represents the maximum value of the real parts of the roots. The system can
be expected not to be stable in areas where the surface take positive z-values.
The solid line represents the function þ Y lJþ a which corresponds to the result
obtained from directionality preservation. Since the line is located below 
¾l D ,
such compensation can be expected to stabilize the system.

where obtained in this case

²³³´ I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6 Y Þ h +Y I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvYY 6ÐÏ R Þ â I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY+!6 YvYvYvY Y 6 Y¨âÚâ ä I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY ¹Wºº» (6.23)

Here, the column ” Q ” corresponds to � � � Q � and the row ”$ ” corresponds to � & � $ � .
We can see that at least one pole is located in the right half plane for some� & Ô �c� (below the diagonal) which corresponds to when

� & saturates deeper,
relatively, than

� � . In Figure 6.3, such a matrix is plotted for � & and � � taking ten
values each in the interval Y 6 Y +ïIZ+

.

We will now also show that in this simple case, one can derive an expression for
the critical condition. Since the root of

� ��� Y 6±+-�  Y , i.e.
I Y 6±+

lies in the left
half plane we continue to investigate only the other factor, which can be written
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Figure 6.5: Reference step response for the linear system (left) and for the OB-
SAWC1 (right). The plant outputs Ö Y and Ö a are shown in the upper plots as (solid)
and (dotted) lines respectively, whereas the plant inputs Ï Y and Ï a are shown in the
lower plots as (solid) and (dotted) lines respectively.

as Û �5� &� µ IZ+-� YY �5� &� � I0+-� Ý � ä �<� h ÏIÓÏ ��IPÑ å Û �� µ � h ÏIÓÏ �� � IPÑ Ý 6
(6.24)

The determinant of this matrix is given by� �� & � � � � h� � I Ñ� & �#�<� + M (6.25)

and, hence, the poles are given by the roots of� � � � h � & IPÑ � � �#�?� � & � �  Y 6
(6.26)

We can se that all poles are located strictly in the left half plane if and only ifh � & IPÑ � � X Y�� � Ô h Ñ�� & 6
(6.27)
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Figure 6.6: Reference step response for the OBSAWC2 (left) and for the
GLAWC1 (right). The plant outputs Ö Y and Ö a are shown in the upper plots as
(solid) and (dotted) lines respectively, whereas the plant inputs Ï Y and Ï a are
shown in the lower plots as (solid) and (dotted) lines respectively.

It is obvious that saturations in
� & are critical. However, if � � is forced, by di-

rection compensation, to take values such that the condition (6.27) is fulfilled,
stability can be achieved. Saturations in

� � , however, are not critical for stability
according to this analysis. This fact can be used when designing a directionality
compensator for the system. Using directional preservation makes � &  � �  �
so the stability condition (6.27) holds for all � . Hence, according to the results
obtained from this analysis, direction preservation stabilizes the nominal system.
This conclusion can be drawn also from studying the location of the solid line in
Figure 6.3, since it is located below

3  Y .

The nominal controller (5.42) contains an integrator and according to the dis-
cussion in Section 6.1.1 an OBSAWC is, at least, needed in order to avoid over-
shoots. We will investigate two different OBSAWC and also one GLAWC given
by the polynomials

OBSAWC1
"J7  � �<� ¨ 7W�aH

OBSAWC2
"J7  � Î

GLAWC1
"J7  � Î M L &  " M L �  � �<� + Y �aH M (6.28)
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Figure 6.7: Reference step response for the linear system (upper left) and the
windup effects of the plant outputs for the OBSAWC1 (upper right), OBSAWC2
(lower left) and for the GLAWC1 (lower right). Solid and dotted lines represent
windup effects in Ö Y o�Ó Y and Ö a o�Ó a respectively.

where � Î _ ä �<� h ÏIÓÏ �ïIPÑ å"  � �<� Y 6±+-�aHL6
(6.29)

See (5.46) and (5.43). The constant ¨ 7 will be used as a tuning parameter.

OBSAWC1
It is easy to verify that the loop transfer function obtained by using OBSAWC1
is given by ���  +�?� ¨ 7 ä h I ¨ 7 ÏIÓÏ IØÑ I ¨ 7 å 6

(6.30)

The controller-integrator windup problem is avoided as expected. Let us now
investigate the stability properties by using the Circle-criterion as we did in Ex-
ample 5.1. Here, we make it easy for us by simply investigating

ìÙ � $Ú&  Y �
. It

can be shown that ìÙ � Y �  +¨ 7 ä + Y YY I â å (6.31)
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Figure 6.8: Same situation as shown in Figure 6.5 but with directional compensa-
tion of Ó .

which has one negative eigenvalue for any ¨ 7¯� Y (the case ¨ 7  Y corresponds
to the nominal case investigated in the Example 5.1). According to the Circle-
criterion this indicates that the simple OBSAWC1 will not be able to stabilize
the system, an indication which is verified by several simulations one of which
is shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.7 respectively.

We will now analyze the special choice
":7  � �?� +-�aH

by using the root-locus
like method. For this choice of

"I7
, the matrix (6.23) is given by

²³³´ I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvYY 6ÒÑ R!YvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY+!6 â Ï YvY Y 6ÒÑ R!YvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY I Y 6±+ YvYvYR 6 ãÚâ!YvY +!6 â Ï YvY Y 6ÒÑ R!YvY I Y 6±+ YvYvY ¹Wºº» 6
(6.32)

Notice that since
" 7

does not contain an integrator, poles do not move towards
zero as � � decreases, as they did in the nominal case where

�
is a pure integrator

(upper-right part of the matrix). The Figure 6.4 shows the worst-case pole as
a function of � & and � � . Both the matrix (6.32) and the 3-D plot of Figure 6.4
shows that the system is most likely not stable if

� & saturates deeper than
� � ,

i.e. when � & Ô �:� . Note that this is particularly serious in this system where
� &

saturates at 	 Ñ whereas
� � saturates at 	 + Y .
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Figure 6.9: Same situation as shown in Figure 6.6 but with directional compensa-
tion of Ó .

Since the diagonal elements of the matrix (6.32) all are negative, directionality
preservation will stabilize the system.

OBSAWC2
The loop transfer function obtained by using the OBSAWC2 is given by�3�  H?InH  Y 6

(6.33)

Since the plant is asymptotically stable, this choice of anti-windup compensator
stabilizes the system. The response is shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The de-
saturation transient is, however, very slow, as we can see in the plot. This can
be explained by studying the dynamics 5 � which in this case is identical to the
plant, i.e., 5 �  � "%$�&  � +� � Y 6±+ 6

(6.34)

Hence, both the transients will decay with a time constant of 10 s which ex-
plains the rather slow recovery. According to the discussion in Section 6.1.4 the
problem is caused by weak feedback and a GLAWC can be used to improve the
performance.
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Figure 6.10: Same situation as shown in Figure 6.7 but with directional compen-
sation of Ó

One can also use the root-locus method proposed above. The choice
"=7  � Î

gives ì�  � � Î � � $�& InH-��� � Î �k� �?� Y 6±+-� � Î � $�& � �U� Y 6±+-� M (6.35)

which has all roots in the left half plane. Hence, this choice results in a stable
system.

GLAWC1
The loop transfer function, which by this choice becomes diagonal, is given by���  L � " $�& ItH �#+ Y I Y 6±+-��<� Y 6±+ H

(6.36)

and the transient dynamics are described by5 �  � L $�&� � +�?�,+ Y 6
(6.37)
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The time constants of 5 � are one hundred times smaller than in (6.34) and we
can expect the transients to decay much faster in this case. But before this can
be guaranteed, the stability properties must be investigated and since the loop
transfer function is diagonal, we will use the Nyquist-like method presented in
Chapter 5.4.2. Since ~ is the amplitude limiter and the loop transfer function
is of order one, the Nyquist-loci

� � �¡  M & �
stays in the right half-plane and can

thereby not encircle the point (-1,0). Stability is therefore guaranteed in this case.
Simulation results are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7.

Directionality compensation
By introducing the directionality preserving limiter � defined in (2.17) instead of
the ”standard” amplitude limiter � defined in (2.5), the behavior of the systems
defined by OBSAWC1, OBSAWC2 and GLAWC1, improve and the unstable
system obtained when using OBSAWC1 is now stable and behaves well. Simu-
lation results are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10.

EXAMPLE 6.4: PLANT 2, HEURISTIC, MODEL-BASED DESIGN OF OBSAWC:S

The polynomial matrix
"I7

of the OBSAWC will here be selected to be a scalar
transfer function

� 7
times a (2x2) identity matrix. This results in a diagonal

loop transfer function having the same diagonal elements. This scalar transfer
function is given by � �  à� 7 � IZ+

(6.38)

and the de-saturation transient dynamics are given by5 �  � ¢ � � 7à M (6.39)

where
�¾� = � M:� � = � and

� ¢ are defined in (5.59) and (5.62). The closed-loop
denominator polynomial à defined in (5.63) can be factorized asàR � = I Y 6 Þ Y¨â Ï5�k� = I Y 6åä ãÚRÚã �k� = I Y 6ÐÏ/+ Þ +-�k� = I Y 6ÒÑ Þ RÚâ �76 (6.40)

We know from the example in the previous chapter that the diagonal OBSAWC
defined by

� 7  � = I Y 6ÐÏ5� � stabilized the system but resulted in a somewhat
slow desaturation transient. Figure 5.22 shows simulation results when using the
direction preserving limiter � (2.17). The slow recovery can be explained by the
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Figure 6.11: Reference step response for the OBSAWC1 (left) and for the OB-
SAWC2 (right).

fact that the zeros Y 6 Þ Y¨â Ï and Y 6åä ãÚRÚã of à in (6.40) slow down the dynamics of5 � . Interpreted in terms of ”weak feedback” discussed in Section 6.1.4, the same
conclusion can drawn from the fact that these slow roots of à contributes with
phase-lead and small gain of �3� � & �

at rather low frequencies. By cancellation of
these zeros/poles using

��7
, the dominating poles of 5 � will be ”faster” (which

also means that the phase-lead of ��� � & �
reduces and the gain increases) and

hence, the recovery can be expected to become faster. We will here investigate
two OBSAWC:s based on the following selection of

"û7
:

OBSAWC1
��7  � = I Y 6 Þ Y¨â Ï5�k� = I Y 6åä ãÚRÚã �

OBSAWC2
��7  = � = I Y 6 Þ Y¨â Ï5��6

(6.41)

Root-locus like analysis: the nominal system
The worst case root-locus for the nominal system is shown in Figure 6.13. Since
the surface lies above

�¾+
for some � & and � � , the nominal system can not be

expected to be stable.

Root-locus like analysis: the OBSAWC1
The worst case root-locus for the OBSAWC1 is shown in Figure 6.14. Since the
surface lies below

�¾+
for all � & and �c� , the OBSAWC1 can be expected to give

a stable system. Since the surface is symmetric with respect to the line � &  � � ,
there are no critical directions in this system. The surface increases in the

3
-
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Figure 6.12: Reference step response for the OBSAWC1 (left) and for the OB-
SAWC2 (right) when using directional compensation.

direction and approaches the value
3  +

, as � & and � � decreases. This is due to
the fact that the plant contains double integrators.

Root-locus like analysis: the OBSAWC2
The worst case root-locus for the OBSAWC2 is shown in Figure 6.15. Since the
surface lies below

�¾+
for all � & and �c� , the OBSAWC2 can be expected to give

a stable system.

Comments on OBSAWC1 and 2
The OBSAWC1 cancel out both the slow poles of 5 � and results in too much
phase-lead reduction (i.e. to large phase-lag). A large over shoot is present in the
output � � . The second design, OBSAWC2, cancels only the pole in Y 6 Þ Y¨â Ï and
adds a much ”faster” pole in =  Y . The dominating pole of 5 � is now the one
in Y 6åä ãÚRÚã . The result improves further when using the directional compensator� .
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Figure 6.13: Worst case root-locus for the nominal system. The x-axis representsþ a and the y-axis represents þ Y , taking ten values each in the interval D�u D ° [ ° .
The z-axis represents the maximum value among the absolute values of the roots.
The system can be expected not to be stable in areas where the surface take values
larger than 1.

EXAMPLE 6.5: PLANT 1 WITH COMBINED RATE- AND AMPLITUDE LIMITERS,
HEURISTIC DESIGN

In this example, control of the ill-conditioned plant (5.41) is considered. Here,
however, combined rate- and amplitude limiters (Figure 2.2) are present at the
plant input, which is given by{ �
	��  ä ¡ · x$ x £ ��· x$ x �
� & �
	����¥¤¡ · x$ x £ ��· & }$�& } �
� � �
	����¥¤ å 6

(6.42)

The two OBSAWC:s and the GLAWC (6.28) in Example 6.3, and one additional
GLAWC:s will be investigated. The new GLAWC, denoted GLAWC2, is given
by

GLAWC2
"97  � � M L &  " M L �  � �<� 8 � �aH 6

(6.43)

Using the GLAWC:s results in a diagonal
� R � R � loop transfer function, which

allow us to use Nyquist-like analysis for each one of the two SISO-system ele-
ments.
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Figure 6.14: Worst case root-locus for the OBSAWC1. The x-axis represents þ a
and the y-axis represents þ Y , taking ten values each in the interval D�u D ° [ ° . The
z-axis represents the maximum value among the absolute values of the roots. The
system can be expected to be stable since the surface lies below 
�l °

.

Performance of the GLAWC1 In Figures 6.16 and 6.17 Nyquist-loci:s for the
combined loop transfer function

� � � & � � �¡  M & �
are shown for amplitude and

rate limits ¨  Ib¦  Ñ M�È  I��  Ñ
, and for amplitude and rate limits¨  Ib¦  + YcM È  Ib�  Ñ

, respectively. Note that the worst case phase
margin, Æ � , is smaller in the loop having amplitude limits 	 + Y than it is in the
system where the amplitude limits are 	 Ñ . This makes sense since a rate limiter
that operates over a large amplitude range gives larger lags in the input-output
response than a rate limiter that operates over a smaller amplitude range.5. Since
none of the Nyquist-loci:s encircles the point

�aI>+ M�Y �
we can expect the system to

be stable. However, the worst case phase margin is small (measured in terms of
linear system phase margin) and we can therefore expect overshoots in the step
response. The simulation results shown in the left plots of Figure 6.21 confirms
the expectation.

5This phenomenon can also be seen in the Figure 5.7 at the first zero-crossing ZC1
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Figure 6.15: Worst case root-locus for the OBSAWC1. The x-axis represents þ a
and the y-axis represents þ Y , taking ten values each in the interval D�u D ° [ ° . The
z-axis represents the maximum value among the absolute values of the roots. The
system can be expected to be stable since the surface lies below 
�l °

.

Tuning the GLAWC2
Compared to the Nyquist-loci:s obtained from the loop transfer function� �  �#+ Y I Y 6±+-��<� Y 6±+ (6.44)

obtained by using the GLAWC1 (see (6.36)), Nyquist-loci:s obtained from the
loop transfer function � �Z � 8 � I Y 6±+-��<� Y 6±+ (6.45)

where 8 � is selected closer to the pole of the plant, Y 6±+
, will contract and the

worst case phase margin increases. By trial and error, we found 8 �  Y 6 ã to be
an appropriate choice.

Performance of the GLAWC2
The results from the simulation are shown in the right plots of Figure 6.21. Ev-
idently, the GLAWC2 gives much better performance than GLAWC1 does. In
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 Nyquist-loci:s obtained when using the GLAWC2 are
shown. The phase margin is much larger than compared to when using the
GLAWC1. In fact, much larger than what is usually required in a linear loop
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in order to avoid overshoots in the step response. The lesson learned from this
must be that absolute limits of the worst case phase margin in nonlinear loops
might be difficult to establish.

By studying the results shown in Figure 6.20 we can conclude that the OB-
SAWC1 is far to aggressive and that the OBSAWC2 is much to slow.

The windup effects in the three systems are shown in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.16: Nyquist-loci for the composed loop transfer function ¼ý½vÿÉ¬H�¡© ÿ�ª<o¡¬H�
when using the GLAWC1. Here © ÿ�ª<o¡¬H� represents the describing function for
the combined rate- and amplitude limiter given by the limits Ñ l [ Ò¾l� and� l [�� l� for amplitude and rate limits respectively. The worst case phase
margin is here ¿�ÀJÁ °UÂ�Ä , obtained for ª�l ° D .
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Figure 6.17: The same situation as in Figure 6.16 but here the amplitude limits
are Ñ¯l [ Òïl ° D . The worst case phase margin is here ¿�À.Á °��'Ä , obtained forªKl ° D�D . The second worst is ¿���l °ÃÂ Ä

obtained for ª�l ° D .
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Figure 6.18: The same situation as in Figure 6.16 expect that the GLAWC2 is used
here. The worst case phase margin is here ¿�ÀJÁOm Â Ä , obtained for ªKl °

.
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Figure 6.19: The same situation as in Figure 6.17 expect that the GLAWC2 is used
here. The worst case phase margin is here ¿ À Á Â D Ä , obtained for ª�l ° D .
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Figure 6.20: Reference step response for the OBSAWC1 (left) and the OBSAWC2
(right) when having both rate- and amplitude limiters at the plant input.
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Figure 6.21: Reference step response for the GLAWC1 (left) and for the GLAWC2
(right)
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Figure 6.22: Windup effects of the plant outputs for the OBSAWC1 (upper left),
OBSAWC2 (upper right), the GLAWC1 (lower left) and for the GLAWC2 (lower
right)



CHAPTER 7

Path anti-windup compensation

A shortcoming of linear anti-windup compensation
If it is desirable that the system outputs follow a certain path in a phase portrait
rater than a reference

�/�
	��
in time, then it may be better to adjust the reference�/�
	��

instead of the controller states when inputs saturate. The following example
illustrates this.

EXAMPLE 7.1: CIRCULAR-PATH FOLLOWING

By this simple example I want to show that the definition of windup effects and
what is often taken as to be a performance measure of anti-windup, namely how
well the real system follows the linear response in time, is not always adequate.

Consider simple proportional control of two integrators given by¼� &  ) & �  $   �
� & �
	����¼� �  ) � �  $   �
� � �
	����) &  ) �  +
nominally¨  R � (7.1)
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Figure 7.1: Two 6 DOF (degree of freedom) ABB (Asea Brown Boveri) robots
cutting holes. It should be pointed out that control of a 6 DOF robot is much more
complicated than control of the 2 DOF system considered in the simple example
below.

and where the controller is given by� & �
	�� ,¿ ¸ & �
� & �
	���In� & �
	����� � �
	�� ,¿ ¸ � �
� � �
	���In� � �
	����¿ ¸ & ,¿ ¸ �  + YvY 6
(7.2)

Assume that each integrator represents a motor and that the compound servo
system, i.e., the two motors operating together, is used for cutting circular holes
in a certain material. The reference signals� & �
	��  �=§ ®±° � R � 	× �� � �
	��  �=¥U¦¨§'� R � 	× �

(7.3)
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Figure 7.2: Circle-path following of the linear system (upper-left), of the nominal
system with P-controller (upper-right), of the directionally compensated system
(lower-left) and of the system using the proposed path anti-windup compensator
(lower-right).

form a circle in a phase-portrait
� & versus

� � . Since the controller gains are se-
lected high, the step response is fast which means that a phase portrait of

� &
versus

� � forms a fairly good circle as long as none of the control signals sat-
urate. If the cycle time is selected as

×  +
, saturation will not occur, but the

system is operating on its limits. Assume that a load disturbance decreases the
gains

) & M ) � by R!Y�� down to
) &  ) �  Y 6 Þ . Then the control signal will satu-

rate and the response will be affected by this. Figure 7.3 shows the time response
and Figure 7.2 shows the resulting path that is supposed to form a circle. The
upper-left figure shows the linear response, the upper-right shows the response
when the limiters � are present, and the same P-controller is used, and the lower-
left figure shows the response when using directionality preservation (2.17). The
response shown in the lower-right figure is obtained by a controller where the
reference is changed as a function of the dept of the saturation. The references
are generated as in (7.3) with the exception that the cycle-time

×  ×��
	��
is no

longer constant but changed in the following way:
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Figure 7.3: The time response of the linear system (upper-left), of the nominal
system with P-controller (upper-right), of the directionally compensated system
(lower-left) and of the system using the proposed path anti-windup compensator
(lower-right).

Path anti-windup compensation+×  +× } I £ ð¯ç �
� & �
	�� M � � �
	����¥¤ _ æ�� ë À} (7.4)

where ð¬ç can be selected, e.g., as to be� ,ª¯«( � � � �
� & �
	�����IÞ� & �
	�� ��M'� � �
� � �
	�����IÞ� � �
	�� � �¼� ð¯ç �  E È � for permanent adjustment MÈ �¯It¦!� ð¯ç �
for decaying adjustment

6 (7.5)

Here, È ,
¦

and ð¬ç ô   V are tuning parameters.

Nominal proportional control
The use of the two uncompensated proportional controllers results in the smallest
deviation from the linear response in time of the three solutions. See the upper-
right plot in Figure 7.3. However, the resulting path is a rectangle with rounded
corners rather than a circle. See the upper-right plot in Figure 7.2. This result
would be unacceptable in most real cases.
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Proportional control with directional compensation
When using directional compensation, i.e., when replacing the limiters � by � ,
the system eventually makes a circular path. See the lower-left plot in Figure 7.2.
However, the radius of this circle is smaller than the wanted and the result is most
likely not satisfying.

Proportional control with path anti-windup compensation
The proposed controller, where the cycle time

×
is adjusted according to (7.5),

makes an almost perfect circular path immediately in the first cycle and already
in the second cycle, it will be almost identical to the desired path. See the lower-
right plot in Figure 7.2. The cycle time is, however, longer and the deviation from
the liner response in time is the worst of the three solutions. See the lower-right
plot in Figure 7.3.

In the proposed path anti-windup compensator, the initial value of the cycle time
is

× }  +
and the maximum allowable adjustment of

×
is

+-9 ð¯ç ô   V . The con-
stant

¦
controls the decay back to

× } and È sets the speed of the adjustment. In
a real situation one would most likely come up with a better solution, e.g., per-
form some kind of re-set after a number of cycles. The purpose of this example
is to illustrate the possibility of doing something better than minimizing a linear
combination of the states describing the saturation effects, over time.
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CHAPTER 8

Control of a Paper Machine Headbox: a case study on
anti-windup designs

Figure 8.1: Paper machine headbox.

The case study presented in this chapter concerns control of a paper machine head-
box at AssiDomän Kraftliner in Piteå, Sweden. The function of a headbox is to
deliver a uniform jet of furnish having essentially the same width as the paper web
to be produced. In the headbox considered here, amplitude saturation in air valves,
and rate saturation in the stock-pump system, both cause performance degradation.
To obtain good control, anti-windup compensation is needed [82]. Four different
designs will be investigated namely two different observer anti-windup designs, an
internal-model anti-windup compensator and an LQR design, see Chapters 5 and

133
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6. These designs are tested by simulation experiments with the plant represented
by a detailed nonlinear model of this real headbox.1 The headbox, the headbox
model, and the modeling procedure are presented and described in detail in [83].

8.1 The Headbox

The nonlinear plant model has three inputs, ten disturbance inputs, three outputs
and eleven states. However, several experiments carried out by staff and students
at the Control Group at Luleå Technical University has shown that the nominal
controller can be designed based on linearized, reduce order, discrete-time mod-
els having two inputs, two outputs and two states. We will use one of these
models, obtained at a certain operating point, for the design of our anti-windup
compensators. The states of the model, also selected as the outputs, are the to-
tal pressure (mVP) at the outlet, here denoted � & , and the stock level (m) de-
noted � � . The inputs are the air valve opening (%) represented by { & , and the
stock-pump speed (rpm) represented by {5� . The nonlinear system model was lin-
earized at

� � & 7 M � � 7��  ��ÏÝ6 Þ M�Y 6 âÚR � and the control signals off-set at
� � & 7 M � � 7W� was�
� & 7 M � � 7��  �MÑ YcM h R ä56ÒÑòÏ5�

. The situation is depicted in Figure 8.2.

Stock-pump motor
The speed of the stock pump, the second plant input { � , is constrained in both
amplitude and rate. We will, however, ignore the amplitude limit in the sequel sim-
ply because it never saturates under normal circumstances. The rate limitation is
caused by a resolution window implemented in the real, pre-existing control sys-
tem. The purpose of the resolution window is to preserve quantization resolution
throughout the whole working range of the stock-pump motor.2 This rate limiter
takes a form that is different from any of the rate limiters discussed in Chapter 2.
See the relation between {�� and

� � in Figure 8.2. We have therefore used a ” ÿ ” in
the model (8.1) below.

Air valve
The actuator imposing the amplitude limiter present at the plant input { & consists
of two air valves, one for the inlet-flow and one for the outlet-flow. Each one of
these valves has a maximum opening obtained for

� &  	 + YvY (%) and a minimum

1The aim was to evaluate the anti-windup designs on the real plant after testing them by simu-
lations. Since the results obtained from the simulations are promising implementation on the real
headbox will be the next step.

2The fix is needed to overcome some communication problems between the control system and
the stock-pump motor frequency converter.
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closeup obtained for
� &  	 h respectively. This means that the control signal

� &
can operate between the limits 	 + YvY but also that none of the valves close com-
pletely. We have therefore used a ” ÿ ” in the model (8.1) below.

Model used for controller design
The model used for the design is given by���
	p�,+-� ,� ���
	����0� { �
	��� �
	��  ���
	��{  ä { &ì{ � å{ & ÿ � �
� & �{ � ÿ ¡ �
� � ��0 ä Y 6åä h Y¨R h I R 6ÐÏ â Ï/+I Y 6 Y +UÏ ÑÚÑ ã Y 6 Þ hvhvh ã å�  ä IÓÏÝ6±+ â + Þ + Y $ ñ ÏÝ6 Þ â!Y Þ + Y $ xÑ:6åä'Ñ â ä:+ Y $ � R 6 Þ Ï R Ñc+ Y $ ñ å 6

(8.1)

The sampling time is
× �  Y 6 h � . The eigenvalues of � ,

eig
� � �  Y 6 â!Y äÚä MîY 6 ãÚã Þ + M (8.2)

are located inside the unit circle, so the plant is open loop stable.

8.2 Nominal controller

To obtain a controller with integral action, integrating the control error, the two-
state model (8.1) was augmented by two integrator states according toì���
	��,+-�  ì� ì���
	���� ì� { �
	��ì� �
	��  ì���
	��ì�0 ä �  H H åì�  ä �  å 6

(8.3)

Here, the zero- and identity matrices have dimension (2x2). The nominal controller
was obtained from an LQR discrete-time, state-feedback design minimizingu  E ;�� ®±ª¸�� � +R'� ¸z G|{K} � ì� ` w èV ì����� ` w � ���S<*6

(8.4)
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The penalty matrices that appeared to give the best result, when controlling the
system so that the inputs do not saturate, are given by

 èV  + Y � ²³³´ Ñ YvY R!YvY Y YR!YvY R!YvY Y YY Y Y 6åä YY Y Y Y 6 Þ ¹Wºº» (8.5)

 �  ä Y 6 YvYvY h YY Y 6 YvY h å 6
Here, the elements

�qw èV �MÑ M ÑL� M w èV ��Ï M Ï5���  �¡ä YcM Þ Y �
penalizes the integrator states.

The nominal controller is given by���
	��  � +ð n Î � n V � ( +ð � n Î � ðtn V � (Z � � = � (( _ � I �  � IÞ�
(8.6)

where n V  + Y x ä I Y 6 h Ï RÚâ â 6ÒÑÚÑ h âY 6±+v+ Y Þ Y 6±+ÅÑ Þ h ån Î  ä I>+v+ÅÑ:6 YvY hvh ÑÚÑÚÑ:6ÒÑ R Þ hI Y 6ÐÏ äÚä'Ñ Ñ Y 6 â +�ä Þ å (8.7)

is the result obtained from solving (8.3)-(8.4) with (8.5), and were ð  = I +
.

Notice that the controller (8.6) can be regarded as a kind of MIMO-PI controller.

The design of the nominal controller (8.6) was carried out by researchers at the
Control Group at Luleå Technical University, Luleå. So, our anti-windup design
work begins here and we consider the system model (8.1) the augmented model
(8.3) the nominal controller (8.6), resulting from the solution of (8.4), given the
penalties (8.5), and the nonlinear model described in [83] as given and not to be
changed.

8.3 Anti-windup compensation

Since the given nominal controller is represented on state space form, we will
represent also the OBSAWC:s and the GLAWC used in this chapter by state space
descriptions. However, in order to show how the polynomial representations and
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the state space representations of OBSAWC are related, we will also represent the
OBSAWC designs in polynomial form.
A polynomial representation of the controller (8.6) is given by� � = �  ð H  � = I +-�aH�B� = �  � n Î � ðtn V ��1� = �  �

(error feedback) M (8.8)

where
� $�& � = � �B� = �  � � = �

. According to Appendix B.2.2, (8.6) can also be
represented by the state space description�  @ H n ÎH n V C ( 6

(8.9)

The OBSAWC1 is designed using the heuristic approach described in Chapter 6.
The design of OBSAWC2 is based on the idea presented in [61]. The design of
the LQR AWC follows the procedure described in Chapter 5. However, here we
use the principle of the scheme suggested by Teel & Kapoor, where the saturation
effects of the plant, � � , are cancelled before the control error is fed to the controller.
See Section 4.3.1 and also Figure 8.2 above.

8.3.1 OBSAWC

For the special choice
� 7 _ "97 I �  ! 7 , where ! 7 is a constant matrix,

we show in the Appendix B.2.2 that the OBSAWC (4.1) can be represented by the
state space description��7  "%$�&7 �;� ( � � 7 { � @ H?I ! 7 £ n Î I ! 7 n V ! 7 ¤H £ n V  c¤ C ä ({ å 6

(8.10)

This representation will be use for the OBSAWC:s in this chapter. Two different
designs will be investigated. These are:

OBSAWC1
"J7  � = I Y 6ÐÏ5�aH

OBSAWC2
"J7  � n $�&V 6

(8.11)

The corresponding constant matrices ! 7  � 7�_ "97 I �
are then given by

OBSAWC1 ! 7  � = I Y 6ÐÏBI = � +-�aH  Y 6 â H
OBSAWC2 ! 7  � n $�&V I �  � n Î � ðtn V � n $�&V I ð H n Î n $�&V 6

(8.12)
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Figure 8.2: A schematic picture of the control system considered. The func-
tion 
1032 represents the nonlinear model of the headbox. The dotted lines and
boxes represents the general linear anti-windup compensation. The controller4 ÿ65Å��l W XAY ÿ65Å� ] ÿ75Å� is designed to give a satisfactory control of the system when
control signals Ó Y o¥Ó a do not saturates. The state-feedback matrix -8. , used in the
GLAWC, is tuned according (8.13) and (8.14) and is used for control of satura-
tion effects. Notice that the OBSAWC structure does not fit into the anti-windup
scheme shown here. The function from Ó a to Ï a constitutes a window used to
maintain quantization resolution throughout the whole working range of the pump
motor. It ramps-up the pump motor speed and functions almost as a rate limiter.

The compensator OBSAWC2 has the special property that the controller states are
no longer driven by the control error ( when saturations occur. This idea was pro-
posed by Campo & Morari in [61]. Although it is not clear to me why this should
be a desired property, the compensator seems to perform well in some situations.
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As will be shown below, this is the case here. This type of compensator is also
discussed in [5].

When selecting the polynomial matrix
":7

of the OBSAWC1 as in (8.11), we rea-
soned in the following way: Since the plant is stable (8.2) and the controller is
not unstable and has full state information, we can expect that windup effects are
caused by either strong or weak feedback, the controller integral action or some
MIMO related problems. See Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Assume that experiments have
been carried out using the nominal controller and that the results shown in Fig-
ure 8.4 are available. Then we know that the nominal system is stable although
it shown a somewhat sluggish behavior. If we are lucky, this sluggish behav-
ior is caused mainly by the controller integrator. The simplest solution is then
to select

"97
in such a way that

� 7  "97bI �
becomes a constant matrix, e.g." 7  � = I ¨ 7 �aH as in (8.11). The value of the constant ¨ 7 can be obtained from a

”trial an error” procedure.
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Figure 8.3: Response of the system without input limiters. The plant outputs Ö Y
and Ö a are the stock level and the total pressure, respectively. The plant inputs, Ï Y
and Ï a are stock pump speed and air valve opening, respectively.
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Figure 8.4: Response of the nominal system with input limiters but without anti-
windup compensation. The plant outputs, Ö Y and Ö a , are the stock level and the
total pressure, respectively. The plant inputs, Ï Y and Ï a are stock pump speed and
air valve opening, respectively.

8.3.2 GLAWC: LQR and IMC

For the LQR design of n � , the criterionu  E ;9� ®±ª¸:� � +R'� ¸z G|{K} �
� ` w<; ì �¾��� ` w � ì ���S<
(8.13)

is minimized. The penalties are here selected as ; ì  ä Ñ YvY R!YvYR!YvY R!YvY å (8.14) � ì  + Y $>=Úw �
respectively. Note that the penalties (8.14) are equal to the ones used in the nom-
inal design, multiplied by a scalar. By making this choice, the experience gained
from the tuning of the nominal controller is utilized. Note also that we use the orig-
inal state space model (8.1) when designing the LQR AWC and not the augmented
model with integrators.

The IMC anti-windup compensator is simply obtained by selecting n � �) 
.
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Figure 8.5: Response of the system when using the IMC AWC. The plant outputsÖ Y and Ö a are the stock level and the total pressure, respectively. The plant inputs,Ï Y and Ï a are stock pump speed and air valve opening, respectively.

8.4 Simulations

Operating conditions
The headbox is started at

	  Y s by speeding up the stock pump motor to h R ä rpm,
and by opening the air valve

Ñ Y�� . At time
	  + YvY s the lip is closed

Ñ
mm and

at
	  Ñ YvY s the lip opens

Ñ
mm.3 This operation affects both the stock level and

the total pressure inside the headbox and from the viewpoint of the level- and pres-
sure controller, this operation can be regarded as a disturbance . The window-rate
limiter saturates at both instants whereas the air valve saturate only when the lip
closes at

	  Ñ YvY s .

Comments and conclusions
The response of the (ideal) system without input limiters is shown in Figure 8.3.
When the lip close at

	  + YvY s both the stock level and the total pressure grow
larger that the desired reference values. However, the level is controlled back to
the desired value in less than

+ YvY s and the pressure in less than h Y s. When the lip
opens up again at

	  Ñ YvY s the course of events are reversed but otherwise similar.

3The lip is used for controlling the amount of stock that flows on to the paper machine.
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Figure 8.6: Response of the system when using the OBSAWC1. The plant outputsÖ Y and Ö a are the stock level and the total pressure, respectively. The plant inputs,Ï Y and Ï a are stock pump speed and air valve opening, respectively.

According to Definitions 3.1 and 3.2, we consider this behavior as normal and de-
sired and windup effects, caused by input saturations, are defined as the deviations
from this behavior. As in the examples studied in Chapters 5 and 6, the goal is to
keep the windup effects � & � M � � � , present in the plant, small.

The response of the nominal system, i.e. the system with input limiters but without
anti-windup compensation, is shown in Figure 8.4 and the windup effects, � & � M � � �
are shown i Figure 8.10. It is clear from the plots in Figure 8.4 that this sys-
tem behaves worse than the one without limiters. The question is how much the
performance can be improved by using anti-windup compensation? The immedi-
ate impact which slows down the system may not be possible to affect, whereas
the overshoots, which can be expected to be caused by any of the properties that
contribute negatively to windup listed and discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, can
probably be reduce. This hunch is based on the fact that the plant is asymptoti-
cally stable. The results obtained when using anti-windup compensation confirm
the hunch.

It is clear from the Figures 8.5-8.8 that all the anti-windup compensators improve
the performance compared to the nominal system, and the windup effects reduce,
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Figure 8.7: Response of the system when using the OBSAWC2. The plant outputsÖ Y and Ö a are the stock level and the total pressure, respectively.

see Figure 8.10 and compare to Figures 8.11-8.14. Note, however, that the anti-
windup compensators all give similar performance. See Figures 8.5-8.8. In order
to see any differences we show only the time intervals

+ YvY I R!YvY s and
Ñ YvY IJÏ YvY s

in the Figures 8.10-8.14. In these figures, we have also scaled the � I ¨ � Q � so that
the windup effects appear clearer. Note that the LQR AWC and the OBSAWC2
show almost equal performance although the decay of � & � (left plots) is somewhat
faster for the LQR AWC. This decay is slowest when using the OBSAWC1. On the
other hand, the windup effects � � � present immediately after

	  + YvY ( upper-right
plot in Figure 8.12) are the smallest when using the OBSAWC1. This trade off
seem to be an unavoidable fact in this system.

The anti-windup problem turned out to be quite easy to solve in this case and if
we look for the main cause of windup effects among the properties discussed in
Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we will find that the integral action of the nominal controller
is the main cause.
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Figure 8.8: Response of the system when using the LQR AWC. The plant outputsÖ Y and Ö a are the stock level and the total pressure, respectively. The plant inputs,Ï Y and Ï a are stock pump speed and air valve opening, respectively.
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Figure 8.9: The performance measures of: the nominal system (nom), internal
model control anti-windup (IMC), two different observer-based anti-windup so-
lutions (OBS1,2) and a general linear anti-windup compensator designed using
the LQR approach. The measured values in the first- and the fifth row should be
multiplied by

° D X a and the values in the last row by
° D a .
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Figure 8.10: Windup effects present in the plant of the nominal system. The left
plots show Ö Y?. in the time intervals È�l ° DµD [ sÅD�D s and È¬l@�DµD [ � D�D s,
respectively. The right plots show Ö a . in the same intervals.
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Figure 8.11: Windup effects present in the plant of the system using IMC AWC.
The left plots show Ö Y?. in the time intervals È�l ° DµD [ sÅDµD s and È lA�DµD [ � D�D
s, respectively. The right plots show Ö a . in the same intervals.
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Figure 8.12: Windup effects present in the plant of the system using OBSAWC1.
The left plots show Ö Y?. in the time intervals È�l ° DµD [ sÅD�D s and È lA�DµD [ � D�D
s, respectively. The right plots show Ö a . in the same intervals.
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Figure 8.13: Windup effects present in the plant of the system using OBSAW2.
The left plots show Ö Y?. in the time intervals È�l ° DµD [ sÅD�D s and È lA�DµD [ � D�D
s, respectively. The right plots show Ö a . in the same intervals.
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Figure 8.14: Windup effects present in the plant of the system using LQR AWC.
The left plots show Ö Y?. in the time intervals È�l ° DµD [ sÅDµD s and È lA�DµD [ � D�D
s, respectively. The right plots show Ö a . in the same intervals.
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CHAPTER 9

Control of the double integrator via saturating inputs

In the previous chapters we have discussed and shown what linear anti-windup can
accomplish to improve performance in input saturating systems. In this chapter we
will discuss control of a double integrator process with amplitude limited inputs.
Control laws, which are modified versions of the time-optimal controller for this
process, are proposed. It will also be shown that time-optimal control of a double
integrator via an amplitude limiter is equivalent to time-optimal control of a single
integrator via a rate limiter, a fact indicating that the suggested controller can be
useful in many industrial applications. In fact, these control laws were developed
for the control of hydraulic cylinders used in container crane systems. This applica-
tion is discussed separately in Chapter 10. This chapter also includes a comparative
study along the lines of [67]. Two of the best performing controllers in [67] are here
compared to different version of the proposed approximate time-optimal controller.
The results show that the proposed controller outperforms the best controllers of
[67] and that it attains a performance close to the superior performance obtained
by time-optimal control under ideal circumstances, but with the nice robustness
properties of the simple PD-controller when operating under non-ideal conditions.

149
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9.1 The double integrator

The double integrator is given by ¼� &  � �¼� �  �   �
���� 6
(9.1)

In this description (the same as in [67]), the system is a body with the mass m, that
moves with the speed

� � �
	��
, located at the position

� & �
	�� , at time
	
. The notation�   will be used in the following whenever the saturation limits are symmetric and

given by 	 ¨ (i.e. �    �  $   ). The time index
	

will most often be omitted.

9.2 Time-optimal control

To begin with, we consider time-optimal control to the origin,
�
� & M � � �  � YcM�Y �

,
of the process (9.1) for �  +

. Such a time-optimal controller is of bang-bang
type, see e.g. [84][79]. This means that the control signal,

�
, switches between the

limits 	 ¨ of � and the switching conditions are given by�  E � ¨CB �ED�F ·HG � ·I ¨CB �ED�F $ G � $ (9.2)

whereF ·  ; �9IL� & � +R ¨ � � � � � � Ô Y < B F $  ; �JIv� & � +R ¨ � � � � � �cXZY < M (9.3)

with switching borders given by the parabolic semi-arcs � · and � $
, see Figure 9.1.

The time-optimal response of the double integrator in (9.1), using the controller
(9.2)-(9.3), is illustrated in the phase portrait in Figure 9.1.

9.2.1 Control synthesis

First, note that a relay function (a switch) can be obtained by multiplying the input�
to the amplitude limiter by a large number. Now, according to the time-optimal

strategy,
�

should be equal to
�  � ¨ whenever

� & � &�   � � � � � � Ô Y and
� I ¨ whenever

� & � &�   � �L� � ����X Y . Hence, multiplying
� & � &�   � �L� � ��� by a large

negative constant and feed the result to the amplitude limiter �   , will result in a
time-optimal feedback controller, see Figure 9.2. Thus, time-optimal control of the
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Figure 9.1: Phase portrait for time-optimal control of the double integrator

double integrator (9.1) is obtained by using the controller�  I ¿ � & I ¿LK �
� � �K �
� � �  +R ¨ � � � � � � (9.4)

for ¿ ��� . Another, and for our purpose even more useful synthesization, is the
one obtain by multiplying

§ lL° �aIï� & �NM R ¨ � � & � I¯� � by a large positive constant and
then feeding the result through the saturation �   , see Figure 9.3. Such a controller
is given by �  I ¿ � � � ¿ ç �
� & � .¿ � ç �
� & ��In� � �ç �
� & �  § lL° �aIï� & � M R ¨ � � & � (9.5)

for ¿ � � . Note that the controller (9.5) takes the form of a cascade control
scheme where the inner (speed) loop is closed by a constant ”high” gain feedback
and where the outer (position) loop is closed by a nonlinear square-root function.
See Figure 9.3. The output from the position control loop, ç �
� & � , fed to the inner
loop, serves as a reference for the speed,

� � .

Note that for infinite (or large) ¿ , the inner loop system constitutes a rate limiter,
see Figure 9.4 and also Section 2.2. This means that (9.5) is a time-optimal con-
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Figure 9.2: Controller synthesizing time-optimal control of the double integrator
system by using nonlinear feedback in the inner-loop

ÀPO ÂÁ�   �a���Â¿ ÂÂÃÂ Á À�Qç �a���Ã ÂÂ Â
--

Figure 9.3: Cascade controller synthesizing time-optimal control of the double
integrator system by using a nonlinear feedback in the outer-loop

troller not only for a double integrator with amplitude-limited input, but also for a
single integrator with rate-limited input. We will discuss and use this result later.

9.3 Time optimal control and speed saturation

When both the input
�

and the state
� � (speed) of the double integrator (9.1) are

constrained and may saturate in amplitude, the time optimal performance will be
slower, whenever

� � saturates, compared to the case when only the input saturates.

By studying the phase portrait in Figure 9.6, one can see that control to the origin,
from any initial state, is described by either of two situations:

1. The speed limit is never exceeded and the behavior will be identical to that
of the unconstrained-state system, see the phase portrait in Figure 9.1.

2. The behavior is described by the following three phases of motion:
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Figure 9.4: The inner closed-loop constitutes a rate limiter
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Figure 9.5: Time-optimal control of a double integrator with constrained input and
constrained state R a (speed).

phase (1) maximum acceleration until
� � saturates (which means maximum and

saturated speed)

phase (2) maximum speed until � $
(or � · ) is reached

phase (3) maximum retardation until the origin
�
� & M � � �  � YcM�Y �

is reached.

The controller (9.5) is, thus, still a time-optimal controller for the system, see Fig-
ures 9.5 and 9.6. Note that if

� � has limited amplitude, then the inner loop will
function as a combined rate- and amplitude limiter. See Figure 9.7 and also Sec-
tion 2.2. This means than the controller (9.5) is a time-optimal controller also for
a single integrator controlled via a combined rate- and amplitude limiter. Such an
application is discussed in Chapter 10. We formalize the property in the following
way:

Property 5 The scheme for time-optimal control of a double integrator having
amplitude constrained input and speed is equivalent to the scheme of time-optimal
control of a single integrator having rate- and amplitude limited input.
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Figure 9.6: Phase portrait for time-optimal control of a double integrator having
both the input and the state R a (speed) limited in amplitude.
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Figure 9.7: The inner loop will function as a combined rate- and amplitude limiter

9.4 Robust almost time-optimal control

The bang-bang controller (9.5) discussed above can be inappropriate to use in many
real applications. The main reason is poor robustness against deviations of the real
plant from the model (9.1). In order to make the time-optimal controller more ro-
bust, and more useful in real applications, I propose the following modifications of
(9.5):
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Position reference
In practice we must be able to control the system to a point

�
� & M � � �  �
� fTS#æ& M�Y �
,

and not only to the origin. To obtain time-optimal control to the position
� &  � fPSaæ& ,

we must add
� fPS#æ& to

Iï� & in the controller (9.5). In the modified controller (9.15)
below, we have introduced the controller error (^ � fPS#æ& In� & , instead of

I�� & as
in (9.5).

Not unity mass
We must, of course, be able to control systems where the parameter � � +

. Note
that the maximum obtainable (saturated) acceleration,

¼� ô   V� , is given by¼� ô   V� Dª¯«( ä �   �
���� å  ¨� 6
(9.6)

The minimum obtainable acceleration is
I  ô . Now, since the control signal of

the time-optimal controller switches between the limits 	 ¨ , the acceleration will
always be either 	  ô , or Y when

� � saturates. Hence, the mass, � , can be incorpo-
rated into the model of the input limiter, where the new limits are 	  ô . The system
model is then given by ¼� &  � �¼� �  � ë� �
���<6

(9.7)

The saturation limit ¨ in the controller (9.5) has therefore been replaced by
 ô in

the proposed controller (9.15) below.

Not unity gain between

¼� & and
� �

In many applications concerning control of a single integrator via a rate limiter,
the gain ¿ � in the relation

¼� &  ¿ � � � is not unity. The time optimal controller
for such systems will contain the parameter ¿J� and it appear as in the controller
(9.15). A motivation for this is given next. This motivation can in fact be taken as
a simple proof of the time optimal controller as such.

The process is assumed to be given by¼� & D¿ � � �� �  ¡   £ � & � ç � ( ���¥¤ M (9.8)

where ç � ( � , in agreement with Property 5, comes from the time optimal controller.
Consider the step response in Figure 9.8 where the solid line represents

� & and the
dashed line represents

� � . Now, consider only the phase of retardation which takes
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Figure 9.8: Time optimal response to a step-change in RVUTWYXY . The solid line repre-
sents the response of R Y and the dashed line the response of R a where ZR Y l\[3½3R a .

place during the time interval
×

. The change of the position ð � & is related to the
change of the output ð � � from the rate- and amplitude limiter, asð � & D¿ � × � ð � � �R 6

(9.9)

Note that ` � _ V � �� is the area of the triangle with the base
×

and the hight � ð � �L� ,
which equals the value of v � � �
	��

dt (9.10)

taken over the time interval
×

. The slope
I ¨ by which the rate limiter ramps down

the signal
� � can be express as I ¨  ð � �× (9.11)

which means that ×  ð � �I ¨ 6
(9.12)

Insertion of this expression of
×

into (9.9) gives thatð � & D¿ � × � ð � � �R �¿ � � ð � � � �R ¨ 6
(9.13)
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The retardation can then be expressed asð � �  ] R ¨ ð � &¿"� 6
(9.14)

Compare this expression to the one on the second row of (9.5) where ç �
� & � func-
tions as a reference for speed, see also the text that follows directly after the expres-
sion (9.5). This ends the motivation for why ¿J� appears in the way it does in (9.15).

Approximation of the relay function
It is often (but not always) possible, and desirable, to replace the relay function
by a saturation function so that the system can operate in a linear region for small
control signals. This gives a smoother control action and it improves the robust-
ness properties of the controller. Since our relay function is obtained by the use of
an amplitude limiter, replacing the relay function by an amplitude limiter so that
linear control is obtained for small

�
, is simply obtained by selecting the constant¿ finite. In the proposed controller (9.15) below, the infinite gain ¿ is replaced

by the finite gain
� [ ) � . The reason why we introduce two constants,

�
and

) � ,
is that the constant

) � corresponds to a parameter of the PD-controller that will be
compare to our proposed controller later in Section 9.6, in an illustrative way.

Limited gain of the square root function
The standard square root function

� 3
has infinite gain,

M �435��9(3
, for small

3
. It is

therefore wise to limit the gain of
M R ¨ � ( � in (9.5) for small control errors ( . Fig-

ure 9.9 illustrates the situation for the standard square root function ç �435�  � 3
.

Introducing such a limitation of the square root function into the controller (9.5),
results in a switching event at ( } in the proposed controller (9.15) below. Notice
that this modification makes the controller (9.5) become a simple PD-controller,
for small errors ( . See also Figure 9.10.

Aim window and adjustable gain
As a consequence of the proposed modifications of limiting the gain of the square
root function, and replacing the relay by an amplitude limiter � , the response of the
inner loop will become slower than the corresponding response obtain by using the
true time-optimal controller (9.5). The gain in the position feedback loop (outer)
must therefore be reduced. Otherwise, the now slower retardation will take place to
late, which results in a position overshoot. In the proposed controller (9.15) below,
the constant È is used to adjust the gain in the outer (position) loop.

For reasons explained below, we also introduce an ”aim at” window in order to re-
duce the tendency of the position

� & to overshoot. This modification is obtained by
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Figure 9.9: Output from, and gain of: the square root function (upper-left and
upper right respectively) and of the limited-gain square root function (lower-left
and lower-right respectively)
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Figure 9.10: Limiting the gain 
�ÿ6lÃ�nmol results in a switched control action where,
for a small error l , the controller becomes a simple PD controller.

replacing ( under the square root function of ç � ( � , by the dead zone � �} � � ( � I ½ � � .
Interpreted in the phase portrait and in terms of the phases of motion described
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in Section 9.3, the effect of this modification is that the retardation takes place
(slightly) before the system trajectory reaches the borders � · and � $

, respectively.
This reduces the risk of getting position overshoots, at the cost of a slightly slower
response. In the application discussed in Chapter 10, for which the controller (9.15)
was originally developed, increasing the size of the window

½ � has a similar ef-
fect on the system behavior as decreasing the constant È has. In that application,
it turned out, however, that by using the window (

½ � X Y ) in combination with
tuning of È Ô +

, we could tune the system so that a faster response was obtain un-
der somewhat ideal condition, as well as acceptable response under less favorable
conditions, than compared to when the window

½ � was not used (
½ �  Y ).

Which strategy that works best could be expected to depend on the actual applica-
tion so, I do not give the reader any advises here.

Turn-off control
In some applications it is desirable to set the speed to zero when a sufficiently small
error ( is reached. We therefore set ç � ( �  Y for � ( � ÔJ½ & in the proposed con-
troller (9.15) below.

Integral action
For better attenuation of disturbances, one can add integral action to the controller.
We suggest that such an integrator is active only for � ( � Ô ( } . The controller then
becomes a ”standard” PID-controller for position errors smaller than ( } . Notice
that the value of the integrator-state will, of course, affect the continuality condi-
tions mentioned in Remark 9.3 below. For a given fix value of ( } , we can always
adjust the state of the integrator so that

�
becomes continuous when switching to

the PID-controller. However, this is not possible when switching from the PID-
controller, simply because the controller we switch to lacks adjustable states. This
may, or may not, be important for a given application. An example of how integral
action can be introduced is presented in Chapter 10.
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The proposed SQRT-controller
The modified and more robust, ”almost” time-optimal controller is given by�  �5) � � ç � ( ��IÞ� � � (9.15)

ç � ( �  ���� ���
§ ®¾lL° � ( �Np  ô &q8r R!È � �} � � ( � IÞ½ � � � ( � § ( }� µ� � ( ½ & Ô � ( � Ô ( }Y � ( � Ô ½ &(� � fPSaæ& IÞ� &Y © ½ & Ô ( } (9.16)Y © ½ � Ô ( } 6

(9.17)

Remark 9.1 Selecting the tuning parameters asÈ  +½ &  ½ � �( }  Y�:) � .¿ ��� (9.18)

makes the controller (9.15) become a true time-optimal controller for the process
(9.1) and also the process (9.8).

Remark 9.2 Assume that the turn-off function is disabled, i.e.
½ &  Y . Then, for

given values of the tuning parameters È(M � M ) � M ½ � , the control signal
�

will be
continuous for a certain value of ( } . This property may, or may not, be important
for a given application.

Remark 9.3 Switching between different controllers, as in (9.15), may in some
systems result in trouble such as chattering or trapping the system in undesired
states of rest, or in stable limit cycles. An exact mathematical analysis is non-
trivial. This is so even in the, in reality unusual, case where every parameter is
constant and known. In practice, a more passable way is testing and more testing.
Some application are such that problems will most likely not occur and in others
they may. If some scattering problems should occur, selecting

½ �  Y and
reducing the gain È could solve the problem.

9.5 Control of the MIMO(2,2) double integrator

Next, we will show that our proposed controller performs well even when used for
control of the MIMO(2,2) double integrator (Plant 2) defined in Example 5.2.
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EXAMPLE 9.1: PLANT 2, SQRT-CONTROL

This example concerns control of the MIMO(2,2) discrete time double integrator
(5.59), by the use of the proposed SQRT-controller (9.15). In this example, how-
ever, we consider a MIMO(2,2) plant with cross couplings between the inputs
and the outputs. Therefore, we will here use the same principle as the nominal
controller (5.61) is based on, namely the principle of decoupling. Furthermore,
we use the direction compensated limiter � (2.17). The scheme is depicted in
Figure 9.11. Note that we need two SQRT controllers, one for each decoupled
loop.

Â� $�&¢ÂÃÂ Â� � ¢¨öõÂ
FF�G òç � ( �Â Ã Â ÇÇ s� &ts� �

Figure 9.11: Decoupled MIMO double integrator with direction compensated in-
put limiter þ , controlled by the proposed SQRT-controller (9.15).

The following set of controller parameters are used in both the SQRT controllers:

SQRT ½ &  YcM ½ �  Y 6 Y Ï( }  Y 6 Y h M È  Y 6 â h¨  Y 6 Y + M �  +¿ �  +!6
(9.19)

Since the controller (9.15) is developed for control of one double integrator, its
is not straightforward to find corresponding plant parameters, such as the mass� , the amplitude limit ¨ and the gain ¿ � , in the MIMO plant (5.59). Therefore,
we select the parameters in a rather ad-hoc manner in this example. The results
from the simulation are shown in Figure 9.12.

The (MIMO) SQRT controller performs much better than the OBSAWC. In fact,
it probably performs better than all the other controllers that we have evaluated
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for the control of Plant 2 in this thesis.1
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Figure 9.12: Reference step response for the for the SQRT (right) and for the
OBSAWC1 (left).

9.6 Comparative study

This section is concerned with comparison tests where the best performing con-
trollers investigated in [67] are compared to the controller (9.15) for three different
sets of parameters.

9.6.1 Controllers

Three differently tuned controllers, denoted SQRT & , SQRT � and SQRT x , defined
by the control law (9.15) for the following three sets of parameters

SQRT & ½ �  YcM �  +
SQRT � ½ �  YcM �  R
SQRT x ½ �  Y 6 Þ M �  Ñ
SQRT & » � » x ½ &  YcM È  Y 6åä M ( }  + M ) &  + M ) �  +!6 R h M (9.20)

1The reason for why I say ”probably” is that performance measures varies from one application
to another.
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will be investigated. Each one of them will be compared to two of the best perform-
ing controllers tested in the investigation [67], namely the Saturation controller
proposed by Teel in [24] given by
Saturation controller (SAT)�  I×§ «'Õ � � ë À £ � � � � }+í ñvu �
� & ��� � �¥¤ M (9.21)

and a simple PD controller,
PD controller (PD) �  Ib) � � ) &) � � & IO� � � 6

(9.22)

The values of the tuning parameters are the same here as above, namely
) �  +!6 R h

and
) &  +

. Note that the controller SQRT1 equals the PD controller in (9.22) for� � & � Ô�+
(
� fPSaæ&  Y ).

9.6.2 Process subject to unknown variations

The process to be controlled is a double integrator subject to unknown variations.
It is given by

Process subject to unknown variations¼� &  � �¼� �  I & � � & I R p & � � � � & �
����� ô S   �& �
	��  � & �
	�IÞ	 F � M � ô S   �� �
	��  � � �
	�IÞ	 F � M (9.23)

where the parameters, which are assumed to be unknown to us when designing the
controllers, varies in the following way:

(I) � Q £ Y 6 Y h M Y 6 h M + M +!6 h M÷R ¤
(II) & Q £ YcM÷R:M Ï Mýâ ¤

(III) & Q £ Y 6 R:M YcM I Y 6 Y Ñ M I Y 6 Y h ¤ M for
p  +

(IV)
	 F Q £ Y 6±+ M�Y 6 R:M Y 6ÒÑ M Y 6ÐÏ M Y 6 h M Y 6 â ¤�6

(9.24)

Note that the system (9.23) is, in fact, a true double integrator only for &� p  Y .
The mass variation (I) varies the gain, (II) introduces poles on the imaginary axis,
(III) introduces poles on the real axis (stable and unstable) and (IV) introduce time
delays

	 F seconds in both the measurement channels (speed and position). If noth-
ing else is stated, the nominal values

p  &� 	 F  Y and �  +
are used.
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Nominal process
We define the nominal process, in the following way:¼� &  � �¼� �  � & �
���?6

(9.25)

9.6.3 Experiments

The ability of the investigated controllers are evaluated by carrying out the follow-
ing experiments:

Step response of the nominal process (9.25) when applying steps
� fPSaæ& of the mag-

nitudes
+ M h M + Y . The results are presented in Figures 9.14, 9.17 and 9.22.

Control to the origin of the process (9.23) from 10 different initial points
�
� & } M � � } �

evenly distributed on a circle with radius
� ¨ �  h in the phase portrait. The per-

formance is measured in terms of settling time which is here defined as the time it
takes the state-trajectory to reach, and then stay inside, a circle with radius Y 6 Y +

.
The achieved settling time (AST) is taken as to be the largest settling time out of
the

+ Y . The results are presented in the phase portraits of Figures 9.15, 9.18 and
9.23, and in plots of achieved settling times as functions of the unknown variations
in Figures9.16, 9.19 and 9.24.

For the controller SQRT � , the PD controller, and the saturation controller, phase
portraits and achieved settling times as functions of the unknown variations are
shown also for initial states lying on a circle with radius

� ¨ �  + Y . See Fig-
ures 9.20 and 9.21. Achieved settling times obtained for the nominal system, for
each and every one of the controllers, are also presented in Table 1.

9.6.4 Comments and conclusions

Controller AST,
� ¨ �  h AST,

� ¨ �  + Y
SAT

Ñ â 6 Y +v+�ä56 h
PD R Ñ:6 R h Þ 6 h

SQRT & + ã 6ÐÏ Ñc+!6 Þ
SQRT � + h 6 â R Þ 6±+
SQRT x + h 6 ã R Þ 6 âTable 1.

The test in [67] shows that the achieved settling time for true time-optimal control
of the nominal double integrator is

+ÅÑ:6 ã � for
� ¨ �  h .
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Comparisons between the SQRT controllers
The controller SQRT & has the lowest gain

�  +
among the proposed SQRT con-

trollers. A small gain
�5) � results in a slow inner loop. As we argued before, this

increases the tendency of
� & to overshoot under nominal conditions. This tendency

is clear from the step responses of Figure 9.14. Compare with the step responses
of Figure 9.17 and Figure 9.22 obtained for SQRT � and SQRT x , respectively. The
difference between these three controllers what concerns the tendency of over-
shooting is clear also from the lower phase portraits of Figures 9.15, 9.18 and 9.20,
and 9.23 obtain for SQRT & , SQRT � and SQRTx , respectively.

The achieved settling times (AST) obtain under unknown variations, presented in
Figures 9.16, 9.19 and 9.21, and 9.24, are similar for the three controllers. How-
ever, under nominal conditions the AST obtained for SQRT & is typically somewhat
longer than for the other two SQRT controllers. On the other hand, the conditions
are reversed when having ”large” and unknown time delays in the measurement
equipment, see the lower-right plots of Figures 9.16, 9.19 and 9.24. The achieved
settling times obtained under nominal conditions are presented in Table 1.

Comparisons between the SQRT controllers and the PD and SAT controllers
The controllers SQRT � and SQRT x outperforms the PD controller and the SAT
controller, under nominal conditions. See e.g. Table 1. This is not remarkable
since the SQRT controllers are approximations of the time-optimal solution. What
is remarkable, however, is that they are robust against the variations as well. See
the Figures 9.19, 9.21 and 9.24. The only situations where SQRT � and SQRT x
show less favorable performance than the PD and the SAT controller, is for large
unknown time delays. The relatively high gain in the speed loop is the cause of
this. The controller SQRT & which has a lower gain in the speed loop, handles large
time delays well.

By comparing the results obtained when the initial states are located on a circle
with radius

�  h , shown in Figure 9.19, by the results obtained when the initial
states are located on a circle with radius

�  + Y , shown in Figure 9.21, we can
see that the SQRT � controller performs even better in the latter case.

Conclusions
The results from the Example 9.1 but, most of all, the results from this sections
comparative study, show that the proposed controller (9.15) has a great potential to
become the most suitable controller that can be used for the control of double inte-
grators with inputs constrained in amplitude, and for the control of single integrator
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with rate- and amplitude constrained inputs. In the next chapter we will demon-
strate its potential further by using it for the control of container crane spreaders.
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Figure 9.13: Phase portraits for the control to the origin of the nominal process,
with initial states located on a circle with radius wWÑ � lk± , using the SAT (upper
right), the PD (upper left) and the true time optimal controller (lower) controller.
The dashed curves in the lower plots are the semi-arcs for the true time-optimal
controller.
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Figure 9.14: Step response for the SAT (dash-dot), the PD (dashed) and the SQRT Y
(solid) controller
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Figure 9.15: Phase portraits for the control to the origin of the nominal process,
with initial states located on a circle with radius wWÑ � lk± , using the SAT (upper
right), the PD (upper left) and the SQRT Y (lower) controller. The dashed curves
in the lower plots are the semi-arcs for the true time-optimal controller.
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Figure 9.16: The achieved settling time, AST, for the control to the origin of the
process subject to different unknown variations, when using the SAT (dash-dot),
the PD (dashed) and the SQRT Y (solid) controller. The initial states are located on
a circle with radius wWÑ � lP± .
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Figure 9.17: Step response for the SAT (dash-dot), the PD (dashed) and the SQRT a
(solid) controller
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Figure 9.18: Phase portraits for the control to the origin of the nominal process,
with initial states located on a circle with radius wWÑ � lk± , using the SAT (upper
right), the PD (upper left) and the SQRT a (lower) controller. The dashed curves
in the lower plots are the semi-arcs for the true time-optimal controller.
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Figure 9.19: The achieved settling time, AST, for the control to the origin of the
process subject to different unknown variations, when using the SAT (dash-dot),
the PD (dashed) and the SQRT a (solid) controller. The initial states are located on
a circle with radius wWÑ � lP± .
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Figure 9.20: Phase portraits for the control to the origin of the nominal process,
with initial states located on a circle with radius wWÑ � l ° D , using the SAT (upper
right), the PD (upper left) and the SQRT a (lower) controller. The dashed curves
in the lower plots are the semi-arcs for the true time-optimal controller.
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Figure 9.21: The achieved settling time, AST, for the control to the origin of the
process subject to different unknown variations, when using the SAT (dash-dot),
the PD (dashed) and the SQRT a (solid) controller. The initial states are located on
a circle with radius wWÑ � l ° D .
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Figure 9.22: Step response for the SAT (dash-dot), the PD (dashed) and the SQRT ¯(solid) controller
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Figure 9.23: Phase portraits for the control to the origin of the nominal process,
with initial states located on a circle with radius wWÑ � lk± , using the SAT (upper
right), the PD (upper left) and the SQRT ¯ (lower) controller. The dashed curves
in the lower plots are the semi-arcs for the true time-optimal controller.
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Figure 9.24: The achieved settling time, AST, for the control to the origin of the
process subject to different unknown variations, when using the SAT (dash-dot),
the PD (dashed) and the SQRT ¯ (solid) controller. The initial states are located on
a circle with radius wWÑ � lP± .
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CHAPTER 10

Control of Hydraulic Cylinders in a Container Handling
System

Figure 10.1: Spreader (hanging in a crane) for handling a single container.

In this chapter, an industrial project which concerns development of new control
strategies for position- and speed control of a container handling system, is pre-
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sented and discussed. 1 The control problem concerns individual as well as syn-
chronous position- and speed control of hydraulic cylinders, under imposed accel-
eration limits. The cylinders are, among other things, used for adjust the position
of containers, attached to a spreader which, in turn, is hanging in crane, see Figure
10.1. The acceleration limit is imposed in order to limit the forces acting on the
ropes.

The reader may find the discussion in some parts of this chapter incomplete, es-
pecially the parts that concern technical details of the cranes and the hydraulic
systems. For several reasons e.g. secrecy and my lack of knowledge, many techni-
cal details have been left out in the discussion. Yet, I hope that reader shall find the
discussion concerning control interesting, and gain some insights from it.

Figure 10.2: Spreader (left) standing on the ground under the crane (right). Con-
tainership at quay (background). Author downloading the controller software
(middle).

1This project was carried out during 2001-2002 in co-operation with staff from CC-systems and
Bromma Conquip. The final test and implementation of the controller was made in July 2002 in one
of the most automated harbors in the world located in Hamburg, Germany. The controller is, today,
implemented in a total of fifty cranes.
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Figure 10.3: Twin-Lift Jib Crane Spreader

10.1 Container cranes and spreaders

Spreaders are used for lifting containers and they usually hang in ropes attached
to a crane, see Figure 10.1. The beams of the spreader can be moved in and out
so that it can handle containers of different size. The spreaders considered here
acquire this movement by hydraulic cylinders.

The crane itself can move to a certain position, with a certain accuracy, where a
container is to be placed or picked-up. In order to obtain better accuracy, some
spreaders have moveable links in which the ropes are attached to the spreader.
These links can be moved (shorter distances) with a higher accuracy than the crane
itself. The motion of the links are acquired by hydraulic cylinders. Such micro
motion defines the problem addressed in this chapter.

In some application, it is favorable to move cylinders synchronously [68], e.g. in
order to prevent twisting oscillations. Control for synchronized micro motions will
be discussed in Section 10.3.
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ó
ó ò ÂÂ

Â piston

forward

backward x xyx

A zvz
A z

Figure 10.4: A simple description of the hydraulic cylinder actuated by valves.
The cylinder moves by letting a flow of hydraulic liquid through its chambers.
For motion forward the flow goes into Chamber I and out of Chamber II, and the
reverse way for motion backwards. The flow comes from a pump and is controlled
by valves. The lower part of the figure shows cross-sections of the two chambers,
where the areas of the cross-sections are denoted by A { and A {T{ , respectively. The
fraction of maximum obtainable speed forward/backward is equal to the fraction
A {T{|m A { . Here, A {T{~} A { because the cross-section area of the piston.

� &}� } $�& q��r` � � · &
q~�r` �W� · & Á À�QÍóÃ Â ÂÂ

Â
Â
ÂÄ � &

Figure 10.5: A simple model of the hydraulic system in Figure 10.4, after valve
compensation.

10.1.1 Hydraulic cylinders

Consider the simple picture of the hydraulic cylinder in Figure 10.4. The cylin-
der moves by letting a flow of hydraulic liquid through its chambers. For motion
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forward the flow goes into Chamber I and out of Chamber II, and the reverse way
for motion backwards. The flow comes from a pump and is controlled by valves.
The valves are actuated via electromagnets. The electromagnet is controlled by a
Pulse-Width Modulated PWM-signal. The static relation between the pulse-width
and the valve opening is fairly linear. The pulse generate a current ranging from Y
up to R h YvY mA and the pulse-width is here assumed to be scaled so that it takes real
values in the interval Y I,+

. The dynamics of the valves can be modelled by first
order systems having time-constants

× æ
and

× � , respectively. Housings and the
electromagnetic actuator are the parts of the system that contributes most to these
dynamics.

The relation between the PWM-signal and the flow is, however, nonlinear and there
is much to gain from linearizing it. Such a linearization was carried out by using
one of the methods mentioned in Section 2.6. The compensation allows us to model
the valve in the way it is depicted in Figure 10.5.

The size of the forward and backward gains, ¿ æ� M ¿ �� are given by the capacity
of the hydraulic system. The relation between them are given by the cross-section
areas A z and A z�z as ¿ æ�¿ ��  A zvz

A z Ô2+ M (10.1)

see Figure 10.4. Hence, the maximum obtainable speed of the cylinder is always
faster in the backward direction.

10.2 Control of a single cylinder

In this section we will show that Property 5 of Section 9.3 allows us to use the
SQRT-controller (9.15) for the control of cylinders with imposed acceleration lim-
its. The controller must, however, be adapted to some new conditions.

Valve pre-compensation
As mentioned above, the nonlinear characteristics of the valves must be compen-
sated for before successful control can be obtained. The static relation between the
valve input and the speed of the cylinder is modelled by a polynomial equation,
see Section 2.6. The inverse of this equation is then implemented in the software
between the controller and the valve. 2

2The procedure is carried out automatically in the real cylinder control system.
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Valve dynamics
When the position controller ramps-down the valve-input signal, in order to retard
the motion of the cylinder, the valve dynamics cause a somewhat slower response.
This increases the cylinders tendency to overshoot in position when operating in
closed loop. However, the dynamics are fast compared to how the system will
be operated and will therefore be ignored in the model used for controller design.
Problems that may occur due to this simplification can be avoided by using the
”aim at” window proposed in Section 9.4.

The pre-compensation of the valves along with the fact that we can ignore the
valve dynamics, knowing that the aim-at window can be used to overcome prob-
lems that these approximations may cause, allow us to model the cylinder in the
following way: ¼� & D¿ � � & �
���¿"�Z E ¿ æ� forward motion¿ �� backward motion

6 (10.2)

The valves for backward and for forward motion are here considered as to be one
actuator with symmetric saturation limits 	 +

. Note that in (10.2) the limited oper-
ating range of

� & (denoted by a small � -sign in the upper corner of the integrator
in Figure 10.4) is ignored. This is possible because the system is operated so that
the cylinder always stays within its limits.

Next, we list some performance requirements and operating conditions that must
also be taken into account. These are the following:

Requirements and operating conditions

1. The acceleration of the cylinder must be constrained

2. Disturbances and inaccuracy of the valves require integral action of the po-
sition controller

3. The cylinder is not, at any time during a movement from one point to another,
allowed to move against the desired direction

4. The gain ¿ � can vary significantly from one movement to another, as due to
the fact that containers have different weights
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5. Numerical problems caused by limited word-length in the microprocessor
must be avoided

6. The computational capacity is substantially constrained

7. Position overshoots are not accepted

Since the input to an integrator is proportional speed,

¼� & , the first requirement,
constrained acceleration, can be met by letting the control signal

�
pass through a

rate limiter before it operates on the process. Introducing the rate limiter into the
model (10.2) gives the new model

Model used for controller design¼� & D¿ � ¡   � � & �
�����¿"�Z E ¿ æ� forward motion¿ �� backward motion
(10.3)

where the function ¡   � � & �
�����
is a combined rate- and amplitude limiter, see (2.4)

and Figure 2.2. Recall that the amplitude limiter � & in (10.3) represents the limits
of the real physical valves whereas the rate limiter, that constrains the speed of
which the valve can be opened/closed and thereby the acceleration of the cylin-
der, must me implemented in the controller software. However, we implement the
combined rate- and amplitude limiter in the software, where the amplitude limits
correspond to the real limits of the valve and where the rate limit ¨ are set by the
user. The parameter ¨ represents the desired opening/closing speed of the valve.
For example if we want the valve to go from closed to fully opened in

Ï
seconds,

say, then ¨  &ñ is the correct choice.

Now, according to the Property 5 the proposed ”almost” time-optimal SQRT-controller
(9.15) can be used for position of the cylinder (10.3).

Consider position control of the system (10.3) using the SQRT controller (9.15).
Such a system is shown in Figure 10.6. We will now, step by step, adapt the con-
troller (9.15) to the requirements and operating conditions listed above.

Point 1 This requirement is already met by introducing the soft rate limiter.

Point 2 When � ( � Ô ( } , where ( } X ½ � , a PI-controller will take over. See the next
point.
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ÀPOÍÁ�   �a���Â¿ ÂÂÃÂç � ( �ÂÂ
Á À�Q Â¿ �Â Â

Ã Combined soft rate- and amplitude limiter

ÇÇ
Ä

Figure 10.6: The controller scheme. In this description, the gain of the cylinder,[ ½ , is different in the forward and in the backward directions. See (10.2). In this
block diagram we have moved the amplitude limiter representing the valves, into
the soft limiter. The soft limiter thereby becomes a combined rate- and amplitude
limiter, see (2.4) and Figure 2.2.

Point 3 What may violate this requirement is the PI-controller. If the integrator-
state is set to zero at the switching event, the proportional part (that has deriva-
tive action on the differentiated signal) will work against the movement and may
change the direction of the cylinder, at least for a short time. Therefore, we must
se to that the output from the PI-controller,

� þ z saturates downwards at zero when
the control-error is positive, and saturates upwards at zero when the control-error
is negative. The controller is shown in (10.6) below.

Point 4 The best performance would probably be obtained if ¿ �� and ¿ æ� could be
estimated every time a new container is to be moved. That was not considered as an
option in this case. Therefore, ¿ �� and ¿ æ� are estimated only at certain occasions,
and then kept fixed. The estimation strategy is discussed under Point 7 below.

Point 5 In order to avoid numerical overflow and to obtain the best possible resolu-
tion, the control error is limited upwards to R h Y . The length of the cylinders are in
some cases

+ YvYvY mm so the error will sometimes be
+ YvYvY . The reason for setting
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the limit to R h Y comes from the fact that

ª¯®±° ä R ¨¿ � å ÿ h YvYvY (10.4)

This means that the maximum valve opening, which corresponds to
�  + YvYvY in

the real control system, is reached for � ( � I%½ � ÿ/R!YvY . A typical size of
½ � was R!Y

mm and hence, ( ô   V  R h Y will be sufficient.

Point 6 The complete controller (10.5) is fairly easy to compute. The heaviest part
is the square root operation, which we therefore implemented as a look-up table in
the real controller.

Point 7 The choice of the controller parameters ¿ �� and ¿ æ� , have significant ef-
fect on the tendency of the cylinder to overshoot. Too small values of ¿û� , used by
the controller, will result in overshoots. Therefore, we estimate ¿ �� and ¿ æ� when
moving an empty container since this gives the highest values of ¿ �� and ¿ æ� in a
given system.

Recall from the discussion in the previous chapter that the SQRT-controller (9.15)
is appropriate for avoiding overshoots, and so is the controller (10.5) proposed
here, when tuned properly.

The complete controller is given by

Position controller�:¸Å7 �  ç � ( �
ç � ( �  ���� ���

§ ®¾lL° � ( � p  q r R!È � �} � � ( � IÞ½ � � � ( � § ( }� þ z ½ & Ô � ( � Ô ( }Y � ( � Ô ½ &¿ �  E ¿ æ� unloaded, forward motion¿ �� unloaded, backward motion(  � · � = }$ � = } �
� fPS#æ& IÞ� & �Y © ½ � Ô ( } M (10.5)
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where
� þ z is given byð � þ z �
	��  E ¿ ¸/� ð ( �
	���� ¿ Î × � ( �
	���� ½ & Ô � ( � Ô ( }Y otherwise� þ z �
	��  E § «'Õ & } } }} �
� þ z �
	�IZ+-��� ð � þ z �
	���� ( § Y§ «'Õ } $�& } } } �
� þ z �
	�IZ+-��� ð � þ z �
	���� ( Ô Y 6 (10.6)

10.2.1 Speed control

The spreader is not always maneuvered in terms of desired position but also desired
speed. This means that the cylinders must have speed controllers as well as position
controllers. Two different control strategies were considered initially:

1. Open loop control, where the output to the valve given in � will result in �
of maximum obtainable speed and,

2. feedback control where the speed is estimated by taking the derivative of the
measured position.

When deciding what strategy would be best, the fact that maximum obtainable
speed (in terms of the gain ¿ � ) is not known, must be taken into consideration.
The fact that ¿>� is unknown and that it will change every time a new container
is handled the maximum obtainable speed is unknown and varying. For the crane
operator, who maneuvers the system using a joystick, the two different control
strategies result in the following effects:

Open loop control
For a given and fixed joystick angle, i.e. for a given and fixed speed-reference, this
strategy would typically not result in the desired speed of the cylinder. Further-
more, for a given and fixed joystick angle this strategy would not result in same
cylinder speed for different values ¿ � . On the other hand, the maximum speed
would be obtained for maximum possible angle of the joystick and the operator
has ”contact” throughout the range of the joystick.

Feedback control
Feedback control gives the same speed for the same joystick angle even when the
maximum obtainable speed is different. However, the operator do not know the
joystick angle that corresponds to maximum obtainable speed and he will even-
tually reach a joystick angle where the speed saturates. He will then lose contact
with the movement when increasing the joystick angle further.
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The open loop control strategy for speed was considered to be the best strategy for
this application and it is therefore used in the real control system. Open loop con-
trol of speed is simply obtained by replacing ç � ( � from the position controller, by
the desired speed reference in terms of � of maximum obtainable speed. Another
reason for using feed forward is explained in Remark 10.3 and concerns synchro-
nizing control.

10.2.2 Why not linear design appended with anti-windup

The first approach taken was to control the position of the cylinders using a PI
controller having anti-windup compensation. This controller never fulfilled the
specified requirements. It could not be tuned so that both small as well as large
steps i position, result in a satisfactory performance. The imposed soft rate-limiter
is the cause of this.

10.3 Synchronous control of two cylinders

In some situations, and applications, and for several reasons, the movement of two
cylinders must be synchronized so that the deviation in the positions of two cylin-
ders ( &�$ � do not exceed a maximum allowable limit ( ô   V&�$ � . The discussion in this
section concerns synchronous control of two cylinders.

The control system must be able to handle the following situations and conditions
well.

Requirements and operating conditions

1. All the requirements and conditions concerning control of one cylinder listed
in Section 10.2, must be fulfilled.

2. The difference in position of the two cylinders, ( &�$ � _ � & I1� � must be kept
smaller than

+ Y mm.

3. The controller is not allowed to move any of the cylinders backwards, see
the condition 3 of Section 10.2.

4. The maximum obtainable speed of one cylinder can vary up to
Ñ YvY�� when

moving different containers and it may vary independently of the other cylin-
der, i.e., ¿>� & �2¿ � � . This is an unavoidable consequence when cylin-
ders meet different resistance, e.g when handling two containers of different
weights.
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The requirements must be fulfilled both in case of speed, as well as position, con-
trol.

Point 1
We use the SQRT controller (10.5) for the control of each one of the two cylinders
and then we add a synchronizer.

Points 2, 3 and 4
The proposed synchronizer operates so that it decreases the speed of the fastest
cylinder when it is ahead of the slower one. The synchronizer operates by multi-
plying the control signal from the SQRT controller by a scalar

3í�
	�� Q � YcM +d¤ . See
Figure 10.7. The strongest synchronizing control action corresponds to

3 � Y and
will stop one of the cylinders completely. Note that

§ ®¾lL° �43v���  § ®ÉlL° �
���
which

means that the synchronizer can not move any of the cylinders against the desired
direction.

¿ � ÁÂÂç � ( �ÂÂ �P��|� Í Q c`i f�� Â � �3� Í Q c�i f��Â ÂÃ ÃÇ � �� fPS#æ Ä sÄ Cylinder
X

Figure 10.7: The synchronizer multiplies the possibly rate- and amplitude limited
control signal Ó from either the position controller or the speed controller, by a
number, 
 , which takes real values in the interval ÿ|D�o ° ¶ .

The proposed synchronizing controller is given by

Multiplicative synchronizing control actionì� & �
	��  3 & �
	�� ¡   £ � & �
� & �
	����¥¤ì� � �
	��  3 � �
	�� ¡   £ � & �
� � �
	����¥¤
(10.7)

where
� & and

� � are either
� ¸Å7 � of (10.5) in case of position control, or the open

loop feed forward control signal
� � ¸ F in case of speed control (see Section 10.2.1),

used for the control of Cylinders 1 and 2, respectively. The synchronizer from
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which
3 & and

3 � are obtained is given by

Synchronizer3 & �
	��  +ïI £ � � ; T ¢ �
	��¥¤ &}3 � �
	��  +<� £ � � ; T ¢ �
	��¥¤ } $�&� � ; T ¢ �
	�� �� � ; T ¢ �
	����Nm � ; T ¢ �
	��m � ; T ¢ �
	��  )-¸ ( &�$ � �
	��
� � ; T ¢ �
	��  E Y reset instants� � � � � ; T ¢ �
	�IZ+-���K) ¸ ) Î × � � otherwise

( &�$ � �
	��  ��� ��
�
� & IÞ� � � if forward motionI*�
� & IÞ� � � if backward motionY if ( & or ( � inside window

½ & (10.8)

Remark 10.1 The reason why we introduce a second rate- and amplitude limiter
in each loop (the ones in (10.7) that appears before the multiplication between

�
and

3
in Figure 10.7), is that it gives to a more gentle synchronizing control action

in the phase of acceleration.

Remark 10.2 Note that the control error ( &�$ � in (10.8) is always positive when
� &

is ahead of
� � , irrespective of the direction of the motion. In this way, the integrator

state � � ; T ¢ built up during a movement in one direction, does not have to drain and
build up a value of opposite sign, in case the direction of the motions is changed.
Without this modification, synchronization will lost when changing direction.

The Figures 10.9 and 10.10 show simulations where the synchronizer is disabled
and enabled, respectively. The Figure 10.11 show results obtained from experi-
ments carried out on a real system. The Figure 10.12 show the difference between
the positions of the two cylinders under the movement shown in Figure 10.11. Note
that the second requirement listed above, which requires that the difference must
be smaller that

+ Y mm, is, by far, met in this case.

Remark 10.3 Note that the multiplicative control strategy (10.7) would not work
in case cylinder speed was controlled by feedback (which is not the case). If it was,
the effect of the speed-decreasing action from the synchronizing controller would
be effectively compensated for by the speed-feedback controller. Feed forward
control will, however, not notice that the speed has decreased. This is, of course,
a highly desirable property in this case. In case the multiplicative effect would
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Two cylinders with  adjustable acceleration limitation
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Figure 10.8: Synchronous controller scheme.
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Figure 10.9: Synchronous control turned OFF.

be applied at the speed-reference input, in case of speed feedback, the unknown
maximum speed level would cause a dead-zone in synchronizing control. This is
due to the fact that the reference might exceed the maximum possible (unknown)
speed. Thus, the multiplicative reduction of speed would not take effect until the
reduced speed reference reaches the actual maximum value.
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Figure 10.10: Synchronous control turned ON.
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Figure 10.11: Synchronous control of a pair of real cylinders. The dotted line
represent the output from the rate- and amplitude limiter operating on �Ó Y and the
dashed line represent the output from the rate- and amplitude limiter operating on�Ó a . The positions R Y and R a of the cylinders are almost equal. The differenceR Y~[ R a is shown in Figure 10.12 below.

Remark 10.4 In some application it might be desirable to move the two cylinders
different distances, from different start-positions to different end-positions. This
can be obtained by adding a reference,

� F Î æ�æ � Y , to the position error
� & I � � .
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Figure 10.12: Difference in positions, R Y [ R a (mm). See Figure 10.11.

Such a solution is used in the real control system.

It is interesting to note that when two cylinders move with the same speed due to
the fact that the synchronizer operates on one of them, then we have that¼� & �¿"� & ¡   £ � & � ì� & �¥¤ ¼� � �¿ � � ¡   £ � & � ì� � �¥¤p6

(10.9)

The fraction ¿ � & 9 ¿ � � can then be calculated as¿ � &¿ � �  ¡   £ � & � ì� � �¥¤¡   £ � & � ì� & �¥¤ 6
(10.10)

This result can be seen as some kind of reversed adaptive control where good con-
trol is obtain first, by a multiplicative control action, and then the fraction of gains
can be estimated from the control signals. This estimate can be useful in situa-
tions where it corresponds to some unknown but interesting physical property of
the controlled system.

10.4 Simulations under varying conditions

The proposed controller given by (10.5) and (10.7)-(10.8) will here be used for
control of a pair of cylinders subject to unknown variations. We will compare
the results by the results obtained from using what can be considered as a MIMO
(2x2) PI-controller with observer-based anti windup. The two inputs to this con-
troller are: the difference in positions,

� & I1� � and the sum of the positions divided
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by R , i.e.
�
� & �,� � ��9 R , respectively. We will therefore denote this controller by

”SUMDIFF” in this section. This controller was used in the real system at an early
stage but since it failed to fulfill the requirements, a new controller was developed.
This new controller is the one given by (10.5) and (10.7)-(10.8) and it will be de-
noted by ”SQRTSYNC” in this section.

Process variations
Descriptions of the variations we consider here is given next. Table 10.4 shows
how they vary between different simulations.

acc-lim Here, the rate limit ¨ is varied and since ¨ is a parameter of the soft rate
limiter, this variation in not unknown. The rest of variations listed below are, how-
ever, considered to be unknown. Nominally, we select both the rate limits (one for
each cylinder) to be

� ¨ & M ¨ � �  � R:MSR � . This means that it will take R s to move the
valve from closed to fully opened.

dyn Valve dynamics are introduced, see Figure 10.5. The nominal condition is� R:MSR � which means that the valves of both the cylinders have first order dynamics
with time constants

× æ  × �  R s.

gain The process gains are given by¿ æ� & �K & � âÚâ:M ¿ �� & �K & �L+ Y +¿ æ� � �K � � âÚâ:M ¿ �� � �K � �L+ Y + M (10.11)

where
� K & M K � � are varied between the simulations. Nominally we have

� K & M K � � �#+ M�Y 6 Þ � .
noise Band-limited white noise is added to the measured positions. The nominal
condition is

� YcM�Y �
, i.e. noise free measurements.

dist Pulse-disturbances act at the cylinder inputs every Þ :th second with a duration
of Y 6 Y¨R seconds. The amplitude varies according to Table 10.4. The nominal value
of the amplitude is

� YcM�Y �
, i.e. no disturbances.

init-pos Here, we let the cylinders have different initial positions when the simula-
tion starts. This test put extra high requirements on the synchronizing action of the
controllers. The nominal condition is that both cylinders are in the position

� YcM�Y �
initially.
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Cond acc-lim dyn gain noise dist init-pos
nom R � Y 6 RBY 6 R � �#+ Y 6 Þ � � Y>Y � � YBY � � Y*Y �
dyn0 nom

� Y>Y �
nom nom nom nom

dyn05 nom
� Y 6 h Y 6 h �

nom nom nom nom
gain11 nom nom

�#+B+-�
nom nom nom

gain78 nom nom
� Y 6åä Y 6 h â � nom nom nom

noise nom nom nom
� Y 6±+ Y 6±+-�

nom nom
inpdist nom nom nom nom

�¡ä Y���Y �
nom

intpos200 nom nom nom nom nom
� R!YBY �

intpos020 nom nom nom nom nom
� Y#R!Y �

acclim01
� Y 6±+ Y 6±+-�

nom nom nom nom nom
acclim6

� â3â � nom nom nom nom nom
allpos

� â#â � � Y 6 h Y 6 h � � Y 6åä Y 6 h â � nom
�¡ä Y���Y � � Y#R!Y �

allpos0d
� â3â � � Y 6 h Y 6 h � � Y 6åä Y 6 h â � nom

� YBY � � Y#R!Y �
poschange nom

� Y 6 h Y 6 h � � Y 6åä Y 6 h â � nom
� Y>Y � � Y#R!Y �

Comments and conclusions From the results of the simulations shown in Fig-
ures 10.13-10.26 we can conclude that the proposed controller (10.5), (10.7)-(10.8)
here denoted SQRTSYNC, show exceptional performance in all the different sit-
uations. The controller SUMDIFF on the other hand performs, assuredly, well in
some situations but fails completely in other. Under the conditions ”allpos” and
”allpos0d” (see Table 10.4), the use of the controller SUMDIFF gives an unstable
system.
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Figure 10.13: Synchronous control under nominal conditions
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Figure 10.14: Synchronous control under dyn0 conditions
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Figure 10.15: Synchronous control under dyn05 conditions
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Figure 10.16: Synchronous control under gain11 conditions
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Figure 10.17: Synchronous control under gain 78 conditions
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Figure 10.18: Synchronous control under noise conditions
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Figure 10.19: Synchronous control under inpdist conditions
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Figure 10.20: Synchronous control under intpos200 conditions
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Figure 10.21: Synchronous control under intpos020 conditions
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Figure 10.22: Synchronous control under acclim01 conditions
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Figure 10.23: Synchronous control under acclim6 conditions
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Figure 10.24: Synchronous control under allpos conditions
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Figure 10.25: Synchronous control under allpos0d conditions
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Figure 10.26: Synchronous control under poschange conditions
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CHAPTER 11

Suggestions for future work

Many researchers in the academic community leer at the industry in order to find
new interesting applications for their methods, tools and solutions and also in order
to find new problems to work on. This is, in my opinion, sound. However, one can
also look for solutions in the industry! Solutions that often lie outside the standard
concepts used by researchers and students in the academic community and that can
be, not only interesting solutions as such, but also embryos of new concepts. My
recommendation for future research is the following: Find out what company or
institution could be your potential partner and give them a call. Now! And do
not hesitate to contact companies that do not have strong research traditions. I am
confident that you will find not only problems and applications of interest but also
solutions that may be that embryo of a new solution, new concept or even a new
research field.
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APPENDIX A

Derivations in Chapter 2

A.1 Derivations in Chapter 2

A.1.1 Linear system

The plant output of the linear system ( ~ � Y ) is given by�  � " $�& �
� � �����?6
(A.1)

Here, the controller output
� � from the linear, nominal controller, is given by� � �  �*��I � � (A.2) �*��I � � " $�& �
� � �����

(A.3) �*��I � � " $�& � IK� � " $�& � � (A.4)

Collecting the
� � -terms on the right hand side gives� � �0� � " $�& �;� �  �*��IK� � " $�& �

(A.5)� � " ��� � �#" $�& �;� �  �*��IK� � " $�& �
(A.6)� " $�& � �  �*��IK� � " $�& �
(A.7)

and hence � �  " � $�&-�
��� IK� � "%$�&����76
(A.8)

201
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We will now derive the closed loop transfer functions from the reference signal
vector

�
, and the disturbance signal vector

�
, to the output � . Notice that from

(A.8) we have that "%$�&�� �  � $�&'�
�>� IK� � "%$�&����76
(A.9)

Adding the term
" $�& �

to this expression gives" $�& �
� � �����  � $�& �
�>� IK� � " $�& �����K" $�& � � $�&��>��� �4H?I � $�&k� � �#" $�&�� � $�& �>��� à $�& � à I � � �#" $�& �t6
(A.10)

Since à  � "J�0� �
, the term

� à IK� � �  � "
. Then we have that"%$�&-�
� � �����  � $�&����U� à $�& � �Þ6

(A.11)

Finally, we can express the output �  �:� in the following way�L�  � " $�& �
� � �����  � �>$�& ���ï� � à $�& � �n6
(A.12)

A.1.2 Amplitude limiter

According to (2.6) we have that� �  � { & ��� � � Dª¯«( £ ¨ M ª¯®ë° � ¦ M�{ & ��� � �¥¤ (A.13)

where ª¯®±° � ¦ M�{ & ��� � � �ª¯®±° � ¦ I { & M � � ��� { & 6
(A.14)

Insertion of (A.14) into (A.13) givesª¬«( £ ¨ M ª¯®±° � ¦ I { & M � � ��� { & ¤ Dª¯«( £ ¨ I { & M ª¬®±° � ¦ I { & M � � �¥¤c� { & � � $ � µ  $ � µ �
� � ��� { & 6
(A.15)

This ends the proof.

A.1.3 Combined rate- and amplitude limiter

The expressions { �
	��  � �  � { �
	�IZ+-���n× � � Î �
	����� Î �
	��  � F¢ � �
���
	���I { �
	�I0+-���× � � 6
(A.16)
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are given. Here �  �ræ � � { æ-æ (A.17)

where the feed-forward control signal { æ�æ
passes through the limiter (A.16) unal-

tered, i.e., { �
	��  { æ�æÝ�
	��p� { æ � �
	�� 6
(A.18)

Here { æ � represents the limited value of the feedback control signal
��æ � . Hence,

(A.16) can be written as{ �
	��  � �  � { æ�æ/�
	�IZ+-��� { æ � �
	�IZ+-����× � � Î �
	����� Î �
	��  � F¢ � �
��æ � �
	���� { æ�æ/�
	���I { æ�æ/�
	�IZ+-��I { æ � �
	�IZ+-���× � �?6
(A.19)

We define ð¾{ æ�æÝ�
	��U_ { æ�æÝ�
	���I { æ�æí�
	�IZ+-�?6
(A.20)

Expanding the expression for
� Î in (A.19) after inserting (A.18) gives� Î �
	��  � F¢ � �ræ � �
	���� ð�{ æ-æÝ�
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � ��ª¯«( £ È'M ª¬®±° �4� M ��æ � �
	���� ð¾{ æ�æ/�
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � �¥¤p6

(A.21)

Subtracting
_ � �v� é Gëê` ã from the arguments in the ” ª¬®±° ”-function gives� Î �
	�� Dª¯«( £ È(M ª¯®ë° �4�>I ð¾{ æ�æÝ�
	��× � M �ræ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � ��� ð¾{ æ�æí�
	��× � ¤

(A.22)

and then, subtracting
_ � �v� é Gëê` ã from the arguments in the ª¯«( -function gives� Î �
	�� Dª¯«( £ È IÕð¾{ æ�æ/�
	��× � M ª¯®±° �4�*I ð¾{ æ�æÝ�
	��× � M ��æ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�I +-�× � �¥¤c�Jð¾{ æ�æÝ�
	��× � � F $:� r �v� c���f� ã¢ $ � r �v� ce�`f� ã � �ræ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � ����ð¾{ æ�æÝ�
	��× � (A.23)

Hence � Î �
	��  � èF é Gëêè¢ é Gëê � ��æ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � ���Jð¾{ æ�æÝ�
	��× �ìÈ �
	��U_ È I ð�{ æ-æ/�
	��× �ì�g�
	�� _ �>I ð¾{ æ�æ/�
	��× � 6
(A.24)
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The output { can then be written as{ �
	��  � �  � { �
	�IZ+-�p�n× � � èF é Gëêè¢ é Gëê � �ræ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � ����× � ð¾{ æ�æÝ�
	��× � � � �  � { �
	�IZ+-�p�n× � � èF é Gëêè¢ é Gëê � �ræ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � ��� ð¾{ æ�æ/�
	����<6
(A.25)

Using (A.18) and (A.20) we have that{ �
	��  � �  � { æ�æ/�
	�IZ+-��� { æ � �
	�I +-����× � � èF é Gëêè¢ é Gëê � �ræ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � ��� { æ-æ/�
	���I { æ-æ/�
	�I0+-��� � �  � { æ�æ/�
	���� { æ � �
	�IZ+-���t× � � èF é Gëêè¢ é Gëê � �ræ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � ���<6
(A.26)

From the proof concerning the amplitude limiter in A.1.2 (substituting { & for { æ�æ
)

we have that{ �
	��  � � $ � �v� é Gëê  $ � �v� é Gëê � { æ � �
	�I0+-���t× � � èF é Gëêè¢ é Gëê � ��æ � �
	���I { æ � �
	�IZ+-�× � ����� { æ�æ/�
	�� 6
(A.27)

This ends the proof.
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Derivations in Chapters 3, 4 and 5

B.1 Derivations in Chapter 3

B.1.1 The de-saturation transient dynamics of the nominal control
system

We want to derive the transfer function from � _ { It�
to � . This can be done by

first add and then subtract
�

at the plant input, i.e.,�  � " $�& � { ����� � " $�& � { In�¾��������� � " $�& � � �t������� 6
(B.1)

The plant is controlled by the nominal controller in (2.2)� �  �*� IK� � 6
(B.2)

Notice that � enters the plant input in the same way as
�

. This means that the
transfer function we are seeking will be the same as the one for

�
, namely

� à $�& �
,

which we derived earlier in Appendix A.1.1. Hence, we have that� �  � à $�& � � 6
(B.3)
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B.2 Derivations in Chapter 4

B.2.1 Objective 1 for the OBSAWC

When the loop is intact, i.e. { �,�
, we have that��7  " $�&7 � "J7 I � �;��7��K" $�&7 �aI�� � ���>��� �4H?It"%$�&7 � �;� 7 �K"%$�&7 �aI�� � ���*�L�

(B.4)

and collecting all the
�

-terms on the right hand side gives"%$�&7 � �  " $�&7 �aI�� � ���>��� 6
(B.5)

Due to the Requirement 4.1, we have, after a transient, that� ��� )/�  I�� � � )/�����*�Ý� )/�?6
(B.6)

This expression is equivalent to (2.2). Notice that before saturation ever occur,
" }

has no influence on
�

and hence, the control action will always be identical to that
in (2.2).

B.2.2 Controllers and OBSAWC:s in state-space form

When discussed in the literature the OBSAWC is often represented by a state
space description. We will therefore provide the reader with connections between
polynomial- and state space descriptions of anti-windup compensators. For an ex-
planation of the nomenclature see the Remarks on the notations at the beginning of
the thesis.

The nominal controller (2.2) is assumed to be represented by the following state
space description �  � $�& �
��� IK� � �N @ � ¢ �¾¢� ¢ � ¢ C ä �� å 6

(B.7)

Here � ¢  £ � ¢ f � ¢ ; ¤ and
� ¢  £ � ¢ f � ¢ ; ¤ where the matrices inside the brackets

represent the entries for
�

and � respectively. Hence, ��¢ and
� ¢ are entries for the

stacked vector £ � � ¤ ` .
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For the special choice
� 7  P 7 Q�S ¸ V ¸ is a constant matrix, the observer-based

anti-windup compensated controller in (4.6) can be represented by��7  � $�& �
�*� IK� � � � 7!� { IÞ��7W���N @ � ¢ £ � ¢ ! 7�¤� ¢ £ � ¢  c¤ C ²´ ��{ IO� 7 ¹» (B.8)

where ! 7 is the entry for { I�� 7
. In a similar way, the controller in (4.5) can be

represented by��7  "%$�&7 �
�*��IK� � � � 7 { �
 @ � ¢ I ! 7 � ¢ £ � ¢ I ! 77� ¢ ! 7�¤� ¢ £ � ¢  c¤ C ²´ ��{ ¹» (B.9)

see, e.g., [3]. As we pointed out earlier the control actions, of (B.8) and (B.9) are
identical although their state space representations are different.

The two (alternative) additional anti-windup compensators in (4.9), that makes the
OBSAWC a GLAWC, can, of course, also be represented by state space descrip-
tions. Given a state space representation of the first compensator in (4.9)�ML & INL � �OL $�&� N @ � ¸ � ¸� ¸  C (B.10)

then, the other compensator of (4.9) can be expressed as�ML & IPL � �OL $�&& N @ � ¸ I � ¸ � ¸ � ¸I � ¸  C 6
(B.11)

Error feedback
In case the input to the nominal controller is the difference between the reference
and the measured plant output, i.e., (� �>I � (error feedback), the controller in
(B.7) can be rewritten is a more simple form. In case of error feedback, we have
that £ � ¢ f � ¢ ; ¤ ä �� å  � S �
��I � �

� ¢ f  I � ¢ ;  � S (B.12)
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and £ � ¢ f � ¢ ; ¤ ä �� å  � S �
� I � �� ¢ f  I�� ¢ ;  � S 6
(B.13)

The nominal controller (B.7) can then be written in the following way�  � $�& �B�
� I � � @ � ¢ � S� ¢ � S¯C �
� I � �76
(B.14)

It is straight forward to rewrite the OBSAWC according to this, and it will not be
done here.

We have discussed connections between polynomial representations and state-space
representations of anti-windup compensators. An important factor that one must
consider when building controllers (or AWC:s), may it be in reality or in simu-
lators, is controller realization. This is due to numerical aspects. For practical
guidelines on this topic, see e.g. [3].

B.2.3 Alternative representation of the GLAWC

The GLAWC defined by (4.1), (4.8) and the first line of (4.9) is given by�  ��7��^�ML & IPL � �OL $�&� � { IO���"97d��7  � "97 I � � { ���>� IK� � 6
(B.15)

We will show that this controller can be written on the form of (4.15). First, we
multiply the first line in (B.15) by

":7
which gives that">77�  "97 ��7��K"97v�ML & IPL � �OL $�&� � { IÞ��� "97 ��7�� � "J7UL & L $�&� It"97��k� { IÞ��� "97 ��7�� � "J7UL & L $�&� It"97�� { IZ� "J7UL & L $�&� It"97k�;� 6

(B.16)

Collecting all u-terms to the left gives"97+L & L $�&� �  "97 ��7 � � "97+L & L $�&� It"97W� { 6
(B.17)

According to (4.15),
" 7 L & L $�&�  T $�&

which allows us to rewrite (B.17) asT�$�&��  "97 ��7 � �`TD$�& It"97k� { 6
(B.18)
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Now, we substitute
"I7 ��7

on the right hand side of (B.18) by the second line of
(B.15) which allows us to rewrite (B.18) asT $�& �  � "97<I � � { ������IK� � � �`T $�& It"97W� { � "97<I � �cT $�& It"97k� { ���>� IK� � �`TD$�& I � � { ���*��IK� � 6

(B.19)

Finally, we multiply both sides from the left by
T

to obtain the final expression�  �4H?IET � � { �cT��
�*��I � � � 6
(B.20)

This ends the proof.

B.2.4 Loop transfer function: OBSAWC

Since the OBSAWC can be obtained by selecting
L & � L � (  H

e.g.) in the
GLAWC structure, we will here use the results presented in Section B.2.5 concern-
ing the GLAWC. Then, it is straightforward to show that the loop transfer function
is given by ���  "%$�&7 � " $�& ItH

(B.21)

when using the OBSAWC. See Section B.2.5.

B.2.5 Loop transfer function: GLAWC

In order to keep the expressions clear, we will use the controller (4.15), i.e.,�  �4HUIET � � { �cT��
���bI � � �
(B.22)

in the derivation. By substituting � for the expression of the plant output (2.1), we
have that �  �4H?IET � � { IETD� � " $�& {� T �*��IETD� � "%$�&�� �4H?IET�� � �0� � " $�&7� { �cT��
�*��IK� � "%$�&���� I*�`T � " $�& InH-� { �%T �
��� IK� � " $�& ���

(B.23)

Selecting
T  � "I7UL & L $�&� � $�&  L � L $�&& " $�&7

gives���  L � L $�&& " $�&7 � "%$�& InH 6
(B.24)
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B.2.6 Desaturation transient dynamics: OBSAWC

Since the OBSAWC can be obtained by selecting
L & � L � (  H

e.g.) in the
GLAWC structure, we here use the results derived in Section B.2.7 for the GLAWC.
Then, it is straightforward to show that the output � can be expressed as�  �L� � 5 � �5 �  � � $�& "97

(B.25)

when using the OBSAWC. See Section B.2.7.

B.2.7 Desaturation transient dynamics: GLAWC

We will show that plant output � can be expressed in the following way:�  �L� � 5 � �5 �  � � $�& T $�&  � � $�& "97+L & L $�&� 6
(B.26)

In order to keep the expressions clear, we will use the controller representation
(4.15), and thereby the transfer function

T  L � L $�&& " $�&7
, in the derivation.

Recall that the plant output � was expressed as�  � " $�& { � � " $�& �{  ~ �
���
(B.27)

when we first introduced the description of the plant in (2.1) of Chapter 2.

By the use of the last line of (B.23), i.e.,�  I*�`T � " $�& InH�� { �cT��
�*��IK� � " $�& ��� M (B.28)

we have that �  I×T � " $�& { � { �cT �
��� IK� � " $�& ���<6
(B.29)

Subtracting { from both sides, and then multiply by
I*+

, gives thatI*�
�1I { �  �  T � " $�& { IET��
�*� IK� � "%$�&����
(B.30)

or, equivalently, T � " $�& {  � �cT��
�*��IK� � "%$�&���� 6
(B.31)
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Multiplying both sides from the left by first
T $�&

and then by
� $�&

gives that"%$�& {  � $�& TD$�& � � � $�&'�
�*��IK� � "%$�&���� 6
(B.32)

By substituting
" $�& { in (B.27) by the expression in (B.32) we have that the output� can be described by�  � "%$�& { � � "%$�&�� � � $�& T $�& � � � � $�& �*��I � � $�& � � " $�& � � � " $�& �n6

(B.33)

According to the definition of the linear closed loop system output �/� in (2.3), it
remains to show that the following holds for the ”

�
-term”:I � � $�& � � " $�& �1� � " $�& � � � $�& � �Þ6

(B.34)

We begin by extracting
� � $�&

to the left as� � $�& � � " $�& IK� � " $�& � 6
(B.35)

Since
�  � "J�0� �

, the
�

-term can be written as� �*$�& � � "�" $�& �Z� � " $�& IK� � " $�& � ���>$�&�� 6
(B.36)

This ends the derivation.

B.2.8 Realization of �
The derivation will be carried out for the discrete time case where polynomials are
given in the forward-shift operator = .

The nominal controller denominator
� � = �

is then given by� � = �  P T = T � P T $�& = T $�&���6W6W6(� P } (B.37)

and the plant denominator
" � = �

is given by"�� = � á� ô = ô � � ô $�& = ô $�&���6W6W6(� � } (B.38)

respectively. If the plant is strictly causal/proper, then the closed loop denominator� � = �
is then given by� � = �  P T � ô = T · ô ��6W6W6(� � P } � } ��� } � } �76 (B.39)
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Notice that neither
� � = � nor

�B� = �
enter into the leading coefficient matrix of

� � = �
.

This is a consequence of having a strictly causal/proper plant model.

The polynomial matrices
� & � = � M � � � = � in factorization

� & � = � � � � = �  � � = �
can

then be selected as � & � = �  P T = T ��6W6W6!� � &� � � = � á� ô = ô ��6W6W6(� � � (B.40)B 6 (B.41)

Hence, the choice
"J7!� = �  � & � = � in (4.20) is consistent with the Requirement 5.2.

According to (4.20) and the fact that
� � � = �

has the same leading coefficient matrix
as

"�� = �
puts the requirement on

L & � = �
to also have the same leading coefficient

matrix as
"�� = � . This, in turn, restricts

L � � = �
to also have the same leading coeffi-

cient matrix as
"�� = �

. This is due to the Requirement 5.3.

B.3 Derivations in Chapter 5

B.3.1 Diagonal loop � � -optimal design

To keep expressions clear we will denote the polynomial (polynomial matrix)
L �

simply by
L

. By insertion of the constant diagonal weight matrix

w D²³´ � ¡ &  
. . . � ¡ ô ¹Wº» (B.42)

into (5.29), the criterion can be rewritten asu  �� � L $�& �� �� � �� w � "9L $�& ItH � �� �� (B.43)

where w � "9L $�& ItH � kj/®±«'l�� � ¡ * ä � *m * IZ+ å<� (B.44)

� L $�&  ä � &m & 6W6W6 � ôm ô å (B.45)
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and where
� & 6W6W6 � ô are the columns of

�
. Now, (B.44) and (B.45) allow us to

express (B.43), using Parsevals formula, as

u  ���� ä � &m & � �m � 6W6W6 � ôm ô å ���� �� � ���� j/®±«'l � � ¡ * ä � *m * IZ+ å�� ���� �� +R �L� � �1� { & Õ Ç�� ä � &m & � �m � 6W6W6 � ôm ô å ä � &m & � �m � 6W6W6 � ôm ô å ] � ��33� +R �L� � �o� { & Õ Ç�� ä jí®±«'l�� � ¡ * ä � *m * IZ+ å ��å ä j/®±«'l¡� � ¡ * ä � *m * I0+ å�� å ] � ��33 +R �L� � �1� { & Õ Ç�� � & � ] &m & m ]& � � � � ]�m � m ]� �,6W6W6 � � ô � ]ôm ô m ]ô � ��33� +R �L� � �o� { & Õ Ç � j/®±«'l � ¡ * ä � *m * I0+ å ä � *m * I0+ å ] �¢� �533 6
(B.46)

The expression (B.46) can be decomposed into a sum of � separate pairs of inte-
gralsu  ôz* { & Û +R � � � �o� { & Õ Ç¤£ � * � ]*y¥m * m ]* ��33 � +R � � � �o� { & ¡ * ä � *m * IZ+ å ä � *m * IZ+ å ] �533 Ý

(B.47)

Each term of the sum is influenced by a separate ¡ * and a separate
m * for $Z+ MSR 6W6W6 � . Thus, the criterion (B.43) can be rewritten as a sum of � quadratic

criteria which may be minimized separately with respect to
m * , i.e.u  ôz* { & u * M (B.48)

where
u * is given byu *  +R � � � �o� { &:¦ ¸ Î { & � Î * � ]Î *m * m ]* ��33 � +R � � � �o� { & ¡ * ä � *m * IZ+ å ä � *m * IZ+ å ] �533 6

(B.49)

In (B.49) we used that the numerator inside the first integral in (B.47) can be ex-
pressed as Õ Ç ; � * � ]* <  ¸z Î { & � Î * � ]Î * (B.50)
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where 8 is the number of process outputs and � Î * is the Q $ th element of
�

.

Minimizing (B.48) will thus be the same as minimizing � separate criteria, each
of which will be minimized by solving a spectral factorization. Minimizing (B.43)
with respect of the elements of

L
for a given matrix

w
, will consequently require� scalar spectral factorizations. The optimal choice of the stable transfer operatorm * � = �

is then obtained from the scalar rational spectral factorization equation,�'m * m ]*  ¦
¸ Î { & � Î * � ]Î * � ¡ * � * � ]*

(B.51)

which has to be solved for $¾ + MSR 6ß6ß6ß6 � , where � is the number of process inputs.
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